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Imagine designing your own HP 95LX ...
Introducing
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Multi-Tasking Software for 95LX!

fastWRITEI - Word Processor with built-in 100.000
word fastSPELL! checker
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fasfNOTES! - Electronic pop-up notes software
with full searching capabilities.
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- ACE TECHNOLOGIES

Provides SWITCHable! Environment
Direct Launch DOS applications
Customize your Blue keys
Block cursor and Caps Lock display
Typewriter style SHIFT/Caps keys
Start-up DOS shell option

• ACT! for 95LX
- CONTACT SOFTWARE

• Palm Reference. Palm Database
- LIGHTHOUSE SOFTWARE
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SWITCH! - Multi-tasking software for your 95LX
with control panel including Direct
Launch . SwapAPP. Cops display.
Block cursor and more.

• Personal Food Analyst
- MIRICAL CORPORATION

• SOKOBAN - with 300 undo's

Customize your HP 95LX
Version 2 now includes multi-tasking capabilities
that allow SWITCHable! DOS applications to run
simultaneously with MEMO. PHONE. LOTUS 1-2-3
etc. Now you can switch between programs
with a single key! In addition . SWITCH!'s
SwapAPP feature allows you to assign any
SWITCHable! applications to your Blue keys and
still gives you access to the built-in applications.

SWITCH! Menu and Control Panel
In addition . a menu-driven user interface gives
you instant access to any of 48 DOS and EXM
programs. Create single-key loaders for your

fa vorite DOS programs. change your default
C:\ _DAT directory; and even erase a
forgotten password.
SWITCH! 's control panel allows you to set the
auto power off timer; displays digital battery
levels; turn off serial port to save power;
change alarm tone and level.
No more re-booting and closing built-in
applications. Get SWITCH! and enjoy instant
access to your programs!

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

~@~
ACE Technologies. Inc.

SWITCH! version 2 (C 1055) ......................... $69

ACE Technologies, Inc. 2880 Zanker Road . #103 San Jose. CA 95134 U.S.A (408) 428-9722

FAX (408) 428-9721
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One of the
best newsletter deals
in the computer industry
just got better for '941
RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE NOW TO
rHE HP PA1Mrop PAPER
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER

"PC CARD REVIEW"

USuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
uTerrific... " - Mark Gitlitz

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
ofPCMCIA c<\.rds becoming
-f"'ir'I'''I'rril'llo.
a vailabIe:

"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
spedfically for the HP Palmtops.
I don 't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy or just
looking.

"BEST PALMTOP TIPS"

THE SUBSCRIBER

SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM
NETWORK· WIRELESS· MORE

Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

POW••DISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best Programs, Games and
Utilities we can find, many subscribers have told
us that the PowerDisk alone is worth far more
than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

Great for users at any level!

FREE LITHIUM BATTERIES FOR EARLY RENEWALS! OFFER EXPIRES 9-30-93. SEE ORDER CARD THIS ISSUE.
USE THE ORDER
CARD IN THIS
ISSUE OR CALL
800-373-61 14
Outside U.S. 515-472-6330

OR FAX:
515-472-1879

1 YEAR

2 YEARS (save $9)

6 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
1 Subscriber PowerDisk

12 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
2 Subscriber PowerDisks

.......................... only $39

.......... _.............. oruy $69

Drive in the Fast Lane with Ego Fax/Modem

PCMCIA 2.0 compatible

14.4kbps
r'

Don't be tied down by slow modems, free up with Ego Fax/Modem.
• Compatible with Data Comm on HP100LX
• 14400,9600,2400, 1200,300 bits/sec FAX/Modem
• Supports HP100LX, Chaplet, Toshiba, AST, HP, Omnibook, NEC,
Sharp, DELL, NCR and many more platforms
• Compatible with CompuServe, Genie, Dow Jones, MCI and BBS
• European countries and Canadian PTT approved products available.

.,-:If\\'a
•• ~l •• r-nanlet
'1-'
~r., PERIPHERALS

To place an order, call toll free:

1-800-308-3388

252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA • Phone 1-800-308-3388 or 408-732-7950 • FAX 408-732-6050
HP95LXill and HPIOOLXill are registered trademarks of Hewlett PackardCorporation. Ego FAX Modem® is a registered trademarks of Chaplet Peripherals.

Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper
The new HP OmniBook 300 superportable PC has created quite a stir. Reviews
in both business and computer magazines have been very positive. HP Palmtop users are quite familiar with many of
the "innovative" features of this new
large-HP-Palmtop-look-alike developed
by the HP Palmtop division in Corvallis,
Oregon. In this issue I give an in-depth,
hands-on review of the HP OmniBook
300 from a HP Palmtop user's perspective.
HP OmniBook and HP Palmtop users
Hal Goldstein
will also be interested in the new HP
Vectra desktops. The Vectras feature an
infrared port and an optional PCMCIA drive. That means HP
users can easily transfer information between their various HP
computers using PC cards or the IR port. PCMCIA cards should
become increasingly important this next year. In this issue Mark
Scardina updates us on the latest on PC cards. Next year we'll
publish an extra issue focusing only on PCMCIA cards, to be sent
free to all 1994 HP Palmtop Paper and HP OmniBook World subscribers.
One of the many compelling features of the HP 100LX is its PC
compatibility. HP Palmtop expert and HP Forums CompuServe
System Operator, Ted Dickens, does a thorough job in describing
the many ways to access and maximizing the use of DOS on the
HP 100LX. Our own Robert Roney takes a similar look at using
DOS on the HP 95LX.
Those of you who can spend a little time with Ed Keefe - roll
up your sleeves and be rewarded. For the uninitiated who want to
learn some more useful capabilities of 1-2-3, start with Ed's article
on DataBase @functions. For those who want to dive in, read
about Ed's latest discoveries on how to significantly extend HP
95LX and HP 100LX macro capabilities.
Of course, you'll find new products and advertiser information
in this issue, as well as a profile of users in the chemical and
petroleum industries. You will also see that we have expanded our
Quick Tips and Basic Tips sections. Our goal in Tips is to put as
many useful, bite-sized packets of palmtop knowledge per page as
possible.
Finally, many of you have asked about the 1993 Subscribers
Disk. Don't worry, it's coming. I'll give you a full report on it next
issue. We have been holding off a bit so that our disk could
properly service both HP 95LX and HP 100LX users.
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100LX Fever in Tokyo
Yesterday I went to the Tokyo Business Show that is
held once a year and is pretty much the "COMDEX" of
Japan. I dropped by the HP
booth and the corner of the
booth that had the 100LX on
display was so jammed
packed that it was difficult
to elbow my way in. When I
got to the front of the (shall
I say salivating) crowd, and
saw someone from HP demonstrating the 100LX.
With every key he
pressed, there were oooh's
and ahhh's from the crowd.
The lOOLX goes on sale here
(Tokyo) in a few more days,
and there are a lot of excited
Japanese who have heard the
rumors and can't wait to buy
one.
I made a big mistake
when I casually took my
lOOLX out of my pocket and
said in as unemotional a
voice as I could muster,
"Yeah, I just got mine!" With
that all heads turned and I
was just about mugged with
questions.
The 95LX was surprisingly well received here in
Japan, considering that the
built-in software doesn't
support Japanese. (There is
some PDS software that will
let you type and read Japanese in MEMO.) I assume
that with the higher resolution (which should make it
easier to display the intricate
Kanji fonts), the 100LX is going to be an even bigger hit
in Japan.
Just thought you all
might be interested in hearing that 100LX fever is common throughout the world!
John B. Eckstein
CompuServe

Balance of Palmtop Paper,

Back Issues, and Other
Questions
I'm very impressed with The
HP Palmtop Paper. The current balance is excellent. It's
aimed at beginner through to

the more advanced users.
There'll always be new
users from non-computing
backgrounds. You should
continue to serve their needs
with the Getting Started column and Basic Tips.
This brings me to two
small complaints I have.
First, I recently purchased
the back issues for reference,
and to try some of the software on the 1992 Subscribers
Disk. I was disappointed
that I could not load the
Subscribers Disk because
there was insufficient memory in my 512K Palmtop.
Second, I often find articles that refer the reader
back to earlier articles; sometimes over a year earlier.
This makes the current article harder to understand,
since many subscribers don't
have these issues. When I
finally ordered back issues, I
discovered that they did not
go back to issue number one.

Neil Muller
Melbourne, Australia

[The articles are written to
stand on their own, without
needing the back issues. The
page references are offered as
supplementary information for
those who have the issues.
If you are having problems
with the automatic installation
program, you can use HP Connectivity Pack to do a manual
installation. See page 16 of the
Subscribers Disk manual for
instructions.
In any case you should be
able to install the 92 Subscriber's Disk on a 512K 95LX
unless your data files and other
programs take up all the available disk space.
If you are running out of
space on the C: drive you may
want to look into getting a
RAM card. Fortunately the
prices have been coming down,
making them a more affordable
alternative.
Back issue order includes all

issues. Our subscription department will send missing issues Rich.}

Errors in the 95LX Quiz
There are a number of mistakes in the 95LX IQ Quiz on
page 52 of the May/June 93
issue:
#1. SYSMGR is not an operating system, which is pointed out in the answers, but it
is given as a correct answer.
#2. "File organization and
transfer" and "Communications between the 95LX and
other computers" are given
as features of System Manager. The answer should be
"Multiple applications open
at once."
#4. The explanation to the
answer is wrong; it should
be "New Media Corporation
makes the HP 95LX Palm
Modem, a fax/modem card."
#13. ".PBK" is not a "file
identifier."

Electronic Pop-Up Notes for HP 95LX
Introducing

fastNOTES!

TM

Resizable and
Overlapping Windows

Global Searching
of Note contents

Imports and
Exports
Memo/ASCII
files

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus

Indexaliows
fast access
any Note

fastNOTES! Features
• Create, organize and access information as popup notes on your HP 95LX
• Automatic time-stamping and text formatting
• Provides free-form database with global search
capability
• Instantly zoom any Note to full screen
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in applications

A~ID ®

fastNOTES! version 1.0 (C1095) ... ... .. .......................... $69

2880 Zanker ROOd. Suite 103
Son Jose, California 95134 U.S,A.

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977
ACE Technologies, Inc.

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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#14. C: is a drive identifier; if
the answer to 12 is b, then
the answer to 14 cannot be a.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuSerue ID: [76701,272J

[Thanks for the corrections.
ON #13, PBK is not a file
identifier, it is a 'filename
extension' which is sometimes
used to 'identify' a particular
type of file. In this case, .PBK
identifies a Phone Book file on
the HP 95LX. On #14, the \ is
technically the identifier for the
root directory. Many of us get
in the habit of including the
drive identifier when we refer to
the root. To be precise, C:\
identifies the root directory of
the C drive - Robert Roney.]

Freyja Ii Edits Large Files
This letter is in response to
the letter from Professor Bela
Julesz in the May/June issue. He asked for software to
allow viewing and editing of
large files.
I would like to mention
that Freyja can edit files up
to about 512Kbytes in size.
The default configuration for
the 95LX is for a 40K byte
work area, but this can be
easily changed. Of course,
you must have the memory
available one way or another.
Craig A. Finseth
St Paul MN, USA

[Craig is the author of
Freyja. You can obtain a copy
from the Mar/Apr 93 PTP ON
DISK, CompuServe's HP
HAND forum, on Internet
(mail.unet.umn.edu in importlfinl*) and probably other
bulletin boards.
You can also send Craig
blank diskettes and a SASE.
Send one 3.5", 1.44 MB; three
3.5",720 K; or five 5.25" 360
K disks. If you don't want to
send disks, send US $5.00 in
check, stamp, whatever and
Craig will furnish the diskette(s) and mailer. Non-US
subscribers can send four 1.44
MB 3 1/2" diskettes in lieu of
money.

Send to: Craig A. Finseth,
1343 Lafond, St Paul MN,
55104-2437, USA. Additional
contact info: Phone: 612-6444027; Craig.A.Finseth-l@umn
.edu; fin@unet.umn.edu
Rich.]

There are a limited number of
upgrade kits left and the offer is
good while they last. As far as
we know, there are only English
language upgrade kits available
- Rich.]

512K-to-1MB Upgrades Still
Available in Canada

Hal Goldstein mentioned in
The HP Palmtop Paper a
driver developed for a cosmetics firm that allows printing to a HP82240A infrared
printer, but nobody has
heard of it hitting the street
yet.

Print to HP's IR Printer?

Before purchasing a 512K
95LX in March, I contacted
HP Canada to ask whether
the upgrade was still available and how long it would
run. I was assured that they
still had enough "upgrade
kits" left that I would be safe
to wait up to six months and
still be able to upgrade.
Maybe this is just the case in
Canada.

Jorge M. Trevino
CompuSerue ID:[70142,1041l

[There's good news and bad
news. It doesn't look like there
are immediate plans to make it
a separate commercial product.
The company that developed it
is selling the code to other
developers if they want to provide that capability in their
software.
However, we just discovered

Rene Bilodeau
CompuSerue ID: [70062,3710J

[Call HP's Canadian Service Center at 416-206-4900.
The price is $250 (Canadian)
plus shipping and handling.

that subscriber Dave Marsh
developed a printer utility (JRPTR.COM Ii) that does allow
you to print to the HP Infrared
Printer from the 95LX. In addition, subscriber Thomas Rundel
has developed IRPRNT.ZIP Ii
that lets 100LX users print text
files and the contents of the
clipboard to HP 92240A and
82240B infrared printers Rich.]

Ten Reasons Why You Have
to Get the HP 100LX
Here's a list of ten reasons
you can use to justify purchasing yet another, newer,
better Palmtop, to your wife.
1) Tell her that with the new
serial port you can send
FAXes from home, so you
won't have to spend so
much time at the office.

[Continued on page 49.]

Checkbook Credit Card $$ Management
Introducing

HP 100LX
Compatible!

QuickView! '"
1M

Your Perfect Companion for Quicken

Supports European
Date/$ Formats

Supports multiple
Account Files

Checkbook
interface
Instant Account
Summary

On-line Help

QuickView
05/ 11 / 93
9:01 alii
File: BANKAMER
Type: Bank
12/10 Baby Bell Telephone Co
38.66
1992 S Lon9 distance calls
310
Telephone
$
3,624.74
12/10 West Side Utility Co.
196.28
1992
Novelllber electric bill
Utilities
$
3,428.46
311
12/ 15 Ajax Manufacturin9 Co.
1,125.00
1992 S Gross salary
DEP x salar~
$
Hel·

'- ~

A.

[oelete

I

'on

Ch,wl'~e

I

[o~t

Supports
Checks, Stocks
Credit Cards
Loans etc.

Running
Balance

Search for
transaction
history

QuickView! Features
• Instantly keeps track of your Checks. Deposits, Cash, Stocks,
Credit Card charges as transactions are made
• Simple checkbook user Interface with On-line Help
• Categorized transactions to show where your money is spent
• Imports and exports data with Quicken, Managing Your Money
and other programs that supports QIF and WK1 files
• Creates WK1 files for analysis with Lotus 1-2-3
• Can be used as a stand-alone program on the 951.)(, 1001.)( or PC
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in 951.)( applications

QuickView! version 3,0 (C 1205) ...................... ......... .... $49

For more Information Call:

(800) 825-9977

~~~ ®
ACE Technoiogles. Inc.

2880 Zanker Road , Suite 103
San Jose, California 95134 U.S,A.
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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HP News
New HP Desktop Vectra with IR port and PCMCIA
card slots make it easy to transfer data between
desktop and Palmtop or OmniBook; Korean 95LX;
home banking in Brazil with the 95LX.
By Rich Hall

New HP Desktop Vectras Come
with an Infrared Port and a
PCMCIA Card Slot - Communicates
with the HP 95LX, HP 100LX,
and the HP OmniBook 300
superportable
Many HP 9SLX and HP 100LX users
have spent time and money configuring their desktop PC for file transfer with the Palmtop Pc. The HP
Connectivity Kit is one solution.
Adding a PCMCIA card drive to the
desktop is another one. However, if
you're in the market for a new 486
desktop PC, Hewlett-Packard may
have the easiest solution of all.
HP's new Vectra 486M/MI and
486/XM desktop PCs are designed
with the HP 9SLX, 100LX, and OmniBook 300 in mind. They come with
an optional front-accessible PCMCIA
expansion slot that can accept two
PCMCIA Type II cards (like the HP
5MB and 10MB Flash ROM cards) or
one PCMCIA Type III card (like the
HP OmniBook's removable hard
drive).
In addition, the new HP Vectra
486/XM is the first desktop PC to
have an IR port compatible with the
Palmtop's and OmniBook's IR port.
This allows you to place your Palmtop or OmniBook close to the Vectra
and transfer files back and forth
without the bother of cabling or the
expense of memory cards.
The new HP Vectras come with
the 9SLX version of the HP Connectivity Pack software pre-installed.
This lets you use the Palmtop's built-

in applications on the Vectra and
gives you a third file transfer option
using FILER and. the Palmtop's serial
cable.
The May 31 issue of PC Week
magazine gave the new HP Vectra
high marks in features, user ergonomics, and serviceability. They described it as a "Compact, quiet, cool
and remarkably easy to maintain ... an
attractive machine ... "
HP's press release said that independent performance tests (BAPCO
test suite) place the new HP Vectra
486/XM (66MHz) among the fastest
486-based PCs available today. HP
said the Vectra outscored other popular 486 66MHz machines in basic
performance benchmarks and realworld tests in Windows applications.
The HP Vectra 486M/MI comes in
2SMHz and 33MHz versions. The
Vectra 486XM comes in 33MHz, SOMHz, and 66MHz versions. The systems come with two front-accessible
and two internal mass-storage slots
for floppy drives, hard drives, or CD
ROM drives. They come standard
with 3.5" and S.2S" drives. Hard disk
options include up to a 4S0MB IDE
drive or a 1GB (l,OOOMB) SCSI drive.
The 486M/MI comes with 4MB of
RAM memory, expandable to 48MB.
The 486XM comes with 4MB, expandable to 64MB.

HP to License Infrared Technology;
Seeks to Establish IR Standard
Hewlett-Packard announced that it
will license the infrared port technology used in the 9SLX, 100LX, and the
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Order Information
HP Vectra 486M1MI - price varies
Desktop 486 PC comes in 25MHz or
33M Hz versions. Options include a PCMCIA
slot, hard drive, monitor, and HP Connectivity Kit software pre-installed on hard
drive.

HP Vectra 486IXM - price varies
A desktop 486 PC comes in 33M Hz,
50MHz, or 66MHz versions. Comes with a
built-in infrared port. Options include PCMCIA slot, hard drive, monitor, and HP Connectivity Kit software pre-installed on hard
drive.
CONTACT: HP Dealers or HewlettPackard Company, Direct Marketing Organization, P.o. Box58059, MS511L-SJ, Santa
Clara, CA 95051-8059, USA.

new Vectra 486XM to other computer
and peripheral manufacturers.
HP's Serial Infrared interface
allows communications between
devices which are in close proximity.
This facilitates transfer of files and
other information between mobile
and fixed PC devices and printers.
By making the technology available to other developers, HP hopes to
establish an open infrared standard
and encourage the development of
infrared solutions for the growing
number of mobile PC devices.
We don't know how long it will
take for devices with IR ports to
begin appearing in the marketplace.
But they eventually will, and this is
good news for 9SLX and 100LX users.

HP offers Express Exchange
Service for HP 100lX
The HP 100LX comes with a warranty that includes Express Exchange
Service for the first year.
If you have a defective unit, call
HP technical support at 503-757-2004.
They will determine if your unit is
defective and arrange to ship a replacement unit to you via Overnight
Express.
When you receive the replacement, take it out of the box, put your
defective unit in the box, seal it and
label it (tape and label provided), and
then drop it off at the post office.
You can also purchase a Support
Pack, which extends the warrantee
and Express Exchange for two additional years for $85. Contact your HP
Dealer within 30 days of purchasing
your HP 100LX. After that, but before
the end of the first year, contact HP
Corvallis Service Center at 800-7572004 or 503-757-2002.
This program is for the HP 100LX
only. The above procedure is for U.s.
customers; there are similar programs

in place for other countries. Contact
your local dealers.

International News
Korean 1MB 95LX
A 1MB version of the 95LX localized
into Korean is now available through
HP dealers in Korea.
Home Banking in Brazil
Independent Software Vendors (ISV)
in conjunction with Banco Rural, has
developed PalmBanking software for
the HP 95LX to facilitate home banking in Brazil.
With Brazil's high rate of inflation, depositors need to move their
money around quickly to capitalize
on rapidly changing interest rates.
Banco Rural is making the system
available to their customers, allowing
them to do their banking from remote locations.
This remote banking system uses
the Portuguese version of the HP
95LX, the PalmBanking software, and
a New Media PCMCIA slot modem.

PRINT .ROM
YOUR PALMTOP
ParaHnk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 9S or 100. One end
fits into the parallel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

ParaIlDk 3 is batt«y powered, light, small,
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
To Order:
CaU: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222

WIDgET
SOFTWARE

121 London Road, Knebworth,
Herts SG3 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. D1STR1BUJ'ORS SOUGHT

It is already in use by 2,000 Banco
Rural executives responsible for industrial accounts. The approximate
cost of the complete system is US
$1,200.

Put a Compressor in Your

Double the capacity of EgoRAM cards and store twice as much data with Stacker compression software.
Chaplet, a $100 million company, has been offering portable
computing solutions since 1985.

We pre-load compression software on our Ego RAM card to give
you twice as much data storage than before.

Compressed Ego RAM is our newest way of adding value to
SRAM cards.
REI>

Supports HP1 OOlX, Chaplet, Toshiba, AST, Omnibook, NEC,
HP95lX, Sharp, DEll, NCR and many more platforms.

r-naPlet
"-

~_i

To place an order, call toll free:

~.i .~

1-800-308-3388

.. ..
~II~,~\~"'"
~~

~~UJ' P ER I PH E RALS

t_~

252 North Wolfe Road , Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA • Phone 1-800-308-3388 or 408-732-7950 • FAX 408-732-6050
EgoRAM ®, EgoCARD iII are registered trademarks of Chaplet Periphe rals.
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

New Products Designed to
Work with the HP Palmtop pes
In the first ten issues we listed over 345 hardware and software products, and other
HP Palmtop-related services already available from third-party manufacturers and
developers. Starting with this issue we will list 100LX software and peripherals as
they become available. The Imi!3 icon above the product name indicates that the
product is suitable for the 95LX. The 100lX icon indicates a 100LX product. Some
products will be suitable for both Palmtops and have both icons present.
We will continue to list hardware, software, books, videos, training, and services
as we discover them. We invite subscribers to send us information about HP
Palmtop-related products they discover. Vendors of HP Palmtop-related products
should also send us information about their products. (NOTE: Prices listed are
suggested retail. Sometimes you will be able to get a better price from a third-party
vendor or discount catalog source.)
By Richard Hall and Hal Goldstein

Hardware
Cases

I

Im!I!I 100lX
Leather Desk
Padded black Napa leather
case for your HP Palmtop.
Software and memory cards
fit into six slots. Two pockets
hold notes and diary. Zippered compartment for important documents and a
loop for your pen and extra
batteries. Comes with detachable carrying strap.
Availability ............... Now
Pricing ............... $64.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Im!I!I 100lX
Futura
Carrying Cases
Perimeter zippered, padded
cases for your HP Palmtop.
The Futura 50 carries the HP
Palmtop and has slots for
three memory cards and a
pen or pencil. The Futura 75
carries your Palmtop, a com8

munications module like a
wireless receiver, slots for
four memory cards and a pen
or pencil.
Availability ............... Now
Pricing
Futura 50 ............. $50
Futura 75 .... . . ... . ... $75
CONTACT: E&B Company, 1013 Mc
Rae Way, Rosevilfe, CA 95678, USA;
Phone &Fax: 916-782-9219.

l-

- ---

Cables

'I

Imi!3 100lX

PCMCIA Cable
Extender
for Developers
Cable extender system that
allows developers to test and
debug PCMCIA prototypes.
Provides a one-to-one interconnect from the prototype
board to the PCMCIA host.
Availability .. . ..... . ... ... Now
Medium .. ... .. .. . .... . .. cable
Pricing ................ .. $99
CONTACT: Memory Card Associates,
1800 Wyatt Drive, Suite 15, Santa
Clara, CA 95054, USA; Phone: 800949-7256 or 408-732-2550; Fax: 408970-8424.
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Disk Drives

I

Imi!3
Flashdrive25
This 1.5 lb battery-powered
portable hard drive connects
to the 95LX via a 9-25 pin
serial-to-parallel adapter.
Comes with cable, AC adapter, software, internal rechargeable batteries, and instructions.
Availability . .. .. ...... .... Now
Pricing
20MB drive . . . . . . . . . . . $289
80MB drive . . . . . . . . . . . $489
130MB Drive . . . . . . . . . . $589
Ser/Par Adapter ..... $79.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Fax/Modems

I

100lX

Megahertz Fax/Data
Modem Cards
These card modems are for
use with the HP 100LX, or
any computer with a PCM-

CIA 2.0, type II or III card
slot (like the HP OmniBook
300). These modems provide
advanced error correction implemented by the V.42 protocol and use the Hayes AT
command set, as well as Bell
and CCITT standards and
protocols to provide worldwide compatibility.
Send and receive faxes
between your portable computer and any Group III fax
or data/fax modem.
The first two models
connect to an RJ-ll phone
jack via a six foot cord permanently attached to the
card. The XJACK Fax/Modem cards have a retractable
RJ-ll connector that pops out
of one end of the card to connect to a phone cable.
Availability ..... ... ....... Now
Pricing
14400 Fax/Modem card . . $579
9600 Fax/Modem card . . . $379
14400 XJACK card ..... $599
9600 XJACK card ...... $379
CONTACT: Megahertz, 4505 South
Wasatch Blvd., Salt Lake City, UT
84124, USA; Phone: 800-LAPTOPS or
801-272-6000; Fax: 801-272-6077.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
J. A. Wrotniak, at the fol/owing E-mail

Software

100LX

Angia
Fax/Data Modem
High speed PCMCIA Type 2,
Fax/Data modem that works
on the HP 100LX and other
PC's with a PCMCIA 2.0,
type II or III card slot (like
the HP OmniBook 300).
Supports error correction
(V.42, MNP 2-4) and data
compression (V42.bas, MNPS)
protocols. Also supports
Hayes Auto-Sync protocol.
Meets CCIlT and Bell
standards. Includes auto dial,
auto answer, and full or half
duplex.
Availability ............... Now
PriCing
14400 bps Fax/Modem .. $549
9600 bps Fax/Modem ... $489
CONTACT: Angia Communications,
441 East Bay Blvd., P.O. Box 50540,
Provo, UT 84605, USA; Phone: 801371-0488; Fax: 801-373-9847.

Calculator

I

Im.D 100LX
EXCALC 1.20 ii
This scientific calculator and
expression processor includes
numerical integration, differentiation, finding zeros, plotting, unit conversion, extensive function set (including
statistical distributions), conversions, cut and paste, fractional representation and
rounding of results, and
more.
Availability ....... . .... . .. Now
Medium ......... ... Shareware
Runs under SysMgr . . .. ..... No
Shareware fee ....... . . .. .. $30
CONTACT: This file is found on
CompuSeNe (Lib 7 HP HAND) and
this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK. You can contact the author,

addresses: CIS 10: [46511,2552];
Internet: wrotniak@umdhep.umd.edu;
GEnie (J. WROTNIAK). No other contact information is available.

[ Connectivity

I

100LX

Print to an HP
Infrared Printer
with IRPRNT.ZIP ii
IR-Print is a utility that lets
you print text files and the
contents of the HP 100LX
clipboard to the HP 82240A
or 82240B infrared printer.
The program is system
compliant and therefore always available at the touch of
a key. It supports three different formatting modes, including word-wrapping to
produce nice printouts. It is
extremely useful in conjunction with the HP 100LX's

SmartClip feature.
Availability . .. . .... .. . . . .. Now
Medium . ... ..... ... Shareware
Runs under SysMgr . ........ Yes
Shareware fee ....... . .. ... $15
CONTACT: Available on this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK; from
CompuSeNe (Lib 7, HP HAND); or
directly from the author: Thomas Rundel, Rappenstr. 20, Goeppingen 730·
33, Germany, CIS 10100023,2477.
For orders direct from author, add
$5 shipping & handling and specify
3.5" or 5.25" disk.

Financial

I

ImfD 100LX
@Bonds
and @Options
Professional investment analysis software that runs on the
9SLX as a Lotus 1-2-3 add-in.
(Should also work on the HP
100LX, but has not yet been
tested.)

I
I

PCMCIA 2.0/JEIDA 4.1 compatible
Hassle Free Installation on HP95LX & HP100LX

You install directly from the EgoRAM card.
No hassles with COM port on the host PC.
Run ACT! directly from EgoRAM and save
122 Kbytes of system RAM disk space.
Use EgoRAM to store and back-up data files.

To place order, call toll f~ee:

1-800-308-3388
252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA • Phone 1-800-308-3388 or 408-732-7950 • FAX 408-732-6050
ACT! 95- and ACT!* are registered trademarks of Contact Software and Symantec Corporation. EgoRAM- , EgoCARD® are registered trademarks of Chaplet Peripherals.
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@Bonds for the fixed
income trader and analyst
calculates yields, prices, sensitivities, duration, convexity,
value of .01 and 32nd, accrued interest, etc. for investment in treasuries, agencies,
munis, corporate, zeros, Cds
and bills.
@Options for the options
trader and risk manager
calculates theoretical option
prices, implied volatilities,
historical volatilities and
sensitivities with a choice of
up to ten options models.
Availability . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . Now
Medium ..... . .. . . .. Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . . .... . . . Yes
(as Lotus add-in)
Pricing @Bonds .. . . . .. . . . . $395
@Options . . . .. . . . .. . . $395
CONTACT: Montgomery Investment
Group, P.O. 508, Wayne, PA 190870508, USA; Phone: 215-688-2508;
Fax: 215-688-5084; San Francisco
Phone: 415-752-2645; CompuServe
ID: [76646,2101J.

l.__G_a_m_e_s_

1

..

USA; Phone: 800·677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

I Health

DD 100LX

Related

Golfer's EDGE
Golf software for the HP
Palmtops lets you score
rounds in progress, view hole
statistics, access tips for playing specific types of shots,
calculate USGA handicaps,
and analyze past rounds to
identify strengths and weaknesses. Stores information for
up to 50 courses, including
yardages, indexes and ratings, as well as green breaks,
clubs used, etc.
Availability .. ... .. . ....... Now
Medium .... . . .. .. Floppy or card
Runs under SysMgr ....... .. No
Pricing
Floppy disk . . .. .. . . . $64.95
RAM card . . . . . . . . . . $89.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,

I

Antibiotica PC
Infectious disease analytical
software for the 95LX or any
PC compatible computer. Simultaneously evaluate up to
100 organisms for 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and variable sensitivity
drugs of choice - plus list
toxicities of antibiotics. Lets
physicians choose appropriate treatment for infections
with best-choice accessibility
to antibiotic, bacteria, and
patient-specific data.
Availability ... ..... . .. .... Now
Medium . ........... Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr .. .. . .. .. No
Pricing .... . ........ .. $89.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot

• Palmtop attatched via
Velcro anchor (included)

11m!I 100LX

FP Tools
Medical Software

1m1!I 100LX

The Ultimate Leather Case
for Your HP 95LX or 100LX

Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Family Practice Tools is designed for primary care physicians. FP Tools is a series of
phone book files and Lotus 12-3 worksheets that assist the
physician in differential diagnosis, determining treatment
regimens, tracking and interpreting lab values, and more.
FP Tools includes a pediatric
drug reference, a worksheet
to assist in dosage calculation, a .PBK file listing pediatric visit/ immunization
guidelines, ACLS protocols/ drugs, and an OB calculations worksheet.
User can access a menu of
simple instructions by pressing IALTI-M on the 95LX. Hot-

ENHANCE MEMORY PRODUCTS
At the forefront of our industry for
IS years, ENHANCE is mature and
dependable; capable of working
with you to achieve the highest
possible level of success.

• Crafted from Premium
Nappa Cowhide Leather
• Specially padded to
protect your Palmtop

.8 Pockets
designed to
hold application
modules, credit
cards and business
cards
• Special Pocket designed
for checkbooks, documents
and/or additional calender
• Standard 4")( 6" Notepad (included)
• 2 Pen/Pencil Holders
To order, caI/1-800-896-CASE (2273)

.?1..!!.~~~~.~..~~r!..?..~<!:r..~..~..~~~~..................
E&BCompany
1013 McRae Way
Roseville, CA 95678
FAX orders: (916) 782-9219

Total convenience!
Just open . .. and start!

$69 95
Plus $5.00 S & H
for 2-Day Air Delivery
· Returned items must be in

Iike·new, sellable condition.

FLASH MEMORY & STATIC RAM
PCMCIA CARDS:
800134
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
keys are set up for accessing
other data in FP Tools. A
100LX upgrade is coming.
Purchase 95LX version before
Sept 1, 1993 and receive the
100LX version free when it
becomes available.
Availability . . . .. . . . . . ... . . Now
Medium . . . . . .. . .... Floppy Disk
Runs under SysMgr . . . . . ... . Yes
Pricing . . . . . .. . ..... .. . . . $99
U.K. Pricing . . .. . .. .. . . .... £65
(U.K., make checks payable to
Dr. James G. Ard.)
CONTACT: FP Toolworks, Inc., 4305
Harrison Blvd, Suite 136, Ogden, UT
84403-3150, USA; No phone orders.

Integrated
l--_
....
'I

Iim!J 100LX

SuperWorks PT
This software package combines a word processor, database, spreadsheet, and communications program in one
integrated package. This

package is based on the original desktop version of SuperWorks.
SuperWorks PT allows
you to work with a large
number of files at once, easily
move data from one application to another, provides a
macro programming language to develop new commands or complete applications, provides a spell checker in word processor, displays pex pictures, provides
printer support for scalable
and proportional fonts, has a
built-in print spooler and imports dBase and Lotus files.
The main program file for
SuperWorks PT is 200K; optional files include a dictionary file (300K), a Help file
(SOK) and a printer file
(300K). The printer file can be
deleted once the printer is
defined.
[See Advertising, page 27.}
Availability . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . Now

Medium ... .. .... . .. Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . . . .. ... . No
Min file size (uncompressed) . . 200K
RAM occupied when running .... na
Pricing .. .. .. . . . . ... ... . .. $99
CONTACT: Remarkable Technologies,
157 Veterans Drive, Northvale, NH
07647, USA; Phone: 800-782-1955 or
201-767-5522; Fax: 201-767-7227.

Navigation
l--_
...
'I

mI!3 100LX

GRIDCALC 1.0 Ii
This grid coordinate calculator is a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet that calculates the distance between grid coordinates and determines the
magnetic azimuth (and back
azimuth) between them. Developed on the 95LX, but
should work with other versions of 1-2-3. Uses macro
menu, auto-start, and help
screen to allow users to easily
calculate range and bearing

from points as far away as 50
kilometers. Perfect for all
people who spend time land
navigating in the wilderness
(and have an HP Palmtop
along for the ride).
Availability ... . .. . . . . . ... . Now
Medium . . ...... .. . .. Freeware
Runs under SysMgr ...... NolYes
Worksheet file size ... . . ..... 16K
Pricing ... ... . . .. . . .. . .. Free
CONTACT: This file is available on
CompuServe (Lib 7, HP HAND) and
on this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK. The author, James C.
Cummiskey, can be contacted on
CompuServe at 10: [72777,2266J. No
further contact information is available.

[ Spreadsheets

I

1m
QC-LinklHP
Quality control software for
the HP 95LX. Lets you know
immediately if a reading is
out of control and modifies

PPI#30101
PPI#30 102

Fits Like A Glove.
Palmtree Products Presents
Carrying Cases for the
HP 95LX and HP 100LX.
They fit like a glove because they're
designed perfectly. For ease of portability.
For durability. For protection and good
looks. Each case has space for IC cards,
business cards, accessories and
receipts, checkbook .. . and
still fits into pocket
or purse.
The Black
Custom Carrying
Cases are available
in Nylon (PPI#30101),
Leather (PPI#301 05)
and Foam-Lined
Naugahyde (PPI#30102),
which also features a belt
loop. The Deluxe Series, available in Burgundy (PPI#30201

or Black (PPI#30202), features
padded sides, secure inner
pockets, a pen holder, and an
adjustable velcro closure to
lock everything into place.
Also fit PSION SERIES 3,
CASIO BOSS 8300, 9300
and 9600 models, and
SHARP WIZARD 5000,
6000 and 7000 series
Organizers.
NOW SHIPPINGI
1mb and 2mb sram cards
for the HP 95LX

I

PAlMIRU

PROOU CTS. IN C.

Call or FAX for immediate delivery.
PAlMTREE PRODUCTS , 145 WASHINGTON STREET, NORWEll, MA 02061
(617) 871 - 7050 FAX (617) 871-6018
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incoming data so only required readings are used.
Lets you get real-time plots
from any RS-232 device, collect data directly into Lotus
1-2-3, update instantly for X,
R, XY, Sigma and histogram
plots. Converts collected data
to a number of different formats.
Availability ..... .. . . . .. ... Now
Medium ....... . .... Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . .. . . . . . . No
Pricing .. ....... . ........ $389
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

._ -_...

l

Utilities

I'

m1!l
Genus Utilities
This system compliant FILER
alternative lets you compress
and decompress one or multiple tagged files; change file
attributes (archive, Read-only,
hidden); run any .EXE,
.COM, or .BAT file without
closing other applications; go
to the DOS command line at
any time; provides a file view
utility; display twice the
number of files/directories
that FILER displays; display
hidden system ROM files and
directories.
Availability . ... ... .. . . . . .. Now
Medium . .. .. . . .. . .. Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr ......... Yes
Pricing . . . .. . . ............ $99
CONTACT: Genus Software Corp.,
1625 Richards Street, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84115, USA; Phone: 801-4876220.

1!mE1 100l X

Text-Sort/Browse
Lets you sort and browse
through free-form text files 21
lines at a time.
Availability ... . ........ . . . Now
Medium . .. . .... ... . Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr .. . . . . . . . No
Pricing . .. . ....... . . . . $47.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Publications
and Services
Il:l!3 100lX
Nybble's Byte BBS
This electronic bulletin board
system is dedicated to HP
handhelds and palmtops. It
supports HP 48, 95LX, 100LX,
28, 41, 71/ 75, etc. Contains
an assortment of HP palmtop
files, HP 48 Goodies Disks,
and much more.
Availability . ... .... .. . .... Now
Medium ................. BBS
(1200-14.4k bps v.32bis, v.42bis,
MNP58 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity)
Pricing ............ . .... Free
(Free to public 120 minutes/day, no
file ratios. Full access privileges on
first call.)
Hours of operation (central US time):
Sun-Thurs all day except 7-10-pm
Fri & Sat all day except 12-10pm
Contact: BBS Phone: 708-304-0666.

HP Developers Program Registration
Form for the HP 95LX, 100LX, 48SX
To apply for registration as an HP 95LX, HP 100LX, or HP 48SX
developer, please fill out this form and mail it to: Mary Moore, Hewlett-Packard, 1000 NE Circle Blvd, Corvallis, OR 97330, USA; or fax it to Mary
Moore at 503-750-2192.
The program is for developers of independent software and hardware
vendors and developers of internal applications. If you are an end user
and would like more technical information on the HP 48SX, please log
onto the HP 48SX BBS at (503) 750-4448. If you are an HP 95LX or
100LX user, log onto the HP Handhelds Forum on Compuserve (GO
HPHAND).
Name:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:_ _ Zip:._ __
Daytime phone:-,;--:c_ _ _ _ __
Other phone (optional):_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fax, if available:_ _ _ _ _ _ __
HP Product you are developing software/hardware for (circle)
48SX? 95LX? 100LX
Product(s) that you will be developing:

Current products on the market:

Upgrades,
Updates,
Corrections
ImI!3

Area of expertise (e.g. electrical engineering, data collection, etc.)

Type of computer(s) used for software development

95Buddy, Ver. 3.1 Ii
95Buddy adds dozens of features and keystroke shortcuts
to the 95LX built-in applications.
Features new to version
3.1 include SmartCaps feature
makes it easy to obtain shifted symbols and letters; link
.PBK files so that you can
search between files and
quickly load alternate .PBK
files; assign character strings
to shifted function keys; implements a "Find and Replace
All" function in MEMO;
change to-do priority labels
in APPT; allows APPT alarms
even when in DOS; adds
more keyboard shortcuts and
new customizing options.
Availability . . . . ........... Now
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Estimated Size of application(s) (Number of K bytes)

Type of media used to distribute software (circle): ROM RAM Disc
Bundled with product? (circle) Yes No
Other:
Estimated volume sales of your applications: _ _ __
(Number of applications you expect to sell per year)
Estimated introduction date: _ _ __
Where did you hear about the developers program? _ _ __

Medium .... .. ..... . . shareware
Runs under SysMgr . ...... . . Yes
Shareware fee ............ . $40
Upgrade from ver 1.0 or 2.3 .. Free
(plus $5 for postage/disk)

CONTACT: Jeffrey Mattox, P.O. Box
45282, Madison, WI 53744-5282,
USA; CompuServe 10 #71044,2356;
Phone: 608-274-6206 evenings.
Evaluation copy available on this

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
issue of The HP Palmtop Paper ON
DISK or in Lib 7 of HPHAND forum of
CompuServe. You may use CompuServe's GO SWREG to register 95Buddy.

11EEI 100LX

QuickView 3.0
A number of new features
have been added to this
checkbook register and investment management program that lets you view and
search all of your Quicken
records on either HP Palmtop. QuickView lets you create Lotus .WK1 files from
your Quicken data; add,
change, and delete records,
and export all new or
changed information back to
Quicken.
QuickView 3.0 is switchable. It now lets you sort records by date and check
number; eliminate deleted
records to reduce file size;

use the dd-mm-yy (European) date format; specify a
currency sign other than $;
search by investment action
(Buy, Div, etc.) instead of by
category; and more.
QuickView 3.0 will be
distributed by ACE Technologies. All registered users of
version 2.x will receive a
credit of their full purchase
price ($25, not induding
shipping charges) toward the
purchase of version 3.0 if
they order directly from ACE
Technologies no later than
September 30, 1993.
[See Advertising, page 4.}

Availability .. . . .. . . .. . .... Now
Medium .. . .. . ... . .. Floppy Disk
Runs under SysMgr . . . Switchable*
(*Works like a system-compliant
program when used with Switch 2.0,
also from ACE Technologies.)
Pricing . . . . . .. ..... . .. . ... $49
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103, San

Jose, CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800825-9977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408428-9721.

11.m!I 100LX

iiiiii
Shareware Mentioned
in Third Party Products

Tetris Upgrade Ii
Third release of TT95 features
new special effects, high
score, keyboard redefinition,
and will run on both HP
Palmtops and a VGAequipped PC also. The source
code (Borland C) is included.
Availability . . . .. . . .. ...... Now
Medium . . .. . . .. . . .. . Freeware
Runs under SysMgr .. .. . . ... No
Pricing ... ... . . .. . .. Freeware*
('Send author a nice postcard.)
CONTACT: This file is available on
CompuServe (Lib 7 HP HAND) and on
this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK. You can contact the author,
Gilles Kohl, at the following E-mail
addresses: CIS 10: [1oo114,3146J;
Internet: gilles@spam.fido.de; FidoNet: Gilles Kohl, 2:249/6.3. No other
contact information is available.

On the HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS
' CIS

95BUDDY.ZIP - J/A 93
IRPRNT.ZIP - J/A 93
EXCALC.ZIP - J/A 93
GRIDCALC.ZIP- J/A93
TI95.ZIP - J/A 93

'CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software
distributed free of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide to
use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This includes any
shareware found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or compuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be
found on American Online in the
Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).
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The HP OmniBook
300: Hands On
On a trip to South America, Hal
discovers some of the OmniBook's
strengths and limitations. The lessons
he learned may provide the insights
needed to determine whether you need
an OmniBook, and which version is for you.
By Hal Goldstein

First You've Got to Find One
We promised a hands-on review of
the HP OmniBook 300 in the last
issue. But we have had a tough time
laying our hands on one.
Newly introduced products are
almost always in short supply. In
addition, HP is distributing the HP
OmniBook 300 (and the HP lOOLX)
through its dealer channel. This
makes finding these products quite
difficult for purchasers in small U.S.
towns. The large, well-stocked dealers tend to be many hours away in
larger cities.
Fortune intervened! Three days
after HP introduced its OmniBook, I
was scheduled to fly to Uruguay,
South America with my wife to visit
her family. Our three-hour layover
between planes in Chicago gave me
the opportunity to hop in a cab, go to
Chicago's Elek Tek superstore, pick
up an OmniBook while the cabby
waited, and return to the airport with
an hour to spare.
On the way back to the airport in
the back of the cab, I tore apart the
package and discovered six manuals,
a power cord and charger, and a battery pack. (The cab driver must have
ended up with the name plate.)

New OmniBook + No Power
=Frustration
I hoped that there would be some
charge in the battery. However, pressing the reset button in back of the

computer yielded nothing but the
blank HP OmniBook screen.
I was very depressed. I imagined
my Chicago-to-New York-to-Buenos
Aires-to-Montevideo plane trip with
this new computer, but no power!
This was unthinkable, so back at
the airport I borrowed an electric
outlet in front of the ticket counter at
the boarding gate (thank you United
Airlines). I wrapped the long cord
around the counter and hid the
charging OmniBook on the ticket
agent side of the counter. (Note: The
smaller HP lOOLX adapter works with

the OmniBook, but will not quick charge
the unit.)
For a quick charge, HP recommends a one- to two-hour charge: I
was able to give it about 45 minutes.

AC Adapter Connected to HP OmniBook

Once on the plane, I pulled out my
OmniBook and pushed the reset
button. To my pleasure, the Windows
greeting screen appeared. My coach
seat was a little cramped, but I still
had no problem typing or using the
OmniBook's unique mouse system.
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HP OmniBook World
Thaddeus Computing Inc. is proud to announce a new quarterly publication dedicated
to supporting users of the HP OmniBook 300.
Like The HP Palmtop Paper, the HP OmniBook World will bring together under one
cover all the essential information on how to
get the most out of the OmniBook. Issues will
include the following sections: News, Reviews,
How to Use, Getting Started, Quick Tips, and
User Profiles.
We'll give special attention to maximizing
the usefulness of the HP OmniBook 300
versions of Windows 3.1, MS Excel, and MS
Word for Windows and Utilities.
We will also cover the latest developments for. the OmniBook in PCMCIA cards, EMail, CompuServe, and Connectivity.
When you subscribe to the HP OmniBook
World, you will receive the Winter 1993 issue
free of charge, in addition to all of the 1994
issues. You will also receive two special
reports; The Best Tips and Tricks for the HP
OmniBook, a treasure trove of short-cuts and
time savers, and PC Card Review, a reference
guide to help you sort through the multitude of
PCMCIA cards available.
With your subscription, you'll also receive
the HP OmniBook PowerDisk, a selection of
the best freeware and shareware applications,
utilities and games specially for the OmniBook
300. The subscription, $39 for 1 year or $69
for 2 years, starts Winter 1993. (CanadalMexico add $3 to 1-year and $6 to 2-year
subscriptions. Other non-US orders add $12 to
1-year and $24 to 2-year subscriptions.)

To order, contact:
Thaddeus Computing Inc., P.O.Box 869,
Fairfield, IA 52556, USA; or phone: 800-3736114. Outside the U.S. phone: 515-472-6330;
Fax 515-472-1879.

Hardware:
Mouse and Keyboard Useable,
Non-backlit Screen Readable
This three-pound unit looks like an
overgrown HP Palmtop. (PC Week
described it as an "HP 95LX with
steroids"). However, it has the features of a full-sized Pc.
Press the blue mouse icon in the
upper right portion of the keyboard
and the HP Mouse pops out of the
OmniBook. The mouse does not require a flat surface and can control
the cursor movement in mid-air. If
you already know how to use a
mouse, you'll have no problems.
It's easy to adapt to the OmniBook's full-size keyboard. The first
four rows (1-0, A-Z) are spaced identically to a standard desktop AT
keyboard. The function keys along
the top are a little smaller than a
standard keyboard, but easier to
reach. The embedded numeric keypad is activated by pressing INmLk I on
right of the top row of keys. The
Caps Lock, Shift, Ctrl, Alt, and Enter
keys are located where they should
be, but are a little smaller than those
on desktops.
To conserve power, HP did not
backlight the OmniBook screen.
However, it is readable. I used the
OmniBook in mediocre lighting conditions, both at night on the plane
and in a small town in Uruguay.
Even with the Word for Windows
default font (a tiny 10 point Times
Roman), text was readable.
Eventually I changed the Word
Times Roman font to a 16 point Ariel
font and the text became quite readable and useable. Bolding all of the
text helped even more in so-so lighting conditions.
The HP OmniBook 300 is about as
readable as a 100LX or 95LX - useable in different lighting conditions,
but not ideal. Like the HP Palmtops,
adjusting the contrast and angle of
the screen makes the HP OmniBook
more readable.

Making the OmniBook Work with
a Flash Card and AA Batteries
HP says that a fully charged battery
pack should power a hard disk ver-

Numeric
keypad

NmLk key

I

Fn key

HP OmniBook Keyboard Layout

sion of the OmniBook for five hours
and a Flash disk version for nine
hours. The battery pack can be "quick
charged" in about two hours.
The 45 minute initial charge at the
Chicago United boarding gate counter meant that I had less than two
hours to use my OmniBook-withhard disk system. Our plane had
barely taken off from New York
when I got a "two minute warning"
message: I had two minutes to save
my files before automatic shutoff.
Fortunately, like the HP 100LX, most
of the OmniBook's built-in applications have an automatic save feature.
(Word and Excel save files every few
minutes by default.)
I remembered that you could
replace the rechargeable battery pack
with a set of four AA batteries. HP
recommends lithium batteries for the
hard drive versions of the OmniBook.
I only had alkaline batteries and
knew that the hard drive would
drain a set very quickly. I also remembered that another version of the
OmniBook came with a Flash ROM
card in place of the hard drive and
that this version could run almost
twice as long on a set of batteries.
I had a 5MB Sundisk Flash card
in my 100LX (a 5 volt card that was
designed for the 95LX, but works fine
in the 100LX). I wondered if I could
use it on the OmniBook.
I properly turned both systems
off, removed the Flash card from my
100LX and inserted it into my Omni

HP OmniBook Mouse
M lcro~(\flVI(l/d
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This is a sample of 16 point Arial type. This is a
sample of 16 point Arial type. This is a sample of 16
point Arial type. This is a sample of 16 point Arial
type. This is a sample of 16 point Arial type . This is a
~mple of 16 point Arial type. I

MS-Word Screen, 1Opt Times Roman
on top and 16 pt bold Ariel on bottom

Book's A drive. I turned the OmniBook back on and copied the Word
and Excel files I had created from the
C drive to the A drive. Everything
worked fine so far.
I wanted to run the OmniBook on
double-A alkaline batteries for the
rest of the trip. To extend their life, I
wanted to use the Flash card as the
main file storage device and remove
the hard drive. Following instructions
in the manual, I turned the computer
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off (pressing the On/Off key in the
upper right hand corner), removed
the rechargeable battery pack, and inserted four double-A alkaline batteries.
I then removed the hard disk as
per the instructions given on page 145 of the Operating Guide. I performed
this process with relative ease in my
coach seat above the Atlantic. Everything seemed so easy!
I turned the OmniBook back on
and pressed I CTRq-1 ALT I-I DEq to reboot. Like the 100LX, a brief message
appeared during the reboot inviting
me to press IALTI. Doing so would
give me the choice of disk drives
from which to boot. I ignored the
message and allowed the computer
to complete its rebooting process.
Because I had removed the hard
drive, I found myself booting up on
the D drive with a standard DOS D>
prompt.
I pressed dir a: I ENTER I to reveal the
contents of my Flash card. I got a full
list of my HP 100LX data files, DOS
applications, utilities, games, and my
recently saved Word and Excel files.
I successfully ran some of the
games and utilities and realized the
HP OmniBook is quite an acceptable
DOS machine for all but the most
memory hungry applications. Currently, DOS application users are
limited to 445K of RAM if they exit
Windows or 322K if they start a DOS
application from within Windows.
Contributing editor Mark Scardina
tells me he thinks he is close to a
solution to gain back almost all
(600K) of the RAM memory for DOS
applications.

Running Windows with the Flash
Card in the C Drive
I turned off the OmniBook and
switched my Flash card from the A
slot to the recently vacated C slot. I
turned the OmniBook back on and
rebooted.
A message appeared on my
screen telling me that some Windows
files were missing from my C drive.
I was asked if I wanted to reformat
my disk (I said No), and if I would

The HP OmniBook 300:
The Components
The very portable OmniBook sports a 386SXLV 20MHz processor. Some of the peripheral keys on
its full-sized keyboard have been rearranged to facilitate a compact layout, but the major keys (letters,
numbers, shift, enter, etc.) are in standard AT keyboard positions (see keyboard illustration, page 15).
The OmniBook comes with an easy-to-read VGA non-backlit LCD display. It sports a pop-out mouse,
a rechargeable battery pack, 4 PCMCIA slots, a proprietary fax/modem slot, a memory expansion slot,
an Infrared port, a serial port, a parallel port and an AC Adapter/recharger.
All of the HP OmniBook 3OO's built-in software and file storage capability are contained in removable PC cards found in its four PCMCIA slots. This differs from HP 95LX and 100LX, which have
built-in applications and storage space as part of the base unit itself, plus one PCMCIA slot to expand
the Palmtop's capacity.
The OmniBook comes with four PCMCIA slots, labeled A-D. It ships with a PC ROM card in the
D slot that contains all of the system software. This includes BIOS, MS-DOS, Windows, Word, Excel,
PHONE, APPT, HP CALC, and Laplink Remote.

Card slot A

Card-eject levers

Internal system slots
C and D

Because the built-in applications are stored and designed for a ROM card, the Windows
applications respond quite a bit faster than one would suspect on a 386-20 system. However, disk
operations such as HELP, opening applications, autosave, require waiting. Adding an additional 2MB
of RAM memory to the OmniBook speeds things up and may be required if you add other Windows
applications.
The HP OmniBook with all its cards removed contains no software, not even the most basic
"BIOS" software that is normally built-in to the hardware of most PCs. This allows HP or other
companies to produce new ROM system cards with updated, or different software. As we understand
it, PC system cards could therefore be created not only with different applications but with different
operating systems. A UNIX system, or a plain DOS system is possible.
The C slot on the OmniBook is for mass storage. Hewlett-Packard offers two versions of the
OmniBook: A 40MB hard disk model and a 10MB Flash disk model. The 40MB hard disk is a very
compact mechanical drive mounted on a Type III PCMCIA card. A Type III device is twice as thick
as a Type II, which means a hard disk occupies two of the four PCMCIA slots (B and C). It consumes
the battery charge much faster than a Flash disk system. HP sells a version of the HP OmniBook with
a 10 Megabyte SunDisk flash card that occupies only one slot. The flash system is more expensive
and it offers less storage. However, it doubles the battery life.
The HP OmniBook 300 comes with DOS 5.0 and the new DOS 6.0 DoubleSpace compression
utility pre-installed. That means when you purchase the 40MB hard disk model, you have about 80MB
of disk storage. The 10MB Flash card OmniBook has about 20MB available for data storage or other
applications.
Since Windows, Excel, WinWord, and the other built-in applications come already installed on
the D drive, there should be enough disk space for most users with either system. Users still needing
more space can purchase a second HP hard drive to swap with the original hard drive, or a Flash
card for the remaining PCMCIA slot. ("Stacked" memory or flash cards can be used in the system.)
In the future we can expect HP and other third parties to offer different possibilities. For example, 20
Megabyte SunDisk flash cards and 105 Megabyte hard disks are currently available on PCMCIA
cards.
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like the mlssmg Windows files
placed on my disk (I said Yes). After
some of the Windows files were
copied from the D (ROM) drive to
the Flash card, I received an error
message stating that I did not have
enough room on my C drive for the
missing files. I ended back on the D
drive with the DOS prompt.
I deleted some files from my
Flash card and tried to reboot again.
Still not enough room, I deleted a
few more files from the Flash card.
Finally, with about 1MB free on my
Flash card I was now able to get all
the Windows files copied, reboot,
and end up in Windows!

(Note: later we tried replacing the
hard drive with a less expensive, but
more battery efficient 1.5MB RAM card
in the C drive. We would get the message "Drive C does not contain a recognizable mass storage device" and wind
up back at the D:\> prompt.
However, we could read from and
write to a RAM card in the C drive. We
used the following DOS command to

Easy Prinling
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Your Pal.topl

Word for
Windows

Appointment
Book

I

I

Migf~~ft

HP
Calculator
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I
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Program
Manager

I

LapLink
Remote Access

M~rger

I

HP OmniBook Hotkey Layout

manually install the necessary Windows
files on the card.
xcopy d:\obsetup c:\ Is Ie

When we rebooted, Windows came up
fine - Hal.)
When my wife and I finally arrived in Montevideo, we still had to
drive to her family'S house. In a
small town on the way, I was able to
pick up a power cord so that I could
connect the OmniBook recharger to
the 240V outlets used in Uruguay.
(The OmniBook's AC Adapter can

accept 100 to 240 volt AC input. It
outputs 12 volt DC, 2.5 amp current.)
I was now prepared for the visit.
Since my Spanish leaves something
to be desired, when language differences got too much for me, I could
withdraw to my fully-charged, fullyfunctional OmniBook and discover
more of its capabilities.

Experience with Windows and
Other Built-In Applications
I have managed to avoid Windows
for a number of years. I never had a

The Executive Leather Case & Organizer
for your HP lOOLX or your HP 95LX
Power has never been so exclusive and portable.

The GA935 Printer converter
lets you print directly from
your HP 95LX/100LX on virtually any parallel printer. It
uses the standard HP cable.
The Printer Converter is battery powered and totally
portable.
Completely automated, with
auto on!off, fIXed baud rate
at 9600, and supported by
Xon Xoff protocol.

For. li..i.... Ii...,

only $790

GRIINIICH
IISlIIIBISUSA
Tel: (704) 376-1021
Fax: (704) 335-8707
Toll Free: 1-800-476-4070

Order 24 hours a day :
FAX: 608-752-9548
Phone: 608-752-1537
Address: 50 South River,
Suite 105
Janesville, WI 53545

The TimeBoss Executive Leather case combines an executive organizer with
an attractive, protective top-grain leather case for your Palmtop HP IOOLX or
a HP 95LX. You can work with your Palmtop in the case or easily take it out.
It comes complete with note pad, pockets for credit cards, pocket for a
RAM/software card, pocket for paper money, a pressure-sensitive mechanical
pencil and a monthly/yearly calendar that you can change with your checkbook. The popular DayRunner and DayTimer organizers fit as well.

Connection Point, Inc.lTime Boss
"All You Needfor Your Portable Computing"
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good reason to switch from DOS to
Windows. But now I'm the new owner of the HP OmniBook and its feature-rich, built-in WinWord word
processor and Excel spreadsheet - I
have a strong motivation to learn
Windows.
Windows is supposed to make it
easier for people to use computers. I
have been using word processors and
spreadsheets since HP introduced its
HP 125 CP/M machine in 1981. I
fully expected to be up and running
almost immediately without a manual, perhaps with the help of the builtin Help function.
I was Wrong.
I had a most frustrating initial
two or three hours trying to do anything. Maybe I'm just too leftbrained. I don't mind icons, but I
prefer the kind on the HP Palmtops'
keys, with words like MEMO, APPT,
etc. written underneath describing what
the icon means.
The OmniBook comes with program icons above the first nine function keys. Hold down the yellow Fn
key (lower left corner of the keyboard) and press [!!] through ~,
and you start up the application
above the key. This makes it easy to
switch between applications. My only
problem is that I still have to stare at
the icon above the function keys for
a while to figure out what application it represents. I guess I'll get used
to it (see picture of icons this page).
HP Palmtop users are used to this
"task switching" capability with the
blue System Manager application
keys. The OmniBook / Windows task
switching is significantly slower to
access, but more powerful since more
than one application can be displayed
and run at the same time.
Deciphering the icons on the top
of a WinWord or Excel screen is even
more difficult. I still don't know what
most of the icons mean.

Help Hard to Use;
Pared Down to Conserve Space
I found the online HELP system slow
and complicated. I had to wait four
to ten seconds for the first HELP

screen to appear. Then I had to traverse through different menus in an
attempt to get the HELP I needed. (I
could not find any help on basics
such as how to change the Word
screen font size, and how to cut and
paste with and without the mouse.)
I spent a lot of time looking for
answers in Help, and not finding
them. It even took me time to figure
out how to get out of Help or anything else: press IALTI-I!!).
To conserve precious ROM space
HP did not include the Windows
Tutorial, Excel's Help for Lotus 1-2-3
Users option, or MS-Word's Help for
WordPerfect Users option. In addition,
the Windows, Excel, and Word manuals that come with the OmniBook
cover the basics of these programs
only. It seems that HP sees the potential buyers of the OmniBook as desktop owners who already know Windows and Windows applications.
As a 1-2-3, WordPerfect, and DOS
user, I am sorry they omitted these
tools. However, the basic manuals
did eventually help me get started. In
addition, I found an order card with
the OmniBook manuals for more
complete Windows, Word, and Excel
manuals in the OmniBook's Quick
Start Guide.
To summarize, if you are a Windows/WinWord/Excel user, you will
be up and running immediately. If
you are not familiar with some or all
of these products, there is more of a
learning curve.

The HP Palmtop-like
Built-in Applications
The HP OmniBook 300 comes with
trimmed down Windows versions of
the HP 100LX's PHONE, APPT, and
HP CALC applications. The OmniBook can read your HP 95LX or
100LX PHONE, APPT, and Solve files
directly. I was able to add data to
those files on my HP OmniBook and
read them back into my HP 100LX. I
even read a 100LX database file into
my OmniBook's PHONE application.
It worked fine except the OmniBook
does not recognize Date and Option
field types in PHONE. HP 95LX
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Learn lIP 95LX tips, tec1l11iqJtes, and
sltort-cllts ill I-llay ltamls-on seminars
Classes now including the HP lOOLX
CIC has trainers in major cities and has
trained the employees of AT&T, Alex
Brown, US General Services Admin.,
NASA, and even Hewlett Packard.

"[ recently took the above mentioned
class and it was e.;'(celle"t... [ would
recommend this course to anyone... "

Arthur Niclds, CBS, San Jose, CA
liP Palmtop Ta'aining Scminan
$295 Plan for Indh'illuals
Illtl·O to lIP 95LX Seminar S..,ht'dule
S"p 7 - Los Angeles, CA
Sep 10 - Chicago, 1L
Sep 14 - Boston, MA
Sep 24 - Philadelphia, PA
Sep:7 - New York, NY
Classrs 9am - 5 pm

Oct 1 - San Francisco, CA
Oct 5 - Tampa, FL
Oct 12 - Dallas, TX
Oct 27 - Seattle, WA
Oct 31 - San Francisco
Tuition: $295/doy

Cull us iryou haw ot least:
3 people 01 $295 per pe.·son
2 people at $395 per person, or
iryou a.·e in DC, NY, LA, 01' San F.·oncisco
l-on-l training ror $349
C.·oup mtes available, ror exomple:
10 people at $1350 - Only $135 per person
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owners will only be able to transfer
files to the HP OmniBook, since the
95LX will not read OmniBook files.
(However, you can run the HP 95LX
Connectivity Pack software applications on the OmniBook and transfer
files between them and the applications on the 95LX .) The Windows
versions of PHONE and APPT in the
OmniBook take a good while to read
in a Palmtop's PHONE or APPT file.
I imagine that some HP Palmtop
users may run the HP 95LX or 100LX
Connectivity Pack software as a DOS
application on the OmniBook. This
would probably speed up loading of
data files and insure complete compatibility.
I was able to read my Palmtop's
Lotus 1-2-3 files into OmniBook Excel
without difficultly. Excel can also
export its files to 1-2-3's .WK1 format,
so it's easy to go in both directions.
I was also glad to learn that MSWord imports from and exports to
WordPerfect. HP 95LX MEMO, and

unformatted 100LX MEMO files can
be read into the OmniBook Notes
program or into Word.

Order Information
HP OMNIBOOK 300 SYSTEMS

To Buy, or Not to Buy...
I've appreciated the overall usefulness of my HP Palmtop from the day
I got it. Until I started using my
OmniBook, I didn't think that I could
become as fascinated with another
computer.
Now, despite some frustration
with Windows applications, you'd
have to fight me to take the OmniBook away from me. (Right now I
am laying in a comfortable bed, editing this article.) As I learned the
Windows applications, much of my
initial frustration disappeared.
HP Palmtop owners used to long
battery life, a full suite of built-in
applications, rugged construction,
instant on/ off, and PCMCIA card
slots will feel at home using the HP
OmniBook. HP palmtop users who
need a full-sized keyboard for word
processing or other applications and
are satisfied with the HP Palmtop
screen should be comfortable with
the HP OmniBook. The OmniBook
mouse, standard serial and parallel
ports, expandability all add to its
useability.
Even those not totally enamored
with Windows should find that the
HP OmniBook can run most DOS
applications without difficulty. Apple
Mac users will also want consider the
HP OmniBook. It comes with Word
and Excel, two popular Mac programs. The OmniBook is much less
expensive than the Mac portables and
has a much longer battery life.
My early experience leads me to
believe that the ideal OmniBook
system should include a hard disk
plus a Flash or RAM card with
enough room to function as the C
drive. If you need to run on standard
AA batteries, or otherwise conserve
battery life, you can replace the hard
drive with the card. If not, leave your
memory card in the A drive and
store your Excel or Word files there,
rather than the hard disk. This will
also save battery life, since once the
application programs are loaded, the
hard disk is seldom accessed except

Replacement Mouse - $49
(F-l049A) Pop-up OmniBook mouse.

HP OmniBook 300 with
10MB Flash ROM card - $2,370
(F-l031A) Comes with Flash ROM Card for
mass storage. Nine hours use on a full battery
charge. Two additional PCMCIA slots available.

HP OmniBook 300 with
40MB hard drive - $1,950
(F-l032A) Comes with 40MB hard drive for
mass storage. Five hours use on a full battery
charge. One additional PCMCIA slot available.
ACCESSORIES

FaxIModem Comm Pack - $379
(F-l040A) This Fax/Modem card slides into the
modem slot of the OmniBook. It is a 9600 baud
send and receive class II fax, and 2400 baud
data modem. Also includes a ROM software
card with Microsoft Mail, WinFax LITE, and
DynaComm communications software. Requires
2MB RAM Expansion Card to operate.

CONTACT: Contact nearest HP retailer. In
U.S.A. to locate nearest HP retailer call 800443-1245 between 8:00 am and 3:00 pm Pacific
time, Monday through Friday. Outside the
U.S.A. contact local HP sales office.
THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
FOR THE HP OMNIBOOK 300

Color VGA Video Adapter - $350
This adapter plugs into the OmniBook's modem
slot and lets you attach to, and display the
OmniBook's screen output on a color VGA
monitor. Provides single keystroke switching
between OmniBook screen and the external
monitor with a single keystroke. The product is
in development and due out in mid-September,
1993.
CONTACT: New Media Corporation, 15375
Barranca, Irvine, CA 92718, USA; Phone: 714453-0100; Fax: 714-453-0114.

JetEye Infrared Interface - $159

PC Companion Software - $79
(F-l051A) HP OmniBook PIM software for your
desktop PC. Includes Appointment Book, Phone
Book, IntelliLink translate and merger utilities,
and LapLink Remote Access software. Requires
Windows 3.1 or greater on desktop with 2MB of
free hard disk space.

2MB RAM Expansion Module - $175
(F-l041A) Additional plug-in system RAM
installs in the expansion slot on the front edge
of the OmniBook. Sometimes necessary to run
additional Windows software; helps built-in
software run faster (4MB & 6MB coming).

40M Hard Drive - $499
(F-l050A) Card-mounted hard disk drive.

This adapter connects to the parallel port of any
printer and lets you send printing jobs to the
printer via the OmniBook's IR port. This product
is due out in mid- to late-August, 1993.
CONTACT: Extended Systems, Inc., 5777
N. Meeker Avenue, Boise, 10 83704, USA;
Phone: 800-235-7575 or 406-587-7575; Fax:
406-587-9170.

P35 Floppy Disk Drive - $199
This 3.5", 1.44MB external floppy disk drive
connects to the OmniBook's parallel port.
CONTACT: Pacific Rim Systems, Inc.,
2655 Barrington Court, Hayward, CA 94545,
USA; Phone: 510-782-1013; Fax: 510-7821017.

PCMCIA cellular modem - na

10MB Flash ROM card - $879
(F-l013A) PCMCIA version 2.0 mass storage
card that plugs into card slots and gives the
OmniBook more file storage. Includes Stacker
software to double capacity to approximately
20MB.

A PCMCIA format pager card compatible with
MDL, SkyTel, and other wireless services.
Internal button cell allows the card to receive
messages when it is outside of the OmniBook,
and display them when inserted.
CONTACT: AT&T

5MB Flash ROM card - $499

The Pouch - $28

(Fl012A) Same as above only 5MB. Includes
Stacker to double to 10MB.

ACIDC Adapter - $99
(F-l044A) Additional AC adapter and power
cord for HP OmniBook.

Spare Battery Pack - $99
(F-l045A) Rechargeable NiMH battery pack for
the HP OmniBook.

for data files.
I also look forward to getting a
new HP Vectra with PCMCIA drive
and InfraRed Port. Then I'll have all
bases covered: palmtop, laptop, and
desktop. And I'll be able to transfer

Carrying case for the OmniBook. Has pockets
for power supply and cables.
CONTACT: The Pouch, Inc., 535 Suffolk
Dr., Tucson, AZ 85705, USA; Phone 800-7276824; Fax: 602-742-6006.
NOTE: Prices listed are suggested retail price.
You may be able to purchase the products for
less.

files between them all, smoothly and
easily!
The HP OmniBook is a practical,
fun machine. It will be my companion in my travels and in every day
home to office trips.
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Choosing a Memory Card
for Your HP Palmtop
Memory cards expand the storage
capabilities of your HP Palmtops. However,
not all cards work in all systems. Be sure to
pick the right card!
By Mark Scardina
HP has been busy the past months
giving us two exciting new portable
computers. Along with these new
possibilities, we have additional
RAM memory card choices that are
not completely compatible with the
HP Palmtops. Let's examine how you
should go about selecting the best
RAM card for your HP system.
First let's take a quick look at the
types of cards available. Currently,
there are two types of cards from
which you can choose - SRAM and
FlashRAM. Within the FlashRAM
type there are 5 volt and 12 volt
models. SRAM cards are available in
physical sizes of 128K to 4M while
FlashRAM has capacities from l.5M
to 20M. SRAM cards are manufactured by many companies (Epson,
Mitsubishi, Fujitsu) private labeled.
FlashRAM cards are only made by
Sundisk and are marketed by HP,
Seagate, ACE, and Active Data. There
is another type of FlashRAM card
made by Intel that is not currently
available.
Before we get into the relative
merits of each type, you need to
understand that all cards cannot be
used on every machine. The fact that
a computer may have a PCMCIA slot
that can physically accept a card does
not mean that the computer knows
how to talk to the card or has adequate power to operate it. For each
type of card, the PC needs specially
written software "drivers" to access
data on the card. This type of software is not universal and needs to be
written for each type of computer.
Drivers have been written for the HP
palmtops. Unfortunately, this is not

If you are strictly going to use your

5 volt cards in three sizes,
Doubleflash 3M, 10M, and 20M all of
which include their version of Stacker. These cards are physically, 1.8M,
SM and 10M respectively. The ACE
cards come with a special software
driver that increases the write speed
of the card up to 30% over the standard Sundisk driver. The driver that
comes with the HP card needs to be
kept on 9SLX's C: drive. If you damage your C: drive you will not be
able to use the card until you can
replace it either from another card or
a Pc. The DoubleFlash cards come
with a ROM card that you can carry
to restore the driver. For our European readers, ALTEC Electronics in
Germany has a similar card for their
FlashRAM cards. Overall FlashRAM
cards are noticeably slower than the
SRAM cards when you are saving
large files over lOOK; therefore, the
increased storage does come at a
performance price. Both the HP and
ACE cards are provided with Stacker
compression software.

cards on the HP 9SLX, then you can
choose between the SRAM cards and
the Sundisk 5 volt FlashRAM cards
based on your storage requirements
and budget. Currently HP sells a SM
card that includes Stacker compression software. ACE Technologies sells

The HP 100LX makes card selection
easier because no special software
drivers need to be installed for either
SRAM or FlashRAM cards. The faster
processor also reduces the impact of

true for the vast majority of portable
PCs with slots, though this situation
is improving.
The HP 9SLX can use the SRAM
cards mentioned, as well as the 5 volt
FlashRAM cards. The HP 100LX can
use the SRAM, and both types of
FlashRAM cards, but care must be
taken to always insert FlashRAM
cards and especially the 5 volt type
when the power is off. Finally, the
OmniBook can use all three types of
memory cards.

Determining the Card You Need
The first task is to determine the
minimum storage requirements for
your system. While it is true that you
can never have too much space, RAM
cards are far more expensive than
mechanical drives. Let's assume for
this discussion that your space requirements do not rule out the smaller SRAM cards.

Cards for the HP 95lX

Cards for the HP 100lX

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is a computer consultant based in San Francisco, specializing
in palmtop-based applications. He can be reached on CompuServe at [76711,
732J for commercial projects.
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using Stacker compression software.
There are however, some considerations. While the 100LX can use both
the 5v and 12v FlashRAM cards,
there is a significant performance/battery difference. The 12v
cards provide speeds that are effectively equivalent to SRAM. The battery drain on the 100LX while reading the card is relatively low (equivalent to a SRAM card at about 60ma).
Writing to a 12V Flash RAM card is
a different story. It consumes 220 rna.
during that process. The 5v FlashRAM cards give up the speed advantage in exchange for 60 rna
Read/Write current. This results in
the card being 50% slower, but easier
on the 100LX's system batteries.
The ACE DoubleFlash cards add
a driver that provides the 5v cards
with variable speed. If your batteries
have a good charge remaining, or if
you are connected to the AC adapter,
the speed increased by approximately
30%. The HP FlashRAM cards for the

100LX are 12 volt cards and are available in 5M and 10M sizes. They include Stacker, which effectively doubles their capacity. Active Data sells
the Seagate version of the Sundisk
FlashRAM cards and offer the 12v
ones in 5M, 10M and 20M. Compression software is not currently included with the Sea gate cards.
In deciding whether to select a
12v card you should be aware that
the card is unusable in the 95 as well
as a number of external card drives
that do not support 12v. Specifically
the Databook TMD 550 and 201 and
the PAMCO drives can read but not
write to a 12v card.
Finally, I recommend that you use
high quality NiCds (>700mah) or
Nickel Metal Hydrides with the HP
100LX when using any of the FlashRAM cards. These batteries are better
able to handle the current surges and
are less likely to reboot your machine
if you inadvertently insert the card
with the power on.

Cards for the HP 300 OmniBook
The newest member of the HP portable family can handle all types of
cards including the presently unavailable Intel Flash cards. Since this PC is
386 based, there is no performance
lost using compression software.
However, there is a quirk in the
OmniBook 300 in this use. The 300
currently uses Microsoft's Doublespace on the C: drive. You cannot use
it on A: or B: nor can it be used in
the 95 or 100. This means that you
must use Stacker on the card and
add its 40K driver to the already
RAM starved 300 in order to make
use of compression and interchange
the cards with the other HP portables
or external card drives.

Card Drives for Your Desktop PC
The most convenient way to backup
cards to your PC is through the use
of a PCMCIA card drive. These come
in two basic models: An internally installed drive requiring an internal
drive slot, and an external drive

RECEIVE WIRELESS ELECTRONIC MESSAGES & FILES
ON YOUR lIP 95LX
FROM MOST E·MAIL SYSTEMS
Stay one call ahead of your competitors with

EMBARC

<Electronic Mail Broadcast To A Roamine Computer),

an advanced messaging service from Motorola. Computer users on most
public and private e-mail systems can send spreadsheets, database
updates and other important information to computers in the field at a
fraction of the cost of a long distance telephone call. Messages and files
are transmitted in native mode to a hub, where they are translated and
passed offseamlessly to EMBARC. Your message is sent over radio
waves to a small receiver that attaches easily to the HP 95LX using a
snap-in cradle. Sales reps and management receive last minute updates;
service personnel can be dispatched to job sites immediately.
And you're one call ahead of the competition.

To learn more about EMBARC and how to send wireless electronic messages
from your e-mail system, ca11800·333·6200 or fax this form to 800·388-4147.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _COmpaDy _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Pbo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

Adu-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_Zip_ _ _ _ Pas _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- l
_ _Pas me IDlormatioD

_ _SeDd me a demo dlek

_ _Call me rillbt away

MoIAwola NewaStream Receiver'" EMBARC IIOftware: $483.00. Monthly EMBARC subscription: $15.00.

ADVANCED MESSAGING BY MOTOROLA
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REVIEWS: Choosing a Memory Card

which connects to your desktop's
parallel port.
The key in selecting a drive is to
make sure that it will work with the
cards that you use. This is NOT a
safe assumption. The major player in
the card drive market has been Databook. They make both internal and
external models, and also make a
chip that will allow other card drive
developers to create a drive. Because
of this, I expect to see many more
drives in the near future. Card drives
are now an option on the HP Vectra
series of computers. External drives
are also available from ACE and
Adtron.
The external parallel drives are
50-70% slower than the internal ones,
but have the advantage of being able
to be easily moved between computers. The more expensive parallel
drives such as the Databook TMD500
have a pass through on the parallel
port to allow you to hook up a printer or additional device. This is especially nice on portable computers
where adding a parallel port is not
an option.
Finally, all of these drives require
software to be able to read and write
to cards. Just as in the HP portables,
the different cards cannot be accessed
without the software being compatible with them. Make sure you can return the drive or be very specific in
your request. Remember that there
are two types of PCMCIA FlashRAM
cards: the Intel FFS type and the
Sundisk ATA type. All of the FlashRAM cards talked about in the article
are PCMCIA-ATA type cards.

Check the Warranty
There has been justifiable concern
over how long cards will last. SRAM
cards require a battery to maintain
their data, which should be changed
every 10 to 12 months, but otherwise
the cards have nothing to wear out.
FlashRAM cards, on the other hand,
start slowing down as they are written to more and more. Sundisk
claims a minimum of 50,000 cycles
per bit with 100,000 being typical.
They also include a utility call
WEAR.EXE which tests each sector of
the card and moves data from sectors
that are slowing down. Eventually,

Attention VARs, OEMs .•. Call Us
for Factory Direct OEM Pricing!
Flin-

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

HP-9SLX

S12K& 1 MB
Palmtop Computers

Sparcom - Comm StillIon
AceTechnoiogles -1MB, 2MB" 4MB RAM Cards
ft015A - Serial Cable, HP-95LX to PC
#1016A - Serial Cable, HP·95LX to MAC

It lllil'I'liI'lmlij.jilil
CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·227·8292. Fax: (415) 494·1995
the card will get smaller as sectors
are taken out of service.
Unfortunately, there have been no
published tests to determine the
REAL life of the Flash card. Claims
have been made from 5 years to 100
years. To me, claims are a moot point
- examine the warranty the manufacturer or distributor supplies. Sundisk provides only a one year warranty to all of the distributors (HP,
ACE, Active Data, etc.) and leaves it
up to them to offer the warranty to
the consumer.
While RAM cards regardless of
type do not have mechanical parts
they can fail and in the case of Flash,
wear out. You should factor in the
warranty provided when making
your decision as to the best card for
the price.
In an upcoming issue we will be
publishing a chart and test results of
actual card use, and the performance/battery ratings of the various
types in the HP portable PCs.
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Contact Information
Contact information for memory card suppliers mentioned in this article is listed below.
See Advertisers Index at the back of the
issue for other suppliers of memory cards.
ACE Technologies, Inc., 2880 Zanker
Road, Suite 103, San Jose, CA 95134,
USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or 408-4289722; Fax: 408-428-9721.
Active Data, 4642 East Chapman Ste.
304, Orange, CA 92669, USA; Phone 800223-0503 or 714-997-7718; Fax: 714-9970238.
Databook Inc., 10 Alder Bush, Rochester, NY 14624, USA; Phone: 716-889-4204;
Fax & Modem: 716-889-2593.
Hewlett-Packard Corp: Contact authorized HP computer dealers worldwide. In
USA call 800-443-1254 to locate nearest
authorized dealer.
Sparcom Corporation, 897 NW Grant
Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330, USA; Phone
800-827-8416 or 503-757-8416; Fax: 503753-7821; CompuServe 10: [75320,2440j.
Sundisk Corporation, 3270 Jay Street,
Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA; Phone: 408562-0500; Fax: 408-980-8607.

User Profiles:
The HP Palmtops
in the Chemical and
Petroleum Industries
From a desert oil rig to a pharmaceutical
plant, look at how the chemicals industry
saves time and energy with HP's Palmtops!
[Editor's Note: In some previous
issues we focused on how individual
users got the most out of their HP Palmtops.
This issue focuses on the combined
experiences of a group of professionals in
the chemical and petroleum industries.
Although the focus is the HP 95LX,
most of what is said directly relates to
the newer HP 100LX - Robert Roney.}

Where Durability
and Accuracy Count
The chemical industry is involved in
every aspect of modern life, from the
food we eat to the fuels our vehicles
burn. You will find professionals
using the HP Palmtops from the well
head to the power plant, and from
the chemistry laboratory to the factory floor.
Chemical engineers have always
used calculators, slide rules, graphs
and tables. They have had to operate
in extreme environments such as
desert oil fields. Along with the technical details of chemistry and physics, they have had to manage large
operations involving many people
and complex financial planning.
The HP's palmtops are up to the
demands placed on them. HP's high
quality standards provide the durability that harsh engineering environments demand. Lotus and HP Calc's
Solver provide a way to easily handle

complex chemical and mechanical
equations. Lotus and Phone book
both provide a way to efficiently
manage database information. Phone
and Appointment handle contacts
and scheduling. For required reports
there is MEMO. With a pocket modem the Palmtop can send or receive
files from any location with a phone.
In addition to the many technical
and business problems that the HP's
palmtops can resolve, these professional's also use the 95LX to manage
personal business matters, such as
organizing their checking accounts
and making the best possible deal on
a house when they have to relocate.
Here are some examples of the many
ways that they have taken advantage
of HP's palmtops.

Manufacturing Rubber Goods
Kenneth B. Bjork, Technical Director,
Rubber Mechanical Goods, Mound,
Minnesota, USA.
The HP 95LX has all the "right
stuff", large enough memory to do
meaningful spreadsheets, good communications with a desktop computer
and a suite of applications that can
do real work. The Connectivity Pack
is indispensable because the "blue
key" applications run on my desktop
PC and I can "task switch" between
them. The following paragraphs
discuss how I use them.

LOTUS 1-2-3
Probably the single most useful builtin application for me is the LOTUS 12-3. I created a spreadsheet that allows me to enter customer part numbers, specifications and dimensional
data. From this I can calculate the
statistical capability of the process
that manufactured the part. Having
collected this data for over 50 different parts, I was able to use the Graph
capability to demonstrate the stability
of the manufacturing process and use
the Co-Efficient of Variation to calculate the tolerances that this process
could hold. This information is a
very important aid to designing
parts.
I also developed a spreadsheet
that contains two databases. The first
database is a 1000+ record listing of
our competitors' compounds. The
second database is a listing of all of
our own rubber compounds. I use
macros to load the proper ranges
when changing from one database to
the other. I can search by entering a
competitor's compound or material
specification and find our equivalent.
I can also search for polymer type,
color or a combination of physical
properties. Both of the databases
have been uploaded to our mainframe for use by our customer service people.
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PHONE
I created several files using the
Phonebook application as a database.
I have a database of all of our company's products (over 150 entries). I
use Find (F7) to search by part number. I also have a database of miscellaneous information for such things
as polymers, accelerators and other
chemicals that are used in the formulation of rubber compounds.

NEW! Version 2.5! Special ROM Price- $250!
D CDII1\V tc=\\
LJLI
LA\:

a compac t WI'th more HP.,

SOLVER
I use the Solver application for several rubber industry specific formulas,
such as calculation of tensile, elongation and modulus of O-Rings, cure
time calculations, conversions for
various curing conditions and several
other conversions.
APPOINTMENT
I use the Appointment Book applica-

tion and the Todo list everyday. With
the calendar part of APPT, I schedule
sales and customer visits. I use the
"notes" (F6) to take notes on the fly
when calling on a customer or when
interviewing a chemical salesman.
The "Find" (F7) feature is indispensable for reviewing commitments, so I
can be sure not to forget anything
before the next visit. I use the
"Copy," "Paste" or "Cut" and "Paste"
features to move appointments or
notes to new dates or into the MEMO
application. My chief chemist has
come to rely on my notes to keep
track of samples ordered and projects
started as a result of new material
information gathered during sales
visits.
I use the repeating appointment
function (daily, weekly and yearly) to
remind me of regular meetings at
work, for personal events such as
anniversaries and birthdays, fishing
licenses, dock permits, etc. I'm becoming the family reminder person.

Power Plant Development
William B. Keating, CPA, Budget and
strategic planning, new busin~ss development and revenue settlement, Oil & Gas
Exploration and Production, Arlington,
Texas USA.
Even though I have a 486 workstation networked to our mainframe,
I constantly use the HP 95LX for
quick reference items, calculations,
phone lists, investment management
and organizing to do lists. By having
a powerful PC in my pocket, I am
able to save time and money when

OERIVE®, A Mathematical Assistant is now available for palmtops through 486-based PCs.

• Displays accepted math
The DERIVE®
notation.
program solves
•
Performs
arithmetic to
both symbolic and
thousands of digits.
numeric problems,
and it plots beauti- • Simplifies, factors and
expands expressions.
fully too,

System requirements
PC version: MS-DOS 2.1
or later, only 512Kb RAM
and one 3.5" or 5.25"
disk drive. Suggested
retail price is $250.

• Does exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric,
hyperbolic and probability functions.

ROM-card version: HewlettPackard 95LX and 100LX
Palmtop computers. Suggested retail price is $289.

• Simple, letter-driven
• Taylor and Fourier series
menu interface.
approximations.
• Solves equations exactly. • Permits recursive and
• Understands vectors and iterative programming .
matrices.
• Can generate Fortran,
Pascal and Basic state• Split or overlay algebra
ments.
and plot windows.

Contact Soft Warehouse
for a list of dealers. Or,
ask at your local computer store, software
store or HP calculator
dealer. Dealer inquires
are welcome.

• Symbolic math from algebra through calculus .
• Plots in both 2-D and 3-D.

2000 Years of
Mathematical Knowledge on a Disk

IIw-I loft Warehou/e ~
_ _ HONOLULU-HAWAII

evaluating prospective plant locations.
LOTUS
I was assigned to develop independent power plants. I developed a

complex financial and operating
model using Excel on my desktop
workstation and downloaded it to
LOTUS on my HP 95LX using the
HP Connectivity Pack. With the
95LX, camera and maps in hand we
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Soft Warehouse. Inc.' 3660 Waialae Ave.
Ste 304· Honolulu. HI. USA 96816-3236
Ph (808)734-5801 , Fax: (808) 735-11 05

would go on field trips to evaluate
possible power plant locations. I
would input into the Lotus 123
spreadsheet the plant capacity, operationalload, location, altitude, turbine
heat rate, gas pipeline size & length,
electric transmission line requirements. I would then have a very
accurate financial model indicating
the feasibility of that particular location. My output consisted of screens
showing necessary capital investment

HOW TO USE: Profiles

with the payout and the resulting
return on investment. I also had
graph screens showing cash flow,
operating income, water use and
operating loads over the life of the
facility.
SOLVER
I use HP Calc' s SOLVER function for
quick conversions. For example, I
have an equation to convert the hourly water demand for a plant to the
acre-ft of water rights the installation
would need to obtain. Another equation gives me a quick estimate of
pipeline or transmission construction
costs.
APPT, PHONE & LOTUS
I use my appointment calendar to
track accounting closing dates and to
schedule vacations so they don't conflict with projected critical due dates.
I have programmed a spreadsheet
that converts my personal or business
PHONE list from the HP 95LX for-

mat to a format compatible with a
DOS-based address book program
used on my desktop. I use the desktop program to print out a business
card sized (2.25" x 3.25") address
book which easily fits in my pocket
or wallet.
We tend to be relocated frequently in this industry. For my last home
purchase I built a spreadsheet that
modeled the sale and purchase costs
for myoId and new house. I had
more accurate estimates of closing
costs, taxes, insurance and loan payments than the realtor could provide.
I had the calculations while we were
looking at a house and kept a table
of data for all the houses we were
considering. In addition, my spreadsheet included my company reimbursement benefits so I could optimize my relocation transaction. I
could refer to my schedule on the HP
95LX to set closing dates before the
realtor could pull out a calendar. We
saved time by not looking at homes

that did not meet our financial constraints. We found the optimal deal
through structuring the purchase and
loan to minimize our out of pocket
costs and maximize the reimbursable
costs under our company's relocation
benefits.

Food Processing
Donald C. Martz, Technical Data Administrator, Technical Services Center,
Hudson Foods, Inc., Rogers, Arizona,
USA
Our chemistry laboratory analyzes
feeds, ingredients and meats to determine nutritional value. In the past
many of the calculations were done
by using a calculator. The chemist
then recorded the information on a
"bench sheet". From the bench sheets
a data input operator would input
the information into the main database. We were constantly experiencing incorrect results due to mistakes
made in formulations, data entry and
lost or illegible paper work.

UTIL Forth V2,4
95LX Programmer's Toolkit
Harness the power of your 95LX with
UTll.., - a System Manager compliant
version of the Forth language. Even
you "non-programmers" can use the
sample programs for games, graphics ·
and utilities.
• Create System Manager loaders for
your favorite DOS programs
• Create System Manager compliant
applications
• Access the built-in graphics functions of your 95LX
• Includes: Forth compiler, decompiler, 8086 assembler, disassembler,
User's Guide, source code examples

EC.95 ENVIRONMENTAL CASE for the HP95LX
•
•
•
•

Rugged aluminum case with high-gloss finish
Waterproofs and shock mounts the HP95LX for hostile environments
Built-in rechargeable power supply
Options include handstrap, carrying case, auxiliary battery, and high-capacity
NiMH batteries

II

Corvallis Surveying Systems • 919 NE 2nd St. • Corvallis, OR 97330
(800) 733-5017 • (503) 752-4419 • FAX (503) 752-7037
in CANADA (604) 756-6199

Here's what users say about U1ll..:
"Excellent product" • "Fine program"
"Worth it for the examples alone"
"Great software package! Thanks"
"The 95LX loader is a real bonus"
UTIL's price is just $70 ($80 outside USA
and Canada) - VISA or Mastercard accepted.
To order your copy, call or fax today.

E

II S

Essex Marketing Services
272 Old Farms Road
Simsbury,
06070

cr

Phone: (203) 651-8284· Fax: (203) 651-7926
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While I was looking for data
collection devices to resolve this
problem, our Chemistry Lab Manager
returned from a convention in New
Orleans with a HP 9SLX that he had
won as a door prize. Talk about pennies from heaven! I immediately
began experimenting with the gadget
and a couple of weeks later I had my
first application in Lotus.
This little wonder has saved the
chemists at my company nearly SO
percent in the time it takes to record
and enter test results. It has increased
the integrity of the data base and has
made operations more credulous
throughout the Technical Center.
LOTUS
The chemists in the Trace Analytical
Laboratory determine sodium, calcium and trace minerals in various
feeds and ingredients. For each test,
sometimes involving 1,000 samples,
the chemist logs the result on a bench
sheet. I created a small spreadsheet
that looked exactly like the bench
sheet they were accustomed to using.
The formulas were all in protected
cells and the only cells that could be
changed were Sample 10 numbers,
weights, and ABS readings. Now,
instead of using the bench sheet, the
chemists use the 9SLX.
After the results are entered into
the Lotus spreadsheet, I upload the
data into the main database. The
process of updating the various fields
and printing out reports that used to
take days, is now all done in a matter
of seconds.
My boss liked the results so much
that he requested seven more HP
9SLX's. Now, the chemists have a
9SLX in every area of the Chemistry
Lab to determine moisture, protein,
fat, cholesterol, carbohydrates, fatty
acid profiles, and other variables.

Pharmaceutical
Mark Snyder, CAD/LAN supervisor/designer, engineering department,
pharmaceutical, Somerville, New Jersey;
USA

Spreads~eets

are gr~at

to quantify your proJects.
But which values do you use?
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WorstCa~e
Scenario?
Best Guess?

Confused? You need ASCERTain'·
The revolutionary add-in for Lotus®l-2-3®that lets you easily
quantify and control the uncertain values in your spreadsheets.

ASCERTain'· helps you make decisions with confidence.
Ideal for use in budgeting, estimating and financial planning.
TECHNICAL DATA:
• Fuzzy mode calculates the uncertainty
levels in a fonnula, based on the uncertainty in all the values used to calculate
the fonnula .

• ASCERTaln- traces back to the cells
that are arguments of the fonnula, their
uncertainties are thus incorporated into
the cells, then the desired confidence
limits are computed using a proprietary,
scientifically proven, Second Moment
point approximation algorithm and, in
some versions, Monte Carlo simulation.
• @Functlons facilitate the use of the
results and confidence limits in spreadsheet calculations.

• Sensltlvlty and BBCk-solvlng modes.

APPOINTMENT
My favorite area of APPT is the ToDo list! In particular, I like the carry
over feature and the ability to use the
(spacebar) to disable carry-over or
document completed items.
In the Priority One section I enter
projects and I attach a note explaining major areas of the project that
need to be addressed. The project
gets a corresponding file in the
MEMO section outlining the details
or areas that need to be addressed,
including any completion dates and
vendor phone numbers. I don't keep
temporary phone numbers in the
PHONE as this saves the time needed to delete them later on. I also
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ASCERTain'· has been approved by Hewlett
Packard'" for inclusion in its HP 95LX'" and
HP 100LX'" Accessories Brochure.
ASCERTain'· is an add-in for Lotus 1-2-3.
Requires Lotus 1-2-3 for DOS Releases 2.2
to 2.4 or 3.1 to 3.4, or Lotus 1-2-3 for
Windows Release 1.1 or 4.0. Special version
for the HP 95LX and HP 100LX.
• • • Specify 1-2-3 version when ordering.

Only $95.00 including S&H

~~~.~.~'!...~~~~y..:~~!?~..~~~~~.~~~~
Septima International Corporation
382 Chicopee Row
Groton, MA 01450

(508) 448-2761
FAX (508) 448-5246

enter tasks that have a long-term
target completion date in Priority
One. I describe the item, include the
completion date on the same line,
and attach a note with relevant information.
In Priority Two I enter each of my
employees names with a description
such as "John'S Assignments". In the
note section I list his or her assignments and target completion dates.
As with projects, I keep a corresponding MEMO file of John's assignments that are complete and their
completion dates. Doing this helps
avoid the annoying daily question,
"So, what are you working on now?"

HOW TO USE: Profiles

Now, John usually approaches me to
find out his next assignment.
In Priority Three I enter reminders about the things that I never seem
to have time to do. After looking at
these reminders 10 to IS times, I
usually make time to complete them.
LOTUS CHECKBOOK
I decided Lotus could best act as my
bank accounts manager. I no longer
enter check numbers, amounts, and
descriptions in my checkbook. I enter
the information for both my checking
and savings accounts into a 1-2-3
spreadsheet (CHKBOOK.WK1 Ii ).
The calculation of the account balance is done automatically with the
@SUM function.
The only thing I update is a
monthly interest dividend. Since
Lotus files are big and I rarely need
to identify checks more than a month
back, about every six months I copy
the file off the 9SLX to free up space.
The first row at the top of the
spreadsheet simply identifies the
account number in AI. In B1, I have
the @SUM function which calculates
the current account balance
(@SUM(B2 ... B4». Each time I insert a
new row to enter a new check, the
last cell in the @SUM function gets
moved down, so that all the entries
are included in the summation. In
C1, I entered an @NOW function and
formatted the cell for DATE to have
the current date displayed. I put the
column labels in row 2: Date in A2,
Amount in B2, Check# in C2 and
Description in 02. Below the column
labels in row three, the individual
checks or deposits are entered, date
in column A, amount in B, check
number in C, description in D. They
can be in any order as long as the
@SUM references the proper column.
With this format it is easy to see the
account balance at the top of the
worksheet. I enter my macro functions below and to the right of the
data fields.
When I need to insert a check I
use the following Lotus macro to do
the job:
' {GOTO}A3-/ WIR-/RFD2-{GOTO}
B3-/RFF2--{LEFT}

Put True Desktop Power
in the Palm of Your Hand.
SuperWorksPTTM
A fully integrated software package designed
especially for the HP Palmtop computers. *
~
~
~
~
~
~

VVordProcessor
Database
Spreadsheet
Communications
Macros
And much more!

SuperWorksPT'· is:
~ Fast
~ Compact
~ Powerful
~ Easy to use
~ Customizable

..........................................................................................................

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: $99.00
··piiis..$5jjji"s·&..if·.. ·· ......·.. ·....·........Regii·iar..pr·j·ce·$1'9Sjjii"
Remarkable Technologies
157 Veterans Drive
Northvale, NJ 07647
Tel: 800-782-1955
(201) 767-5522
Fax: (201) 767-7227
' Version also available for the IBM PC and compatibles.
Files freely interchangeable between palmtop and desktop versions.
IBM is a registered trademark

This macro quickly adds a row at
row 3, the top of the list of checks
and below the column labels. It then
formats the date and amount cells.
This puts the most recent check at
the top. I also have a macro, to save
the spreadsheet; /FS-R-.
Oil & Gas Exploration
Bedes Pierre, Oil Drilling Supervisor,
Sedco-Forex, Schlumberger, Fleurnace,
France.
I am working on an oil rig in the
desert with very difficult conditions
for computers. It's very dusty and
hot, and the HP 9SLX never has any
problems. For me, it is a wonderful
tool!
I bought my 9SLX because I saw
one of my associates using it in the
field during a leak-off test, a very
important and technical operation.
My friend brought his HP 9SLX to
the pumping unit and I came with
my sheets of paper, a ruler and a

pen. I tried to draw a real time curve
during the pumping time. He used
the 9SLX and found the leak off point
faster and suspended the operation
according to the 9SLX curve. I found
the same result but at least two to
three minutes later, too late! I decided from that moment to buy the HP
9SLX.
Now I use my 9SLX for calculating everything I need: well volumes,
well characteristics, all graphing, etc.
I store a lot of data needed for my
job, and because it is always in my
pocket I never waste time looking for
the information I need.

DOD
Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
CHKBOOKWK1 - J/A 93
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Running DOS on your
HP Palmtop
The HP 100LX makes it easy to access
DOS and run DOS programs. The HP 95LX,
though not quite as flexible, has a number
of third party products to help with DOS.
[Editors Note: This article describes how
to use DOS on both HP Palmtops.
Thanks goes to Ted Dickens for the
section on the HP 100LX and to Robert
Roney for the section on the HP 95LX.]

Running DOS
Applications
on the HP 100lX
By Ted Dickens
The ability to run DOS applications is
a major feature of the HP 100LX
Palmtop Computer. In the 100LX, HP
has given us so much flexibility in
running DOS applications, it is easy
to get lost among all the options. The
first part of this article shows the
seven methods for running DOS
applications. The second part shows
how to get the most possible space
for your DOS applications.
For the sake of simplicity, I tested
these methods using the 100LX's
default memory configuration: System RAM = 636K; RAM ~isk = 352K;
Clipboard = 4K; Static = 10K; DOS =
96K.
There are seven different ways to
run a DOS application on the HP
100LX, but they can be put into three
groups: Creating the ''~OS Box,"
shelling to ~OS, and bypassing System Manager (SYSMGR). As I go
through the seven methods, I'll give
each one a number to make it easier
to refer to each method in the text
and tables.

Creating a liDOS Box":
Methods 1·4
There are four different methods for
creating the DOS box. The DOS box
is just like any other SYSMGR application: You can switch to other applications, launch additional applications, and switch back to the DOS
box. Just as there is only one APPT,
and one MEMO, there is only one
DOS box; no matter which method
used to create it, pressing JCTRq-~
will switch to the DOS box.

Method 1: Launch DOS
If you press JCTRLI-J 123 1 or select the
DOS icon in APPMGR, you will
create the DOS box and get a DOS
prompt. You can then run any DOS
application - within the available
memory. The amount of memory is
determined by Setup; the default
setting we're using creates the DOS
box of 96K, which gives 95,408 bytes
for the program.
To change the size of the DOS
box, go into Setup. Select JMENU I Qptions ~stem Advanced QOS. (If there
are other applications open, you'll get
a warning message which you can
safely ignore; just press OK and continue.) Specify the DOS box size in

kilobytes (K). (NOTE: While the
prompt says you can specify values
up to 512K - it's a myth. If you specify a value larger than available System memory, attempting to create the
DOS box just causes a beep. The
actual maximum value varies, but
with the default configuration, the
maximum usable value is 413K.)

Method 2: The DOS option in FILER
From FILER, press JMENU I Qptions
QOS .... This creates the DOS box, but
instead of using the size specified in
Setup, the DOS box gets all remaining memory. With only FILER open,
the DOS application will have
418,528 bytes available. If you opened
other applications before creating the
DOS box, the available memory is
reduced accordingly.
Method 3: Run application from FILER
In FILER, highlight the .EXE, .COM,
or .BAT file you want to execute.
Press JENTERI. FILER creates the DOS
box and executes the application.
This gives the DOS program a bit
more space; if only FILER was loaded when you launched the DOS
application, it gets 421,328 bytes.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ted Dickens writes PC software for Niche Designs Corporation. He joined the
CompuServe forums in 1984 and became the HP Sysop (System Operator) for
the HP forums in 1987. Ted's CompuServe ID is [76701,2720].
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WIRELES

ETWORKING

B Y

MOTOROLA

With the EMBARC wireless network, your HP 95LX
is your lifeline to current
information whenever and
wherever you travel.
In over 200 cities in
the U. S. and Canada, you're
connected-to E-mail from the
office and news and weather briefs from USA
TODAY, as well as optional services such as sports,
key market and financial developments, and HeadsUp ™ targeted industry news briefs from INDIVIDUAL, Inc. You can even
have four important databases routinely updated-automatically!
Al you need is EMBARC's compact, powerful NewsStream
receiver (it plugs directly into most laptop, palmtop and notebook
computers) and the simple software packa?e that drives it. Pay as
little as $395, install it in minutes and you re ready to go-without
wires, faxes or phones.
Equip your whole team to receive memos, documents and files
for p,ennies per recipient. You'll find EMBARC so cost effective
you II communicate more.
Try it for 30 days; if you're not satisfied, return the receiver and
software for a full refund of the purchase8,rice. Sign up right now
by phoning 1~800~EMBARC4, Ext. 95 .
Give your team the home-field advantage ...
even when they're on the road.

@ , Motorola and NewsStream are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. All other product and company names
are the property of their respective owners.
© 1993 Motorola, Inc.
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Method 4: Launch program icon
from Application Manager
You can add a program to the Application Manager list. Suppose you
want to be able to run CHKDSK
from APPMGR. Press 1!:1 ~ and
fill out the "Add an Application"
form:
Name : Check Disk
Path : D: \DOS\CHKDSK . EXE
Key assignment : Ctrl+123
Comments : (blank)
Icon : (blank)

Now you can highlight the entry in
the Application Manager list and
press IENTER'. This creates the DOS
box and runs CHKDSK.EXE. The
DOS box will be created with the size
specified in Setup.
There are some useful variations.
Suppose you know that a particular
DOS program needs 256K. You could
change the DOS value in Setup to
256, but then each time you start the
DOS box, you'll tie up 256K of RAM
- even when you don't need that

much. This can limit the amount of
memory that is available to run other
built-in application. A better solution
is to declare the DOS box size in the
application setup form (either when
you create the entry, or by editing it
later).
The check disk example, specifying the DOS box of 256K, would look
like this:
Name : Check Disk
Path : D: \DOS\CHKDSK . EXE 1256
Key assignment : Ctrl+123
Comments : (blank)
Icon : (blank)

Note the vertical bar (press I< Shift > ,
on the 100LX keyboard) and the
number 256 at the end of the path.
When this entry is invoked, the DOS
box will be created with 256K, no
matter what value is specified in
Setup.
Note: the vertical bar without a
number after it causes the DOS box
to be created with all available memory.

C1

Datacomm programs
on the HP 100LX
If your DOS application uses the serial port,
then some extra steps may be needed, since
System Manager likes to turn off the serial
port to save battery power.
Methods 6 & 7 are unaffected; the serial
port is always on when System Manager is not
loaded.
For methods 1-5 however, there are two
considerations. First, the status of COM1 is
controlled from SETUP. Press [Menu1Qptions
Communications Port... and you will see a box
labelled "Enable COM1 Port in DOS'. That
box should be checked when you are running
a DOS datacomm program under System
Manager.
However, while System Manager turns
the port on - it does so rather too exuberantly.
Every few seconds, it will go back to the serial
port and turn it on again - just in case. This
can wreak havoc. To circumvent this behavior,
create an entry in Application Manager, (& ... ),
press (F2) Add and fill out the form for your
datacomm program. In the Comments field,
place an upside down question mark, which
you create by pressing Fn-FILER.
A better solution is to use Mark Scardina's ASERCTL a program, which you can
download the HP Handhelds Forum on
CompuServe. ASERCTL lets you turn the
serial port on and off as needed.

FREE BduCAI·C CATALOG
Choose from hundreds of software and hardware accessories at discount prices for the HP 95 and HP
100LX palmtop computers at discount prices. You'll see new products-including the Sundisk flash
to 20/40 mg) and connectivity packs-for the HP 100LX.

(800)677-7001 ext. 108 for your free catalog today
~

* Free EduCALC Newsline ~ *

~

* Personalize your palmtop! *

Keep up to date on new products and developments regarding the
HP palmtops! Call our free 24-hour newsline at (714)582-3976.

~

Protect and personalize your investment with an engraved nameplate. $5.95 if you send us your plate; $6.95 with a new plate from
EduCALC (up to 18 standard characters). Call today to place your
order: (800)677-7001.

* EduCALC trade-in offer ~ *
~ * Free technical support ~ *
~

Trade in your HP 95LX and save even more on your new HP
100LX. Limited time offer-call now! (800)677-7001.

Personalized Name Plate -$5.95

If you're not sure which product is best for you, call our
knowledgeable technical support department. (714)582-2637.

Flin-

HEWLETT

~a PACKARD
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Your HP authorized dealer
for all HP 95/100 accessories

RECOMMENDATION #1:
If you routinely use DOS applications

on your 100LX, spend some time to
see just how much memory they
need. Then create an application
entry for each of them that specifies
the right amount of RAM. Doing so
means that you will never have more
memory tied up in the DOS box than
you actually need.

Shell to DOS: Method 5
There is only one way to shell to
DOS from System Manger: Run 1-2-3
and press IMENU I System. You'll get a
normal DOS prompt and you can
issue DOS commands and run DOS
applications. While you can have
other System Manager applications
loaded before you shell to DOS, you
cannot switch to those applications
once you shell to DOS. If any alarms
come due while you are shelled to
DOS, they will not be processed until
you return to System Manager. The
only way to get back to System Man-

ager is to type exit at the DOS
prompt.
When you shell to DOS, all unused memory is given to DOS. With
only 1-2-3 loaded and an empty
worksheet, the DOS application will
have 307,920 bytes free.
RECOMMENDATION #2:
Only use this method if you have
1-2-3 macros which use the ISystem
command (need to exit to DOS). It
gives less room for DOS applications
and prevents application switching.

Bypass System Manager:
Methods 6 & 7
There are two ways to bypass System
Manager; exit the System Manager or
boot to DOS.

Method 6: Exit the System Manager
Press [!:J to go to the Application
Manager. Then press IMENU I Application !erminate All. You'll get a box

asking if you really want to terminate
System Manager; highlight OK and
press IENTER I. All of your System
Manager applications will be closed,
and System Manager itself will terminate. Doing so means you lose all
access to your System Manager applications. However, this frees up a
lot of memory for DOS. With the
default configuration, you'll have
620,160 bytes available.
Any APPT alarms that should
have come due while System Manager is closed will not be processed
until you start up System Manager
again; WATCH alarms will not be
processed until you start WATCH
again.
To return to the System Manager
type 100 at the DOS prompt and
press (ENTER).

Method 7: Boot to DOS
Exit or close all of your applications,
then press ICTRq-1 ALT I-I DEq to reboot.
After the first few status messages,

GENUS UTILITIES
Like UP's FILER but with
File Compression/Decompression
and 23 other operations
This small 23K program gives you complete control over your 95LX.
• Fully System-Manager compliant
• Compress one or multiple tagged files to
save disk space & quicken back-ups
• Easily change file attributes to protect
important flies from accidental erasure
• Displays the hidden C:,-SYS directory
and hidden system files
• Runs DOS programs & goes to system
without closing other app's. (excpt. 123)
• 200 files per directory; tagluntag all files
at once; Improved file viewing
• Create, rename, and delete directories
easily; supports all drives
• User friendly; most operations take only
one key stroke; DOS version soon
Sample compression results in bytes:
Before
After
1,590
437
CALC.ENV
8,537
CALENDAR.ABK 17,208
5,338
3,322
PHONE.PBK
342
5,842
SETUP.ENV
4,396
EXPENSE.wK1 12,406
42,384
16,842
All the above
$99.00 including S&H. Check or money
order (non-US add $7.50). Free brochure.
Genus Software Corporation
1625 Richards Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84115

The desktop ThinCardDRIVFM transfers data effortlessly
between Palmptops and MS-DOS® or MS-Windows® PCs.
_ Plugs right into the printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer
) operation. Model TMD-500 reads and writes SRAM cards,
."J TMD-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully PCMCIAIJEIDA
.~ , compatible, with the industry's broadest range of card
~:'/supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy. Isn't it time
you put one on your expense report?
Call (716) 889-4204 for further information.
ThinCardDRIVE is a trademark
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
of Databook, Inc.
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you'll see "Press [Alt] for boot options ... " Press IALTI and you'll get a
menu of options. Select option 6. The
100LX will boot directly to DOS,
ignoring CONFIC.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT and System Manager. In return,
you will have 626,240 bytes free for
your DOS applications. This is the
most amount of memory you can get
without changing your configuration.
To start up System Manager
again, reboot your 100LX.

Part II: Maximizing DOS memory
In this part, we'll look at the other
things which consume DOS memory;
making those things smaller gives
more space for DOS. Caution: changing some of these configuration values can adversely affect system performance. My focus has been on
maximizing the DOS space; I haven't
spent much time figuring out the
consequences of changes. One would
be well-served by backing up the
system before experimenting ...

The changes are in three areas:
the CONFIC.5YS file, AUTOEXEC
.BAT file, and the Setup application
in System Manager.
The CONFIG.SYS File
As with any MS-DOS system, the
100LX uses some memory for open
files, disk buffers, and drive designations. When an MS-DOS machine
boots up it looks for a CONFIG.SYS
file and if it finds one, it then looks
for an AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Both of
these files can contain DOS commands that affect the amount of
memory that DOS uses. By controlling these values in your C:\CONFIC.5YS file, you can free up additional DOS program space. NOTE: If
you create C:\CONFIC.5YS, you
should copy D:\AUTOEXEC.BAT to
C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT. Otherwise
you'll be left at the DOS prompt
when you reboot.
The DOS commands that can be
adjusted to increase useable memory

in the CONFIC.5YS file on the 100LX
are, FILES=, STACKS=, and LASTDRIVE=:
FILES =
DOS needs roughly 56 bytes to keep
track of each open file handle, internal file identifier. By default, the
100LX sets up for 25 files, using 1520
bytes in the process. Setting FILES=3
frees 1296 bytes, but this is somewhat
counterproductive since we are trying to make space for DOS programs
and many of them need more than 3
file handles.
In theory, setting FILES=3 should
mean you can only open three files.
But it appears System Manager is
using a different mechanism for
tracking files as I was able to open
seven files at the same time.
BUFFERS =
DOS uses RAM buffers to speed I/O
to hard disks. Each buffer takes 528
bytes. Since the 100LX uses only
RAM disks, buffering has less of an

$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL
SERVICE FOR THE

HP 95LX

.Ill

Nationwide dialup access for $9 per month flat rate.

.Ill

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup
access is available at additional cost.

.Ill

FREE System Manager compliant software
included.

.Ill

.Ill

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers
of Internet, CompuServe®, AT&T MaiI™,
MCIMail™, and all other connected networks in
the global messaging matrix.

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPort™
modem and Sparcom's SmartDock™
ComStation .

.Ill

PSI Link also works on DOS laptops.

.Ill

PSILink Electronic Mail for Windows is available
at access speeds of up to V.32bis (14.4 Kbps) .

.Ill

Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

.Ill

Two-way wireless access is available over the
RAM Mobile Data wireless networks .

.Ill

1200,2400 and 9600 bps dialup access is
available

~

PSIUnk
SM

GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Suite 1100 - 11800 Sunrise Valley Drive - Reston, VA 22091
Phone: +1703.620.6651 • E-Mail: psilink-info@psi.com • FAX BACK INFO: 1800.79fax79
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Learn more about PSILink
and other PSI
internetworking services!

......

Visit the PSI Booth, #5576,
at Interop '93 August 23-27
at the Moscone Convention
Center, San Francisco

impact. Reducing the buffers to 3
(BUFFERS=3) from the default of 20
frees up 9040 bytes.
STACKS =
I don't pretend to understand exactly
how DOS uses stacks. I do know that
DOS lets one specify the number and
size of the stacks. Setting
STACKS=O,O frees up 1,872 bytes and it appears to be safe.
The MS-DOS 5.0 manual says that
many computers will operate correctly with these values set to 0,0. However, if your system becomes unsta-

MILEAGE LOG
Release 2.0

Track your car mileage and 10 expenses
(parking, meals, lodging, etc. to $9.9 mill.)
for reimbursement or your tax return.
• System-Manager compliant - allows
task switching to HP and other app's
• Remembers 100 prior routes to save
you time and keystrokes
• User-definable expense categories,
mileage rate, and input prompfs
• Shows running total of miles, mileage
expense, and other expenses
• Automatic creation of new data file at
beginning of each year
• Prints prior or current mileage & expense report to formatted text file
• Small, efficient, fast, hot keys, friendly

$79 including s&H. Check or money
order (foreign + $7.50). Upgrade $29.
Genus Software Corporation
1625 Richards street
Salt Lake City, UT 84115

I also recommend that you remove
assign e:=a: from C: \AUTOEXEC
.BAT.
With these changes, the 100LX
gains 14,128 bytes over th~ default
configuration. (Note that this change
does not affect method 7 since it
bypasses the configuration files.)

ble you should set these values back
to the defaults, 9,128.
LASTDRIVE =
By default, the 100LX sets up for :0
logical drives: A: through J: and m
the process chews up 896 bytes. Setting LASTDRIVE=D frees up 432
bytes.

The System Manager Setup
The changes to the DOS CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files affect
methods 1 through 6. There are also
changes we can make to System Manager Setup that will affect methods
1 through 5. In general, once you
make the configuration change to
Setup, you will have to reboot for the
change to take effect. The Clipboard,
DOS, and Static settings are made
from the Advanced memory options
of Setup; run Setup (CRTL)+(FILER)
or (& ...) and select (S)etup, then select
[Menu] Qptions furstem Advanced ....

The AUTOEXEC.BAT File
The default AUTOEXEC.BAT is fairly
innocuous, but it has a line that is a
bit odd. The line assign e:=a: tells the
100LX to access the A: drive whenever software attempts to access the E:
drive. There's nothing wrong with
the statement, but there are few places where it would be useful and
getting rid of it frees up 1600 bytes.
RECOMMENDATION #3:
With some trepidation, I recommend
that you put these three lines into
C: \CONFIG.SYS:

• Clipboard - is used by the Cut,
Copy, and Paste functions of System

FILES=10
BUFFERS=3
STACKS=O, O

HP 95LX Word Processor and Spell Checker

fastWRITE!
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Use r programmable
Macro commands

Best Solution!
For Serial to Parallel Printer Conversion

Edit multiple
files
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Introducing

fastWRITE! Features
For m o re info rmation C all:

• Full featured Word Processor for HP 95LX
• Imports and Exports WordPerfect, MSWord,
WordStar and standard ASCII formats.
• Complete control of style, fonts and f?rmats
• Supports multiple printers and proportional fonts
• Complete Macro commands for customization
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in applications

A@ OO ®

fostWRITE! version 1.0 (C 1075) ....... ........ ... .. ....... ... ... .. $99

2880 Zanker ROOd. Suite 103
Son Jose. California 95134 U.S.A.

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technologies, Inc.

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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Manager applications. The default
size is 4K. Reducing the clipboard to
2K frees up 2048 bytes.
• Static - The "Static RAM" area is
for applications which need static
RAM. Sound circular? Well, it gets
better: There are no applications
which use static RAM, but by default, System Manager sets aside 10K
for them. Setup claims you can set
Static from OK to 120K. It's a lie.
While you can set Static to OK, it will
still reserve 1760 bytes, leaving 8,480
bytes free.
• DOS - As discussed earlier, the
DOS setting in the Advanced menu
controls the default size of the 005
box. Setup accepts values from 50 to
512; the useful upper limit varies.
The biggest value I could reach (with
some effort) was 445, which gave
452,784 bytes to an application in the
DOS box.
• Redirector - As of this writing, HP
has not released the Connectivity
Pack for the 100LX. Until they do, the
Redirector is useless; disabling it
gains 9760 bytes. To disable the Redirector, run Setup and select [Menu]
B.edirector Disable Server. (Reboot to
make the change take effect.)
RECOMMENDATION #4:
Disable the Redirector, set Clipboard==2 and Static==O. This will free
up 20,288 bytes for DOS when accessed by methods 1 through 5.

Summary
Table 1 shows the amount of memory one can get from each of the seven
methods for running DOS applications on the 100LX. Judicious use of
these methods should let you run
just about any DOS application on
your 100LX -- up to 455,744 bytes
under System Manager, up to 634,272
bytes without System Manager.

Table 1: Summary of DOS Methods
Method

Default DOS
memory

Maximum
DOS memory

Run
other
Apps?

Switch
to other
Apps?

95,408

452,784

mem

yes

2. In FILER press IMENU I
Options DOS

418,528

452,944

before

yes

3. Highlight DOS application in
FILER, press I ENTER I

421,328

455,744

before

yes

4. Launch program icon from
Application Manager

401,256

435,632

mem

yes

5. In 1-2-3, press I MENU I
System

307,920

342,366

no

no

6. In AppMgr press I MENU I
Application Terminate

620,160

634,272

n/a

n/a

7. Press I CTRLI-I ALT I-I DELI
Press IALTI for "boot options"
Select option 6

626,240

626,240

n/a

n/a

1. Press ICTRq-~ or select DOS icon in AppMgr

- Default DOS mem: The amount of memory available to the DOS application with the
default 100LX configuration. - Maximum DOS mem: The amount of memory available to
the DOS application with the recommendations followed. - Run other Apps?: no: Can't
run other applications before or after launching the DOS application; before: Can only run
other applications before launching the DOS application; mem: Can run other applications if
there is memory available; n/a: Not applicable. - Switch to other Apps?: yes: Can switch
to other applications after launching the DOS application; no: Can't switch to other applications after launching the DOS application; n/a: Not applicable.

the built-in System Manager applications as does the newer HP 100LX.
However, there are a number of
ways that you can access the DOS
prompt or launch DOS programs
from the 95LX, including menuing
programs such as SWITCH! and

Classic Lunar Lander Game
,

Real time Engine Status

X vel: +0.00
y vel: -0.44
Fuel: . IE:]

Running DOS
Applications
on the HP 95LX

Synchronized Horizontal Velocity
OK

Screen:
4
Score:
0
Ships: ''''

/

Moving Landing Pad
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BONUS Features
~
SWIrCHobie l
• Over 40 levels of play
~
• SWITCHable!
• Score 2000 pts and receive a
70% discount Coupon on ANY
ACE products!!
To Order:
(800) 825-9977

By Robert Roney
The HP 95LX does not come with the
ability to call up DOS programs over

Menu95 Ii . As with the 100LX, the
amount of RAM available for DOS
programs varies, depending on the
method used to start DOS. The space
available for DOS was tested on a
1MB 95LX configured with 626K
System RAM and 398K RAM disk.

Super Interactive Graphics
(Thrust and Sound)

Lander

(G200l) .....

$19

ACE Technolog ies, Inc.

processor, COMMAND.COM. System
Manager allows you to run all the
built-in applications and to switch between them. You can bypass System
Manager and run MS-DOS only by
including a system configuration file,
CONFIG.SYS, on the A: drive or the
C: drive. Use MEMO to create a new
CONFIG.SYS file (or modify and
existing one). Add the following line
to the end of the CONFIG.SYS file.
Make sure there is an empty space before
the /p or you will lock up your 95LX
and lose your files!

Start DOS or Run DOS Program from
System Manager
Other built-in applications must be
closed for either of these methods to
work.
1. Press IFILER I System to go to DOS.
This is the most common way to start
DOS. With this method you have
535,712 bytes for DOS to use. To
return to the system manager applications type exit at the DOS prompt
and press any key to continue.
2. Highlight a DOS application in
FILER and press I!!J. This runs and
.BAT, .EXE, or .COM DOS application directly from FILER. DOS has
537,536 bytes available with this
method. When you exit the DOS
application, or when it has finished
running, you will see press any key to
continue... Press any key to return to
FILER.

shell=c:\command /p
You can create this file by opening
MEMO, typing in the line and saving
the file as CONFIG.SYS. The HP
95LX will read this file when you
reboot by pressing ICTRLI-I ALT I-I DEq.
Using this method gives DOS 622,352
bytes to use. To return to the System
Manager program type $sysmgr (or
sysmgr if you have installed the 1992
Subscribers Disk) at the DOS prompt
and press I ENTER I.
You can automate the process of
returning to System Manager by

Bypass the System Manager and Boot
directly to DOS
The HP 95LX you get from the factory uses System Manager (SYSMGR),
instead of the MS-DOS command

Full Featured 95LX Communications Software
Introducing
TM

fastCOMM!
Transfers up to 14.4k baud
Full Macro
Programming
Language

--=======~~======~

(/

Fl • HELP

F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

CompuServe
B+ protocol
support

0':'':'

•
•
•
•
•

e~

Ymodem batch
Ymodem-G batch
Xmodem
Xmodem-G
CompuServe 8+

'~t-~rll

He 1F' - - [, 1 ~ 1[Ilt-

t'l ~cn:1

, 1

Ot-

Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Overlay

'=.

fastCOMM! Features
• Full-featured Communication Software for HP 95LX
• High speed data transfer of up to 14.4k baud
• Comprehensive Macro Language capability
allows users to develop custom applications
• Built-in ANSI and VT-102 Terminal Emulation
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in applications
fastCOMM!

Ie

C :::tpt IJt-e

version 1.0 (C 1085) .................................. . $89

':'·et IJP

Pop-up Window
for File transfer

Easy-to-use
POP-Up Menus
/1

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

A@OO ®

including the $sysmgr command as a
line in a batch file. You can also use
an AUTOEXEC.BAT file with a CONFIG.SYS file to set DOS parameters
and run DOS programs or TSR's
(Terminate and Stay Resident programs) before starting System Manager. Be sure to include the $sysmgr
command as the last line in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, and you'll
automatically return to System Manager.
For example, you can add the
following three lines to the end of
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. This will
allow you to choose to go directly to
OOS by pressing ICTRq-C and then
answering Yes to "Terminate batch
job?" or to go to System Manager by
pressing I ENTER I.
echo PRESS CTRL-C then Y to use DOS ,
echo otherwise press ENTER .
pause
$sysmgr

For more details see Marty Mankins
tip in the PTP Fall'91 page 22, and
Ted Dickens and Mark Scardina's
tips in PTP Jan/Feb '92 page 22, 23.

It's the Cheapest Health
Insurance You Can Buy ...
If You Don't Believe Us,
Just Ask TakeCare, Inc.
TakeCare, Inc. is one of the largest HMO 's
in the country. TakeCare has recently selected the Personal Food AnalystlHP 95LX as the
consumer nutritional analysis tool of choice
for its TLC (Take Lifelong Care) Well ness program.
If you 'd like to find out why, you can try
the Personal Food Analyst FREE for 30 days.
Included in this offer is an infovideo on using
the software to improve your diet. If you
decide to purchase the software you will also
receive the handbook 'Secrets of a
Professional Dieter', This booklet is available
exclusively through Mirical Nutrition
Corporation.
See for yourself why TakeCare has chosen
the Personal Food Analyst. Call today- just
for the health of it!

800.732.7707

MIRIC;\L

ACE Technologies, Inc.

2880 Zanker Road . Suite 103
San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

Video available 10 domestiC market only.
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Menuing systems: HP 95lX alternatives
to the 100lX Application Manager
Although the 95LX does not have an
Application Manager (APPMGR) like
the 100LX, third party developers
have created software that provides
some of the same features to 95LX
users. These programs allow you to
launch DOS applications or exit to
DOS from a menu.
SWITCH! 2.0 - was developed by Mark
Scardina and is marketed by ACE
Technologies. It is a menu program
that allows you to launch up to 48
system-compatible (.EXM) programs
and 48 DOS programs per drive on
the HP 95LX. It also allows DOS
programs that provide a .SWI file to
be switchable with the built-in applications. That is, with SWITCH!, a
DOS program can be run and still
have access to built-in programs.
After Switch! is installed on the
95LX, you have six ways to start a
DOS:
1. Bypass SYSMGR and SWITCH! at
boot up by pressing ICTRLI-I!) to go to
DOS. This gives you 617,264 bytes to
use in DOS.

2. Start DOS by pressing IFILER' Menu
System. This gives you 530,592 bytes.
3. Launch a DOS program from the
FILER (highlight it and press I!!).
This gives you 532,448 bytes.
4. Go to the DOS programs menu in
SWITCH! by pressing ~ from the
main menu. Then run COMMAND.COM. This will give you
528,656 bytes.
5. From the SWITCH! main menu,
press IMENU' 1!!1 Cmd to go to the
DOS prompt. This gives you 528,656
bytes. While you are in DOS,
SWITCH! will still be in memory. To
return to SWITCH! type exit from the
DOS prompt and press IENTER'.
6. Directly launch a DOS program
from the SWITCH!'s DOS menu. This
will give you 530,592 bytes to use.
SWITCH! also lets you control other
HP 95LX functions, for instance it
gives you the ability to turn off the

For the HP95LX / lOOLX
{,

256KB $ 75
512KB $ 99

1.0MB $179
2.0MB $279

Call for Latest Pricing! - - _...

o
o

We Will Not Be Under sold
Lifetime Warranty
NEW MEDIA CORPORATION

1 . 8 0 0 . CARDS

4

u

15375. Barranca, B101 Irvine, California 92714
TEL: (714) 453-0100
FAX: (714) 453-0114

serial port. This will help save battery life while in SWITCH! or other
.EXM programs. However, in newer
versions of the HP 95LX (system file
dates of 9-24-91 or later) the serial
port is turned on whenever you start
a program or go to the DOS prompt.
The built-in SERCTL command in
DOS to turn the serial port off. (See
the last paragraph of this article for
more on SERCTL.)
MENU95 Ii - is written by Ed Keefe.
This program was tested as installed
from the HP Palmtop Papers 1992
Subscriber's Disk, which includes the
automatic installation of STICK.COM
ii, 812 bytes. Menu95 allows you to
launch DOS programs from a menu
with 532,224 bytes available for the
DOS program. In addition, you can
go to a DOS prompt by selecting G,
(Go to DOS) from the main menu.
This method of accessing DOS gives
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you 530,368 bytes to use. Typing exit
at the DOS prompt returns you to the
MENU95 main menu. You can use
95LX built-in applications before
launching Menu95.
Serial port power and
moving around in the DOS screen
There are two additional considerations. First is that the serial port
power is on whenever you are in
DOS - this uses up batteries! The
second is that most DOS programs
are written for an 80x25 screen. This
is not much of a problem with the
100LX because you can press the
space bar to "zoom" between a 40x16,
64x18, and 80x25 screens. However,
this is a problem for the 95LX, which
only has a 40x16 screen.
The 95LX can run programs written for 80x25 screens, but it only
displays a portion of the screen at
one time. The 95LX compensates with
a feature called cursor tracking.

Order Information
System RAM Memory Available for DOS on the HP 95LX

SWITCH 2.0 - $69
Provides a menu-driven environment for
your DOS programs. Allows SWITCHable
applications to operate as built-in applications.
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.
NOTE: Price listed is suggested retail price.
You may be able to purchase the product
for less from a software retailer.

Method of entering DOS

RAM available to DOS

How to return to SysMgr

Press I FILER ' System

535,712

Type exit from DOS prompt

2. Highlight DOS program in
FILER, press

537,536

Quit DOS program and
press any key

3.

622,352

Type $sysmgr at DOS prompt

617,264

Type exit at DOS prompt return to
SYSMGR

530,592

Type exit from DOS prompt

3. Highlight DOS program in
FILER, press

532,448

Quit DOS program and press any
key

4. Run COMMAND.COM from
SWITCH!

528,656

Type exit from DOS prompt to return to FILER

5. Press I MENU 'I!!) from
SWITCH! main menu

528,656

Type exit from DOS prompt to return to FILER

6. Launch program from SWITCH!
DOS menu

530,592

Quit DOS program, you either automatically go back, or are prompted
to press a key.

1. Press G to go to DOS from
Menu95 main menu

530,368

Type exit from DOS prompt

2. Run DOS program from
Menu95 main menu

532,224

Quit DOS program, you either automatically go back, or are prompted
to press a key.

1.

1!!1

Bypass SysMgr

SWITCH! 2.0
1.

Bypass SysMgr and SWITCH!

2. Press

iiiiii
Shareware/F reeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
'CIS "SHR
'CIS
'CIS
'CIS "SHR

ASERCTL - J/A 93
Menu95 - J/F 92
Menu95 - 92 Subs Disk
STICK - 92 Subs Disk

CIS - Also available in the HP Handheld forum of
CompuServe.
SHR- SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you
decide to use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This goes for any shareware
found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or
CompuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on
American On Line in the Palmtop Library (keyword ·Palmtop".

Whenever the cursor moves out of
the portion of the screen displayed
on the 95LX, the screen automatically
adjusts to show the portion it just
moved into. In addition, you can
manually move to portions of the
screen not displayed by holding
down IALT' and repeatedly pressing
one of the four arrow keys.
Cursor tracking does not work
well with some DOS programs. You
may find the cursor jumping to the
bottom of the screen when you don't
want it to.
Fortunately, the HP 95LX (lOOLX)

I FILER '

System

1!!1

MENU95

The space available for DOS was tested on a 1MB 95LX configured with 626K of System RAM and
398K for the RAM disk. You might increase RAM available by reducing the number of FILES,
BUFFERS, STACKS, and changing LASTDRIVE in the CONFIG.SYS file as Ted Dickens suggests
for the 100LX. However, HP warns in the HP 95LX User's Guide (page B-25) that decreasing the
number of STACK frames below the default of 9 and the frame size below 128 could cause a system
failure.

come with two additional DOS commands to help alleviate these problems. You can run either of these
commands from the DOS prompt or
a batch file.
SERCTL - allows you to turn the
serial port on or off and switch between the serial port and the infrared
port. Use the commands listed below:
SERCTL 10 - Turns off the power to
the active port.
SERCTL IW - Activates the serial
port.

SERCTL II - Turns the power on,
activates the infrared port and sets
baud rate to 2400.
DISPCTL - lets you enable or
disable cursor tracking, where the
screen automatically follows the
cursor. It also can enable or disable
ALT-ArrowKey (Menu-ArrowKey on
the 100LX) movement. This may be
necessary on the 95LX and useful on
the 100LX if you want to use the
more readable 40x16 or 64x18
screens.
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Database @functions
Add Power to Lotus 1·2·3
Lotus 1-2-3's database @functions let you
specify on which cells in a range you want
to perform a calculation. This article focuses
on the @OA VG (averaging) function, but the
techniques developed apply to all @functions.

LOTUS

By Ed Keefe

mmEi

100LX

Lotus 1-2-3 is ideal for making simple, list-type databases. I'm a teacher
and in this article I use the example
of an instructor's gradebook spreadsheet. You could just as easily create
a spreadsheet for tracking sales performance, or production output. (For
more on 1-2-3 databases, see page 5-2
of the HP 95LX User's Guide, page 8-5
of the HP 100LX User's Guide, or any
Lotus 1-2-3 reference manual.)
1-2-3 comes with a number of
database @functions that let you scan
a database, select specific records,
and perform specified calculations on
them. This article focuses on 1-2-3's
@AVG function, and @DAVG, its
database function counterpart. @AVG
averages the values of a specified
range of cells. @DAVG does the
same, but allows you to specify other
criteria. Even though we'll limit the
discussion to these two functions, the
strategies developed can be used
with any of the database @functions.
(See sidebar for a complete list of the
database @functions.)

__ I___A
11
21Anderson
3 1Bobbins
41Canndo
5 1Darling
6 1Edwards
7 1Hackett
8 1Rambo
9 1Turner

BCD
Asn#l As n #2
M.
100
100
R.
50
0
M.
86
90
D.
92
0
E.
77
88
G.
100
98
L.
10 0
0
T.
98
96

E
F____G____
Asn#3 Asn#4 StuAvg
100
100 100 . 0
0
0
12 . 5
0
0
44 . 0
0
95
46 . 8
95
97
89 . 3
96
92
96 . 5
0
0
25 . 0
90
0
71 . 0

==1================================================

111ClassAVG

87 . 9

59 . 0

47 . 6

48 . 0

Limited Gradebook Worksheet

gradebook worksheet. (All the worksheets discussed in this article can be
found in TLGlO.zIP Ii .)
If you're entering this by hand,
open a new spreadsheet and key in
the data in the specified location.
At the bottom of each column of
scores, I've used the @AVG function
to obtain the average score for each

Creating an Instructor's
Gradebook Database
The example that we'll use in this
article works on either the 95LX or
the 100LX. It is an instructor's gradebook spreadsheet.
The techniques discussed are
universal. The worksheet displayed
on this page is a limited version of a
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assignment (Le. I have the formula
@AVG(C2 .. C9) in cell ell, @AVG(D2 .. D9)
in cell Dll, @AVG(E2 .. E9) in cell Ell,
and @AVG(F2 .. F9) in cell F11). I've also
used the @AVG function at the end
of each row to determine the student's average score on all assignments (i.e. the formula @AVG(C2 ..F2)
is in cell G2, @AVG (C3 .. F3) is in cell

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667].

G3, and so on). This first approximation of a 1-2-3 gradebook database
looks OK, but it has some shortcomings.

Problems Using @AVG
Over the course of a semester, as
some students drop out of class, the
number of 0 scores increases. The
spreadsheet we have set up averages
in these scores automatically, and the
class averages begin to decrease. This
happens even if the remaining students are doing excellent work. For
instance, in the above example, the
class average for assignment 3 is
listed as 47.6, where the real average
of the remaining students in the class
is somewhere in the mid-90s.
One way to correct the class-average problem is to leave those cells
empty instead of entering O. However, this gives a false reading for the
student's average. For example, if a
student named L. Rambo, earned 100
on the first assignment and then
failed to turn in the next three assignments, his average should be 25.
However, without a 0 entered for the
next three assignments, the @AVG
function at the end of the row would
calculate a very deceptive average of
100!
Deleting the record for an absent
student would solve both problems,
but I've had students embarrassingly
reappear two minutes after I delete
their records.
Another solution would be to
write different @AVG functions for
each set of scores. Thus, @AVG(C2 .. C9)
would be the formula used for averaging the Asn#l scores, @AVG
(C2,C4,C6 .. C7,C9) would be used for
Asn#2, and so on.
This would eliminate any 0 scores
in the averaging process. However,
for long lists of scores, this method is
tedious and error-prone.

@DAVG To the Rescue
The 1-2-3 "database average" function
lets you average values in the worksheet database that meet criteria that
you specify. The standard form for
this database average function is

__A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

B
M.
R.
M.
D.
E.
J.
L.
D.

Anderson
Bobbins
Canndo
Darling
Edwards
Hacket
Rambo
Turner

C
Asn#l
100
50
86
92
77
100
100
98

F- -G- E
Asn#3 Asn#4 StuAvg
100 100 . 0
100
12 . 5
0
0
44 . 0
0
0
46 . 8
0
95
95
97
89 . 3
96
92
96.5
0
0
25 . 0
90
0
71.0

D
Asn#2
100
0
90
0
88
98
0
96

=============================================--87 . 9
87 . 9

11 ClassAVG
12 ClassDAVG

47 . 6
95 . 3

59 . 0
94 . 4

48 . 0
96 . 0

Gradebook Worksheet with @DAVG function

@DAVG(input,field,criteria range).
The Input in this formula specifies
the range that you want to average.
Field specifies which column in the
input range you are averaging (O=lst
column, 1=2nd column, etc. Also referred to as the "offset".). Criteria
Range specifies selection require-

ments. An example will help to clarify this.
Let's say we wanted to use the
@DAVG function to average the
Asn#l column (column C) in the
database we've created.
First we'll determe the Criteria
Range. The selection requirement in

Fast HP 95LX Outliner and Text Processor
Introducing

fastLINE!

Supports up to 8MBytes
per Outline

Up to 32K per
entry

Imports ASCII
file for
Text Retrieval
applications

A

TM

SWITCHablel

~
Auto Time and
Date Stamping

" NOTES
+ IDEAS
: New Diet Plan 12-26-92 17:07
" New Cookie Recipe
" Secret In~redients
+ TO DO Patent pplication
" Articles
: Focus on the Fa~ily/Parentin9
: Christianity Today/Missions
+

~E5~g~EinOT~~~~EMOS

Context
Sensitive Help

Easy-to-use
Menu Interface

" Osteochondrosis 01-11-93 08:01
: Pre~ature Osteoarthritis
~drocortisone side effects

~Ed i tEl~gEl'i.91'jWIfi!II;fl!WI"

fastLlNE! Features
• Supports up to 8MB Outlines and can be used for
Text Retrieval with global searching
• Auto date and time stamping for PIM functions
• Built-in File Manager with extended filenames
• Exports in Legal and Roman outline structures
• Requires less than 200KB of RAM and is fully
SWITCHable! with built-in applications

A@[H ®

fastLlNE! version 1.0 (C 11 05) .................................... $89

2880 Zanker Rood, Suite 103
San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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Lotus 1-2-3 Statistical Functions

Double Your Pleasure

Lotus 1-2-3 database @functions scan a database, select the records that match the criteria in the
criteria range, and then perform calculations on the selected values or labels in the field you specify.
The following table lists the standard statistical functions, in Lotus 1-2-3, along with their associated
database functions.
Statistical

Database

Operation

@SUM
@COUNT
@AVG
@MAX
@MIN
@VAR
@STD

@DSUM
@DCOUNT
@DAVG
@DMAX
@DMIN
@DVAR
@DSTD

Sum of values in a range
Counts non-blank cells in a range
Averages values in a range
Finds the largest value in a range
Finds the smallest value in a range
Calculates the population variance in a range
Calculates the population standard deviation in a range

this case is simple: We want to average only those scores that are greater
than O.
The way the @functions work requires that we enter the Criteria
Range in other cells and then reference those cells in the formula. We
enter the Criteria Range for column C
in cells C16 and C17. Then we copy
the range name, Asn#1, from C1 to
C16. Then we enter the criteria,
+C2>O, in cell C17. This tells @OAVG
to use only those cells, in the input
range that have a value greater than
zero. (For more on Criteria, see pages
5-14 and 14-5 of the HP 95LX User's
Guide or pages 11-2 and 11-9 of the
HP 100LX User's Guide.)
Next, we'll enter the complete
@OAVG formula. First, move to A12
and type in the label ClassOAVG. Then
move to C12 and enter the following
formula: @OAVG (C1..C9,O,C16 .. C17).
The C1..C9 tells @OAVG to A VERAGE the input in fields C1 through
C9. The tells @OAVG to AVERAGE
the · first column in the input range
(in this case, there is only one column in the input range). The C16 ..C17
tells @OAVG to go to those cells to
find the selection criteria.
We have created a @OAVG formula for the scores in column C. We
now need to copy the formula to
012, E12, and F12 to average those
columns. To do this, position the
cursor on C12 and press IMENU, Copy
IENTER' . Then move the cursor to 012
and press IENTER'. Repeat the process
with E12 and F12. (As you copy the
formula, the input range, C1..C9, is
automatically adjusted to 01..09,

°

• DUBLHDRTM
DublHdr™ adds an extra PCMCIA
slot to your HP95LX. Now you can
have your favorite application with
that additional memory card!

• IL Adapter
This adapter adds HPIL to your HP95
system without giving up your
PCMCIA slot or your RS-232 interface!
Now you can use those IL Printers
and Disk Drives on a desktop LAN!

E1..E9, and F1..F9.)
On the previous page is a printout of the improved gradebook. In
column C, the @OAVG function gives
the same result as the @AVG function. This is because all values within
the input range are greater than zero
and are thus included in the calculation. The other sets of scores produce
different answers because the 0
scores are no longer used in the averaging process.

Data Acquisition & Control
Robotics/Motion Control

I

• interloop, inc.

706 Charcot Avenue· San Jose, CA 95131
Tel: 408/922-0520· Fax: 408/922-0545

A More Accurate,
and Complicated Approach
This second approximation isn't totally correct either. Some students are
still attending class, but not turning

InlelliLink®
rite 'nte"igent Linle
• Transfers/Translates important data between your HP 95LX and desktop PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's fonnatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP 95LX and PC data in synch!
IntelliLink for Windows
InteUiLink/XlT (Add-In)

$99.95
$69.95

"lntelliLink surpasses other desktop-to-palmtop
links in its ease of use, its smart way of handling
of data files , and its error correction features
during uploads and downloads."

Windows Sources
June, 1993
"'IntelliLink is a major step forward in the effort
to make your palmtop and desktop machines a
smoothly functioning team."

PC Maaazine,
April 28, 1992
"lntelliLink removes the user from the
complexities of accurately translating data
between file formats."'
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The HP PalmtOjl Paper,
MarchiApril1992

SUPPORTED SOFTWARE:
Lotus Organizer
PackRat
Commence
Current
Sidekick 2.0
AmiPro
Word for Windows
WordPerfect for
Windows

Lotus 1-2-3
Excel
dBASE
Paradox
ACT! for Windows
Calendar Creator
Plus
WordPerfect
Office

All products listed are trademarks or trade
names of their respective entities.

To older 01 for more info contact:
Inteflilink Corp.
98 Spit Brook Rd., Suite 12
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817

__ I ___A
B____C
D_____ E_____ F_____G_____H___
11
------ Stat-u -s--A-sn#l Asn#2 Asn#3 Asn#4 StuAVG
21Anderson M.
100
100
100
100 100 . 0
3 1Bobbins
R.
NA
50
0
0
0
NA
41Canndo
M.
NA
86
90
0
0
NA
51Darling
D.
92
0
0
95
46 . 8
6 1Edwards
E.
77
88
95
97
89 . 3
7 1Hackett
G.
100
98
96
92
96 . 5
8 1Rambo
L.
NA
100
0
0
0
NA
9 1Turner
T.
98
96
90
0
71 . 0

MR. FOSTER'S

TWISTERS

=====================================================

lllClassAVG
121ClassDAVG
13 1AttendAVG

Status
1

87 . 9
87 . 9
93 . 4

59 . 0
94 . 4
76 . 4

47 . 6
95 . 3
76 . 2

48 . 0
96 . 0
76 . 8

Asn#l Asn#2 Asn#3 Asn#4
1
1
1
1
A more accurate Gradebook Worksheet

in assignments. The 0 they get should
be counted into the class average and
the above method does not do that.
We need to use a more complicated
formula to show this distinction.
Here's how to create a class average that uses all the scores of only
those students who are currently
attending.
First, insert a new column in the
spreadsheet between the current
columns Band C (press I MENU I Worksheet Insert Column C1..C1). Then
place the word Status in cell Cl.
If the student is Not Attending
the class anymore, enter @NA in the
cell to the right of the student's
name. The letters NA will appear in
the cell. (@NA is the 1-2-3 "not available" function. It indicates that the
value needed to complete a formula
is not available.) For example, if R.
Bobbins is no longer attending class,
put @NA in cell C3.
Next, build another criteria range.
Copy cell Cl (Status) to cell Cll.
Then put the following criterion in
cell C12: #NOT#(@ISNA(C2)) . This
criteria formula tells @DAVG to average only those scores without a @NA
(Not Attending) value in column C.
Next, type AttendAVG in A13.
Then, enter in cell D13 the function
@DAVG($C$1 .. D9,1,$C$11 .. $C$12). The
class average for Asn#1 will be 93.4.
Note that the cell references for
the input and criteria range have
dollar signs ($) in front of them. This
means that they are "absolute references." If I copy this formula from
D13 to E13, Lotus adjusts the D9

reference to E9, but does not change
any of the cell references that have a
dollar sign in front of them.
This also means that the input
range is two columns wide (the C
and D column in the above formula).
The field offset number is I, which
tells us to average the column that is
one to the right of the base (C) column of the input range. The $C$1
cell reference is absolute whereas the
D9 cell reference is relative. This lets
the input range increase in size when
the formula is copied across the row.
Unfortunately, as the input range
grows, the field offset number of 1 is
no longer valid. We can generalize
the formula a little more by replacing
the offset number (1) with the following formula: @COLS($C$1..D9)-1.
This expression computes the number
of columns in the range and subtracts
1. The complete formula in cell D13
now looks like this: @DAVG($C$1 ..D9,
@COLS($C$1 .. D9)-1,$C$11..$C$12) .
Copy the formula into the adjacent three cells. (Place the cursor on
D13 and press IMENUI Copy IENTERI.
Type in E13..G13 and press IENTERI.)
The worksheet should look like the
screen at the bottom of this page.
The only thing left to do is to
change the Student Average formula
at the end of the second row so it
will display a NA if the student is no
longer attending. Place the cursor on
H2 and type in @AVG(C2 ..G2). Then
copy this formula to the cells at the
end of rows 3-9 (place the cursor on
H2 and press I MENU I Copy, enter H3.. H9
and press I ENTERI).

Pretty Polly plopped Pete's palmtop
In Paul Pott's pond.

The Student Average now includes the cell in column C and will
display an NA if column C has one.
If a student suddenly reappears,
excuses and all, remove the NA from
column C and his average will appear.

What We Accomplished
We've explored one of the database
@functions in Lotus 1-2-3 and seen
how the Input Range, the Field offset
number and the Criteria range are
used in it. Hopefully, this introduction to the database functions will
make you think about how you
might use them in your own spreadsheet applications.
For more information on the 1-2-3
database @functions, look in the index of any good Lotus 1-2-3 reference. The HP 95LX User's Guide discusses 1-2-3 databases beginning on
page 5-2 and again on page 14-5. The
HP lOOLX User's Guide briefly discusses it on page 8-5.

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
TLG10.ZIP - J/A 93
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Extending System Macro
Capabilities on the HP Palmtops
Ed shows power users how to extend the System
Macro programming language on the HP Palmtops
by using batch files and the built-in Oebug program.
By Ed Keefe

m:!3 100lX
System Macro Strengths
System Macros (also known as User
Defined Keys) remain one of the best
features of the HP Palmtops. With
just a few well-designed System
Macros, you can save yourself countless numbers of keystrokes and untold hours of aggravation. Once you
get hooked on macros, you'll begin to
see all kinds of ways to use them to
make your Palmtop life easier. You'll
soon realize that ten system macros
are not enough.
In a previous article I showed one
way to overcome this ten-key limitation on the HP 95LX. In this article,
we'll see another way to break the
ten-key barrier.
The HP 100LX does away with
the ten-key limitation. It lets you
have as many sets of macros as disk
space will allow. My Multi-MacroManager program gives 95LX, power
users the same capabilities on their
machines.

... and Limitations
Even with an unlimited supply of
macros, System Macros still have
some limitations. For one thing, they
lack important features found in
other macro languages. For example
the macros in Lotus 1-2- 3, WordPerfect, VDE, etc. let you test for some
condition and then branch to a different part of the macro depending on
the outcome of the test. Most of these
macros also have the ability to repeat
themselves a number of times and
then quit.
Furthermore, the macro language

of the 100LX has another limitation.
Suppose you want to create a macro
to invoke FILER, take you to the DOS
prompt, create a list all the files in
the C:\_DAT directory and route the
list to a file called FILES.LST. Then
when you type exit to leave DOS, you
want the same macro to load
FILES.LST into MEMO so you can
read the list.
You can use the following macro
on the HP 95LX to accomplish this.
(Create all HP 95LX system macros described in this article in the User mode,
not the Learn mode. Press ISetUpl Char,
go to the desired macro and press IF101.)
{FILER} {MENU}S{MEMO} {MENU}FO
{BACKSP}FILES.LST{ENTER}

When you run the macro on the
95LX, you leave System Manager and
wind up at the DOS prompt. There
you have to type dir c:\_dat >
c:\_dat\files.lst and press I ENTER I. When
you type exit and press I ENTER I to
return to System Manager, the macro
picks up where it left off and loads
FILES.LST into MEMO .
A similar macro on the HP 100LX
would look like this. (Create alllOOLX
system macros described in this article in
the System Macro application, not the
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Learn mode. Go into System Macros
from the Application Manager, move to
the desired macro and press ~ to Edit.)
{FILER} {MENU} OD {MEMO} {MENU}FO
FILES . LST{ENTER}

However, this macro only performs
the first part of the macro and puts
you at the DOS prompt. After you
create FILE.LST and type exit to
leave DOS, you find that the macro
stopped cold at DOS. There's no way
to run the last part of the macro. You
would need a second macro to load
FILES.LST into MEMO.
This behavior of the system macros on the 100LX is not only different
from the system macros on the 95LX,
it's also different from the way that
Lotus 1-2-3 on the 95LX handles a
similar macro. For example, with a
standard DOS version of 1-2-3, if I
write a macro, [MENU) S {GOTO} A20and put it in cell AI, I can run the
macro by pressing IALTI-I!!I, moving
the cursor to cell A1 and pressing
IENTERI. The macro will put me at the
DOS prompt. When I type exit and
press IENTER I, the macro would continue moving the cursor to cell A20.
You are not allowed to go to DOS at
all from the 95LX.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667].
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8
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Local Echo
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The HP95LX / 100LX
PalmModem
• PCMCIA Credit Card Size Format

• 2400, 1200, and 300 Bit/sec Data

• Integrated Terminal Emulation and
Facsimile Software Built-in

• 4800,2400 Bit/sec PalmFax
• Lifetime Guarantee

• Compatible with Compuserv, Genie,
Dow Jones, and MCI

Compuserv, Genie, Dow Jones, and MCl are
registered trademarks of their respective entities.
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15375 Barranca, BIOI

• Low Power - Over 15 Hours
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Irvine, California
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92714
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HOW TO USE: System Macros

Overcoming the Limitations:
A Solution for Power Users
Having overcome the ten-key barrier
(see page 39-40 of the Mar/Apr 93
issue), I figured it was time to try to
solve some of the other limitations of
system macros described above. The
following solution is not for the fainthearted. It involves writing a couple
of macros and a few batch files. Beyond that, it involves writing some
simple programs and assembling
them with the Debug program that
comes on the HP 95LX and HP 100LX.
If you're not willing to risk your
machine, and sanity, to the perils of
Debug, you'll find a small program
called STUFKEY.ZIP ii on this
month's HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
that will let you do everything that
I've done with my DEBUG and assembler programs - with far fewer
hassles.

Using a Batch File
Instead of a System Macro?
A batch file, like a system macro, is a
simple way of executing a series of
commands. Unfortunately, batch files
execute their commands in DOS. If it
can't execute in System Manager, it's
not much use as a System Macro!
Well, there's a way around this problem. It's a little complicated, so follow carefully.
Let's begin by looking at an example of a simple batch file. Go to
MEMO and key in the following
three lines:
Rem TEST . BAT

echo off
pause

The first line is a remark. The second,
ECHO OFF, tells DOS not to display
further commands on the screen as
they are executed. The third, PAUSE,
tells DOS to pause the execution of
the batch file and resume it when
you press any key.
Save the file as C: \ TEST.BAT.
Then highlight TEST. BAT in FILER
and press I!!I on the 95LX or IENTER I
on the 100LX to run the batch file.

STOP! Before you buy another set of batteries ...
TM

BAITman (NEW!)
NiMH batteries

SWITCH!
C OMPATIBLE

"If you are tired of throwing away batteries, SA TTman will allow safe
hassle-free use of rechargeables on your 95LX.. "

"Every combination of SA TTman works flawlessly and I never once
lost data.. "

- Palmtop paper, August 7992

With NEW Features!
•
•
•
•

For more information
on our products and
how to order, call:

BADman now reports ' Hours used'
NiMH provides 200% more capacity than
standard NiCds
Rechargeable up to 1,DOD times
No memory effects and non-toxic to our
environment

(800) 825-9977

Join thousands of other 95L.X users, start using
BADman battery management software with NiMH
Nickel-metal-Hydride rechargeable batteries and
SAVE!

~@ID®
ACE Technologies, Inc.

BAllman NEW! version 1.2 on 3.5" floppy ................. $49
BAllman with two Ni-metal-Hydrides ........................ $59
BAllman with two Ni-metal-Hydrides & charger ..... $69

The Palmtop executes the batch file
from DOS. First, Rem TEST. BAT is
displayed at the C: \> prompt. Then
echo off is displayed and the batch
file pauses, displaying Press any key to
continue ... on the IOOLX and Strike a
key when ready... on the 95LX. Press
any key and the batch file executes
any remaining commands (there are
no additional commands in this example). Finally, after the batch file
has finished, you are prompted by
the system to Press any key to exit from
DOS ... on the IOOLX and Press any key
to continue... on the 95LX.
You can automate the use of a
batch file by creating a system macro
to run it. For this batch file, the macro on the 95LX would look like this:

NAV95

For Navigaton and Astronomen
Fo! tile HP 95LX 100LX & IBM PC's
• T"1ID.es and records sextant sights
• Built-in almanac for 58 stars
• Sun, Moon,
planets except Pluto
• Does all navigation routines

and

• Finds Longs & L.O.P.'s sunrise/sunset
• Finds Easter date, Julian day

• For astronomers gives info for
orienting telescopes
• Creates a file keeping all input and
computed data for latet" view

On 3.5" or 5.25" disks $99.00

plus $3.00 S&H; $7.00 outside U.S.

Order from:
louis Valier

On the HP 100LX the macro would
look like this:
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(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

I put these "run TEST. BAT" system
macros on the FI key.
This is all well and good, but
when the batch file is finished running, we still have to press a key to

{FILER}{FS}C : \TEST . BAT
{ENTER} {ESC} {F4}

{FILER} {GOTO}C : \TEST . BAT
{ENTER} {ENTER}

2880 Zanker Rood. Suite 103
Son Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.
(408) 428·9722. FAX (408) 428·9721

•

2969 Kalakaua Ave. 1505
Honolulu, HI 96815

get back to the System Manager.
Fortunately, there's a way around
this.
We want the TEST.BAT file to run
and return to System Manager immediately. In other words, we want
to get rid of the need to press any
extra keys to exit from DOS. To do
this we'll create a very small program that will cause a carriage return
(ENTER) character to be entered at
the end of the batch file.

CREATE A CARRIAGE RETURN
USING BUILT-IN DEBUG
[NOTE: Before you attempt using
any programs created with Debug, you
should back up your C: \ and A: \ disk to
protect your data. ]
Use MEMO to create the following assembler program. Key in the
commands on the left side of the
listing. The semicolons and the comments after them are not necessary.
However, it is critical that there is a
blank line after INT 21 and after the
final Q.
N RTN .COM ; name the COM file
A 100 ; start Assembling
MOV AX , 0500 ; load 1COD (ENTER) and
MOV CX , lCOD ; put it in the keyboard
INT 16 ; buffer
MOV AH , 4C ; standard exit routine
INT 21
R CX ; write C hex bytes to d i sk
C
W
Q ;

and quit

The command MOV AX,0500 along
with INT 16 are commands built into
DOS. They "stuff" a keycode (in this
case the keycode for the ENTER key
- 1COD hex) into the keyboard buffer. This makes the computer "think"
that someone has pressed IENTER'.
Save this file as RTN.5CR Iii and
from the DOS prompt assemble the
program with the following command: debug < rtn.scr . The "<" sign is
the DOS "get from" symbol. (On the
95LX, Debug is found in the C:\_SYS
directory. Make sure the C:,-SYS is in the
Path statement of your AUTOEXEC.BAT file or copy DEBUG.EXE (15K) to
the C: \ directory before you attempt
Debugging on the 95LX,)

As the program is assembled,
watch for any ""Error" messages on
the screen. If you see one, it means
that you've made a mistake keying in
the above lines of code. Correct the
mistake and assemble the program
again.
If everything works correctly, you
should end up with a 12 byte file
called RTN.COM. (A good practice,
when assembling programs with DEBUG, is to unassemble a newly created
.COM file and compare the code with
what you typed in. If it's not the same,
there may still be a mistake that DEBUG
didn't catch. You can unassemble the
RTN.COM file by issuing the command:
debug rtn.com from the DOS prompt.
When you see the DEBUG dash prompt
(-), press U I ENTER'. To quit DEBUG,
press Q and I ENTER !.)
Next use MEMO to modify the
C:\ TEST.BAT file so that it looks like
this:
Rem TEST.BAT
echo off
pause
rtn

SPECIAL

T·STAR
~
AVIATION SOFTWARE

......................•..•..........
FLIGHT PLANNING PROGRAM
• Route planning
• Flight calculations
• 500 waypoint library
• Provides normal E6B functions
• Many other features

$9~plusS&H
...........•.•.•.•••.•....•..........
Teague Aviation
213 Shekel Drive
Lafayette, LA 70508
Phone/FAX: (318) 989-8700
NEW! HP 100LX $695.99

Save the modified TEST. BAT program and then press the macro key
to run TEST. BAT. Notice that now
you only need to answer the prompt
caused by the PAUSE command to

PRICING!

orO

HP 95 LX
HP100LX Memory:
1 MB ....... $165
2 MB ........ 310
w/FREE Extra Battery

Si/)) Ie
INCORPORATED

"The Simple Solution
to More Memory"

Made in U.S.A.
Lifetime Waranty
Same Day Shipping
VISA/MC Accepted
Purchase Orders
from Corporations
& Institutions
Accepted

714/558-1120
714/542-8615 FAX
1801 E. Edinger #255
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Prices subject to change

w~hout

notice.
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get back to FILER. If PAUSE wasn't
in the batch file, you would automatically go back to FILER.
So far, so good!

Control your TV VCR Stereo with the 95LX
Introducing

myREMOTE version 2.0
User programmable
Macro commands

rtIyREMOTE v 2 .13
'-...
"

;

\
\

TV.IR

~~iiIliW"I~ALfo~rtIQE~ialS Off
LT Channel Down
Volurtle Up
DN Volurtle Down
=
Recall
* Quick View
- Mute Sound
/ Sleep Tirtler
+ On/Off

~F

Single Key /
access to your
Remote's
functions

MOV AX , 0500 ; stuff the code for CALC
MOV CX , COOO ; into the keyboard .

@RLT-C
@RLT-S
@RLT-W
@RLT-P
@RLT-O
@RLT-2
@RLT-S
@RLT-D

8se
RRROW keys to select
ENTER>Send E>dit D>elete

CD
STEREO
Wake u~ 6artl
KQED-PBS
This old hou
llprtl News
Set Clock
Daylight sav

itertl.
~
I >nsert T>rain

V

Universal
"Train " mode

New Features!
• Now you can control your 95LX with IR remotes great for presentations, demos and fun .
• SWITCHable! with built-in applications
• New improved algorithms supports more remotes
• Allows time delayed operations with built-in
macro commands.

A@~ ®

myREMOTE ve rsion 2.0 (C 1065) .... .... ...... ................... $39

2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103
San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.

INT 16

MOV AH , 4C ; quit
INT 21

SWITCHable!

Multiple files for
different remotes

\

Upto 100
commands

N RTN2C . COM ; a new name for the file
A 100
MOV AX , 0500 ; put ENTER keycode in
MOV CX , lCOD ; buffer to go to FILER
INT 16

A
U ,

TM

GO TO ANY
APPLICAnON YOU LIKE
Now, suppose that instead of returning to FILER, you wanted to return
to HP CALC. To make this happen,
modify the RTN.5CR file so it also
contains the key code for HP CALC
key (COOO hex) as well as the keycode for ENTER. To do this, make a
duplicate of RTN.5CR and call it
RTN2C.SCR. (Highlight RTN.SCR,
press ~, type in RTN2C.SCR and
press IENTER I.) Then use MEMO to
load RTN2C.SCR and modify it so
that it looks like the following.
Again, the semicolons and comments
after them aren't necessary, but the
blank line after INT 21 and after Q
are.

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

R CX ; write file of 20 decimal
14 ; (14 hex) bytes and quit .
W
Q

Save the program and assemble it by
issuing the following command from
the DOS prompt: debug < rtn2c.Scr .
This will create RTN2C.COM ii .
Next, modify the TEST. BAT file so
that it looks like this.
TEST . BAT
echo off
pause
rtn2c
REM

When you're ready, press the macro
key to run TEST.BAT and then press
any key to respond to the PAUSE
command. As fast as the flick of a
screen, you'll leave DOS and wind
up in HP Calc.
OTHER EXAMPLES
Of course, this technique will work
with more complicated batch files:
ones that contain more than a simple
PAUSE command. For example, a
batch file that would change to the
\ WORD subdirectory, run VDE ii (a
word processor), and then go back to

HP CALC after exiting VDE, would
look something like this.
V. BAT
echo off
cd\word
vde
rtn2c
REM

(run

VDE)

So far, we've used these programs
to return from DOS and HP CALC.
We could just as easily create programs to trigger other built-in applications like FILER or APPT. We
could also launch other system-compliant (.EXM) programs.
For example, I have eight systemcompliant applications in my APNAME.LST file on my 95LX. They
are assigned to hotkeys, but sometimes I forget which hotkey activates
them. I've created little Debug assembler programs to launch the programs. Any time I have a lapse of
memory, I can go to the root directory, highlight one of the assembly
programs (Le. CMCALC.COM for
CMCALC.EXM) and press (F4). Up
pops the .EXM program.
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Breaking the Ten Key Barrier:
Creating a Program to Run
a System Macro
If we can create programs to run a

built-in or add-in program, we can
just as well create one to run a System Macro. As a matter of fact, the
technique we've been describing
turns out to be yet another way to
break the ten-key barrier on the HP
95LX.
If you have any system macros
that use less than 14 keystrokes, consider turning them into .Co;M files.
This will free up the macro keys for
longer, more complex macros. For
example, on the HP 95LX, the system
macro to turn the sound off looks
like this:
{SETUP }SV{LEFT} {LEFT } {LEFT}
{LEFT} {ENTER }QQ

Here is an assembler program that
will do the same thing on the 95LX.
Save it as SNDOFF.5CR and Debug it
to create SNDOFF.COM ii
N SNDOFF95.COM
A 100

MOV AX , 0500
MOVeX , leOD
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MOV eX ,A400
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MOV eX , lF53
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MOV eX , 2F56
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 4BOO
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 4BOO
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 4BOO
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 4BOO
1NT 16
.MOV AX , 0500
MOV eX , leOD
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 1051
1NT 16
MOV AX , 0500
MoveX , 1051
1NT 16
MOV AH , 4e
1NT 21
R

; Keys for the keycodes
ENTER

YESNO.BAT
REM YESNO . BAT

SETUP
; S
; v

echo off
if exist $$$ goto yes
rem > $$$
call no
goto quit
:yes
DEL $$$
call yes
: quit

LEFT

YES. BAT

LEFT

REM YES . BAT

LEFT

echo off
echo This is the YES batch file.
pause

LEFT

NO.BAT

; ENTER
Q

REM NO.BAT

echo off
echo This is the NO batch file .
pause

FORLOOP.BAT
Q

ex

5e ; write 92 byte file : SNDOFF .eOM
W

Q

Once created, you can highlight
SNDOFF.COM in FILER, and press
(F4). The speaker will shut off very
quickly. The nice thing about this
pseudo-macro is that it can be used
in batch files and even in other macros.

REM FORLOOP.BAT

echo off
for %%i in
yesno

REPEATING AND BRANCHING
BATCH COMMANDS
First, let's see how these MS-DOS
batch commands work. Use MEMO
to create the following four batch
files. Save them with the name given
after the REM in the first line of each.

2 3 4 5 6) do call

YESNO.BAT ii uses the if exist filename command to branch to one of

FlashBak™

Backup Card
for the HP95LX / 100LX

Creating Repeating
and Branching Macros
As mentioned earlier, the System
Macro language does not have a way
to repeat a macro, nor does it have a
way to branch to one or another
macro depending on the outcome of
a test.
However, the DOS batch programming language does contain
some rudimentary, conditional branching and looping commands. For
example, MS-DOS has the IF EXIST
FILENAME command as well as the
FOR ..IN .. DO command. We can use
these built-in batch commands to
enhance the System Macro language.

(1

two other batch files. It tests to see if
a file called $$$ exists. If the file does
exist, the program jumps to the :yes
label, deletes the $$$ file, and calls
YES. BAT II, which echoes a simple
message on the screen.
If the $$$ file does NOT exist,
then the command rem> $$$ creates a
zero byte file called $$$, and calls
NO.BAT ii, which echos another
message on the screen.
If you highlight the YESNO.BAT
file, in FILER, and repeatedly press
IENTER' on the lOOLX (or El on the
95LX), you should see the display
toggle between a This is the YES batch
file and This is the NO batch file message.
The FORLOOP.BAT ii file uses
the for .. in .. do command to repeat the
YESNO.BAT program six times. To
see how it works, just highlight FORLOOP.BAT, in FILER, and press
IENTER' on the lOOLX or El on the
95LX.
You should see the This is the NO
batch file or This is the YES batch file

The New Media FlashBak Card will
Instantly Back-up Your 512KB and
1MB HP 95LX/I00LX

512 KB $59
o
o

1.0 MB $99

We Will Not Be Underrsold
Lifetime Warranty
NEW MEDIA CORPORATION

1.800.CARDS

4

U

15375 Barranca, B101 Irvine, California 92714
TEL: (714) 453-0100
FAX: (714) 453-0114
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HOW TO USE: System Macros

message. Press any key and you'll
alternate between those messages a
total of six times. If you've got all
this working, you're ready to take the
next step: running System macros
from a batch file.
I'll present the solution in the
form of a cookbook recipe.

Running System Macros
from a Batch File
The following example combines
everything we've learned so far. It
shows how we use a batch file to
branch to different system macros,
and repeat those macros from within
a batch file. Follow these steps:
1. Create two system macros. The

first macro, assigned to the F3 key,
contains the following code.
{MEMO}This is the Yes macro{ENTER}

The second macro, assigned to the F5
key, contains the following code.
{MEMO}This is the NO macro{ENTER}

2. Create the following two keyboard
stuffing programs. The first, RTNF3
.COM ii, executes the first macro.
N RTNF3.COM
A 100

MOV AX , 0500
MOV CX , lCOD
INT 16

MOV AX , 0500
MOV CX , DDOO

Char+F3 or Fn+F3 code

INT 16

MOV AH , 4C
INT 21

R CX

14
W
Q

The second, RTNF5.COM ii, cause
the second macro to be executed.
N RTNF5.COM
A 100
MOV AX , 0500
MOV CX , lCOD
INT 16

MOV AX , 0500
MOV CX , DFOO

Char+F5 , Fn+F3 code

INT 16

MOV AH , 4C
INT 21

R CX

14
W
Q

Save each of these files with the filenames: RTNF3.SCR and RTNF5.SCR,
respectively. Assemble these files
with the following debug commands:

debug < rtnf3 . scr and debug < rtnf5
. scr . Each .COM file should have 20

mingo

bytes.

[Editors Note: The 95LX uses the
standard 8088 instruction set for Assembler programming. Mark Scardina, Contributing Editor to The HP Palmtop
Paper, highly recommends Jim Dunteman's book, Assembly Language Step-by-Step published by J. Wiley & Sons. In
addition, you can look at 95SMT.ZIPij
to find out some of the non-standard
quirks of programming on the 95LX.
Finally, a program called PROHLPII
will display the codes for any key you
press on the HP Palmtops - Rich.]

3. Create the following two new
batch files.
MACYESNO.BAT
REM MACYESNO . BAT
echo off
if exist $$$ goto yes
rem > $$$
rtnf5
goto quit
:yes
del $$$
rtnf3
: quit

Order Information

MACLOOP.BAT
REM MACLOOP . BAT

echo o f f

for %%i in (1 2 3 4 5 6) do call macyesno

Mix the Ingredients Together
Highlight MACLOOP.BAT in FILER and
press IENTERI on the 100LX or I!!l on
the 95LX and watch what happens!
MACLOOP.BAT II branches to
MACYESNO.BAT ii and causes it to
run six times. Each time MACYESNO
runs, it alternates running the Yes
message system macro and the No
message system macro.
What you see is your Palmtop
briefly exiting to DOS, then returning
to FILER, going to MEMO, and typing the following six lines of text.
This
This
This
This
This
This

is
is
is
is
is
is

the NO macro
the YES macro
the NO macro
the YES macro
the NO macro
the YES macro

What We've Accomplished
The above recipe is only meant to
whet your appetite and get your
creative juices flowing. I hope that
with this much in hand, you'll be
able to cook up something that solves
a real world problem or two.
We've discovered how to make
system macros branch and loop.
We've developed a way to run .EXM
files by highlighting a filename in
FILER and pressing F4 (or ENTER on
the 100LX). We've even found a use
for the mysterious DEBUG program.
That's not only enough for one article, it might even be enough for a
one credit course. At any rate ...
Until next time, Happy Program-
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FastWrite - $99
Switchable version of VDE that functions
like a system compliant program on the
95LX when used with Switch! 2.0 ($69).
Both products from: ACE Technologies,
Inc., 2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103, San
Jose, CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-8259977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Multi Macro Manager - $25
Software that lets you break through the 10
User Key barrier on the HP 95LX.
CONTACT: The FastAidCo., 314S.W.
Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021, USA; CompuServe ID: {753oo,3667].

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
95SMT - M-J 93
(archived in PRGTOOL1.ZIP)
PROCORN.ZIP - J/A 93
(Contains the following files: STUFKEy.zIP,

'CIS "SHR

TEST.BAT, RTN.COM, RTN2C.COM, SNDOFF·
.COM, RTNF3.COM, RTNF5.COM, YESNO.BAT,
YES.BA T, NO.BA T, FORLOOP.BA T, MACLOOP.BAT, MACYESNO.BAT.
'CIS

'CIS "SHR

PROHELP - 92 Subscribers Disk;
MIA 92 ON DISK; will be on the
93 Subscribers Disk.
VDE162.ZIP - Fall 91

CIS- Also available in the HP Handheld forum of
CompuServe.
SHR- SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you
decide to use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This goes for any shareware
found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or
CompuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on
American On Line in the Palmtop Library (keyword ·Palmtop'.

[Letters continued from page 5.J
2) With the new eGA compatibility
you can run more garnes, so you
won't be down at the video arcade
pumping quarters into the machine.
3) The new organizer software will
improve your performance at work
so much that your new raise will pay
for the HP 100LX for you, and dresses for her.
4) Tell her that you'll give her your
old 95LX. Your spouse will soon
appreciate its features. This new common interest will improve your relationship. (It's getting pretty deep, I
should have warned you to wear
boots.)
5) Explain that you've already depreciated the HP95 and you need a new
asset to write off.

ENJOY ruD@ SAVINGS
ON YOUR 9SLX PURCHASES
When You Choose From Our Selection of Used Products
95LX (512K)
95LX (1 MB)
Connectivity Pack
AC Adapter
New Media 2400 Fax/Modem Card
Sparcom Station 95

7) Tell your spouse that all your
friends are getting new computers,
and you feel left out.
8) Tell her that you're doing it as a
favor to me so you can test out all
my new software.
9) Tell her that you feel insecure
without the latest and greatest, so
that by purchasing this you're actual-

POWERUSER
N' 95LX & 100LX Monthly Vldllo
Each issue is packed with over 5 hours
of valuable tips and information for
beginni.ng and advanced users covering:

C·

• Filer
Appt

• Corom
• Phone

• Memo
• Setup

• Hp Calc
• IX)S

Plus practical applications and 3rd
party products.

........._.........................................................
CaU to get your free 1 hour
.....~~~..~~!!.J!.i.!!!.i!.~~.~1!.!~!......
NEW VlStONS

~ S.

Redwood Rd., Bldg F12051
Salt Lake City, ur 84123
(801) 977·8774 6:30am· 3:OOpmMST

$275
$375
$59
$10
$175

$38

~ Additional products in stock - call for
availability and pricing.

All Used Products are:
~

Backed by a full 30-Day Warranty
Carefully tested, inspected, cleaned,
repaired and repackaged.

~

6) Ask your spouse if you can get a
new 486DX-66 with super-VGA, 64
Meg of RAM and a 300 megabyte
hard drive. Let her negotiate you
down to a new palmtop.

We offer a full line
of new products for
the HP 95LX & 100LX

~

USED 95LX PRODUCTS:

~

Sell us your old 95LX

We also buy accessories
and peripherals.

~

Trade -in your old 95LX

We have a full line of used laptop
and desktop computers to choose
from. New computers are also
available.

CLASSIC COMPUTERS
P.o. Box 499 • Fairfield , IA 52556
(515) 472-0383 • FAX: (515) 472-0393

14U....W.\

Tuesday, Wednesday &Thursday • 10am - 4pm Central Time

ly saving on bills for therapy.
10) Get your boss to give one as a
bonus and then you won't have to
clear it with Big Boss.
Dave Goodman
CompuServe ID: [72330,130]

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in Letters
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
'CIS " SHR FREYJA2.ZIP - MIA 93
'CIS
IRPTR.ZIP - M/J 93
'CIS
IRPRNT.ZIP - J/A 93

APPLICATION
BUILDER

r CARD DRIVEl "

FOR TIIE HP 95LX

STEELE CREEK'S CD3568 CARD DRIVE

With QAPalm you can create
custom data collection and
viewing applications for your
palmtop on your PC without
programming. Uses an easy
screen painting approach.
Transfers data to dBase and
Lotus 123 formats. Demo available.
QA SYSTEMS, INC.
220 East 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

1800 945-1717 /212 599-1717

Fax 212-599-2614

EASY • AFFORDABLE • PROVEN
The simple way to transfer files
from your HP 95LX or lOOLX.
Connects to the printer port of your
desktop P.C.
$169.95 plus $6.00 S & H

Call to order by VISA, Mastercard,

or send check or money order to:
SteBIB CreBt Technologlss
14035 Appling LBnB
Charlone, N. C. 28278
TBI: (704) 588-1780

J

I\,pAMCO
Sundlsk Software upgrade for
CD3568 ••••• only $20.00
111
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---BASIC TIPS--Lotus
mDI 100LXI

CREATING AND VIEWING A GRAPH IN 123
Lotus 1-2-3 Graph feature lets you visually display
data stored in a worksheet. Lets say you're tracking
the gross sales in five different sales regions.
EXAMPLE
The instructions for both Palmtops are identical.
Press ~ to open Lotus and create a spreadsheet that looks something like this:
AI :

254
325
422
154
198

Gross Sales Spreadsheet

This worksheet has the title Gross Sales, Five
U.S. Sales Regions in Cell C1. Cells A3-A7 have
the names of the regions (East, South, Midwest,
Southwest, and West). Cells B3-B7 have the Gross
Sales figures in thousands of dollars (254, 325,
422,154, and 198).
To create a bar graph displaying the five
regions side-by-side do the following. Press
IMENU I Graph Type Bar. Select X, type in a3..a8
and press IENTER I. Then select A, type in b3..b7
and press IENTER I. Finally press View and you
should see something like this:

WORK with the 100LX. The 95LX adapter provides
a 9 volt AC output, which can damage the 100LX.
The 100LX adapter provides a 12 volt DC output.
The new 100LX AC Adapter does work with
the 95LX.
Everett Kaser
CompuServe ID: [70662,2540]

• Databse
1100LX I

DATABASE I PHONE RECORDS LIMITS
The database is limited to at most 5,000 records,
99 fields, 4 pages per record, and 32KB of notes
per record. The total size of the database is also
limited by the amount of space you have available
on your RAM disk.
PHONE is based upon the database application and has the same limits for each PHONE data
file.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuServe ID: [76711,732]

~Adapter
mDll 100LX I

CAN'T USE 95LX ADAPTER WITH 100LX,
CAN USE THE 100LX ADAPTER WITH 95LX
The AC Adapter from the HP 95LX DOES NOT

f: l l e r
Local

OArs;

C ::;:;CALC
MEMUTJ:L
MENlU9S

1

I ~:::~~~K

I

EX"
EX"
EX"

~~~

13244

18- 16- 91

5: SSp

28268
4BB
11078

86-83-92
85-21-92
83-13-92

1B:39p

878786 86 87 -

PTPDISK

PBK

RTH

SCR
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395
10816
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98
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Il , · I .
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• Filer
FILER Sort Screen on the 95LX

1100LX I

TAGGING A FILE IN FILER
You may want to tag one or more files in FILER to
delete or copy them elsewhere. On the 100LX,
move the cursor to the desired file and press
I < Spacebar> I, or press IMENU I Options Tag.
On the HP 95LX, move to the desired file and
press ~ to Tag it.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

SORT FILES IN DIFFERENT WAYS
When you are looking for a group of similar files,
FILER's Sort feature can be very helpful. You can
sort FILER's list in four ways:

Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

95LX EXAMPLE
Let's say you want to group all the Lotus worksheets together. Open FILER and go to the directory you want to sort. Then press IMENU I File-Sort
Extension. The list of files will now be sorted by file
extension. Move down the list and you'll find all
your .WK1 files listed together.

H.

1100LX I

Graph of Gross Sales Figures

displays the files in ascending order (0-9, followed
by A-Z). This option sorts the entire filename
including the file extension (A.AAA, A.AAB, etc.).
This is the default setting of the system and what
most people use. It makes it easy to find a file if
you remember its name.
Directories are always displayed at the top of
the file list, no matter which of the sort option you
use.

DateiTime - this sorts the list by the date the file
was created and displays the newest files first. This
is good for when you want to find the file you know
you created yesterday, or look for those old files
you might want to delete.
Extension - this sorts the list alphabetically, by the
file extension. It's good for when you want to look
at all your .wK1 (1-2-3) or .COM (program) files.
Size - this sorts the list by file size and displays
the largest files at the top. This is good for when
you want to find the program and database files,
which tend to be larger. It's also good for when you
are running out of disk space and need to decide
which files are too big and need to be deleted.
Filename - this sorts the list alphabetically and
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100LX EXAMPLE
To group the Lotus worksheets together on the
100LX, open FILER press IMENU I Options Sort.
Use any of the arrow keys to select the type of sort
you want (Filename, ExtenSion, Date, or Size).
Then press I < Tab > I and select whether you want
an Ascending (A-Z, small-large) or Descending (ZA, large-small) sort. Press I <Tab> I again to move
to the "Make sort order default" box. Press f!!) or
I< Spacebar > I if you want the sort you have just
defined to become the default for Filer. Finally
press IENTER I to go back to the newly sorted file
list.
Robert Roney
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~HP Calc
lmD31100Lx l

CALCULATE A CAR LOAN INTEREST
RATE WITH TVM
You see a used Ford advertised for only $4,000, or
$255.23 a month for 18 months. Sounds good
doesn't it? Better check out the interest rate first
before you get excited.
ON THE 95LX
Open HP Calc and press IMENU I TMV to enter
Calc's Time Value of Money function. Press
IMENU I Erase Data to clear any previous entries.
You should see a screen that looks like this:

- _ - -TiMe Ualue o£ Honll!!!'';:J -

HUMber of periods . . . . .
Annu~l
interest . . . . . . .
PresenL value ••••.•...
PayMent . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Future

v a lue . • . . • . . . . .

PaYMents per year . . . . .
Besin/End Hods . . • . . . . .

H
I%VR
PU
PHT

case i - -

=

=

=
=

lS.Oe
lS.BO
4~aBe.ee

0. BB

=

12
END

=

lS.Be
COPY

PASI~

I . Point one

- 255.23

FU

P/VR
B/E

appears. Your screen should look something like
this (with the cursor blinking after 11.):

•

HP Calc's TVM Screen (95LX)

Enter the following data. (Use the Up or Down
arrow keys to move to the appropriate field, enter
the data and press 'ENTERI.)
In Number of Periods ................ 18
In Annual interest ... : .... . .......... 0
In Present Value ............. . ... 4000
In Payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -255.23
The number of periods is 18 months, the payment
is entered as a negative number because you're
paying money out. The interest rate is 0 because
you don't know it yet.
Press 1!!1 (1%YR) and you see that the
annual interest rate for this gem is 18% - you'd
belter negotiate a belter interest rate.
Say you get the seller to agree on a 12%
interest rate. Cursor up to the annual interest field,
type ill 12 and press 'ENTERI. Then press ~
(PMT) and look at the Payment line to see that the
monthly payment would decrease to $243.93.
ON THE 100LX
To enter TVM on the 100LX press ,MENU 1Applications TVM. Then press 'MENU 1 Clear Data to
clear any previous entries. The rest of the procedure is the same.
(For more on the TVM function, see Chapter
25 in the HP 95LX User's Guide or Chapter 24 in
the HP 100LX User's Guide.)
Robert Roney
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

IaIMemo
[jooOO
USING THE OUTLINE FEATURE OF MEMO
Memo on the 100LX lets you create outlines to
organize your ideas. To set up an outline from
within Memo, press 'MENU 1 Forma(t) Outline.
Press any arrow key to select Decimal or Roman
numeral type numbering (this example uses Roman
numeral numbering). Press , <Tab > 1 to move to
the Indent outline box and type in the number of
spaces you want each level indented (default is 3).
Finally press 'F1 0 1(OK). You'll get a blank screen.
To start the outline, press 1!!1 (Promote), and
I. should appear. Type in the first point and press
'ENTER I. You'll move to the next line and II.

II.

If point I. has subpoints, press ~ to "Demote"
outline to the second level and A. will appear. After
you have entered two or three subpoints, press
1!!1 again to "Promote" the outline back to the first
level and II. will appear. Proceed in this fashion
to construct your outline. (If you want to leave the
outline format, press 1!!1 or ~ until the cursor
moves to the left and the Roman numeral disappears.)

I.

Point. one

A. SubJ)oint. ..
B. Subpoint. b
C. Subpoint. c
II. Foint. t.wo

A.
B.
C.

Subpoint. a
Subpoint. b
Subpoint. c

Memo with Outline

You can save the file in ASCII format and import it
into any word processor. (For more on the Outline
function of Memo, see page 18-13 in the HP tOOLX
User's Guide.)
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

gt....."j1Iji.Ui_._+i.....M4. . .'Mmwr11ftftil.' i
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37
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42

35
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DC/DeS and FILER work wilh 190

EduCAte has covan for B4t.l I IR port
95/100 fit. in GaJllloboy bolt CMlO
View, sorl, soarch. and JIIorg
Press MENU For..,,(T) (O)ullino; F7 prop!
Pross ON / to chango back and fort.h
Do l c:'_doll\4Pplbk . ~Y bofor" allll'l SY

---------Note Taker's All Notes screen

I can see up to 12 notes listed, the title of the note
first, its size (in bytes) next, and finally the first 40
or so characters of the note itself. This makes it
easy for me to quickly scan the list for a summary
of the ideas I've had on tips, articles, etc.
I can also do searches on the notes, sort the
notes, readjust the columns, and more. Please see
page 19-1 of the HP 100LX User's Guide for more
on Note Taker.
It's also possible to use the HP 95LX's PHONE
application for this purpose. Press 'MENU 1 File
New to start a new Phone Book. Press ~ to
insert a card. Enter the title of the idea in the Name
field (Le. 123 as database). Enter the category in
the Number field (Le. Basic Tip). Enter your notes
and other text in the Address field. The Index view
of PHONE wilt display the first 19 characters in the
Name field and the first 19 characters in the Number field
Rich Half
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

mMise
1100lX I

IaI Note Taker
mE!J3l1100lX I
USE NOTE TAKER TO
TRACK AND ORGANIZE IDEAS
This built-in 100LX note pad is a good place to
write, organize, and keep track of notes, short
memos, quick ideas, etc. In fact, I could use it to
keep track of article ideas for The HP Palmtop
Paper.
Lets say that I have an idea for a Basic Tip on
the Lotus 1-2-3 application. I press I!J Notes to
open Note Taker and ~ to Add a note. The
cursor is positioned in the Title section. I give the
note a title that helps me identify it in the All Notes
(summary) list. For example, I might put 123 as
database.
Next, I press , ENTER 1to move to the main text
field of the note. I can enter up to 32K of text (30
screens) in this area. For this example, I'll put an
outline of the Basic Tip I want to write.
When I've finished entering the tip, I press
, < Tab> 1 and move to the Category field of the
note. This helps me further organize my list of
notes by entering additional topic information about
the note. For this example, I'll enter Basic tip in the
category field.
After entering a few notes, I press 1!22] and
my 'All Notes" list screen looks something like this:

REVERSE SCREEN, CHANGE CONTRAST
TO SEE BETTER
In low light conditions, when you're having trouble
seeing the 100LX display, press ,ON l-iZl and the
screen will switch to white leiters against a black
background. This is also useful in PHONE when
you've highlighted the name of the person you want
to call. Press ,ON l-iZl to put the screen in reverse
video and the highlighted entry becomes easier to
read and the rest of the screen is dark and no
distraction.
~

__
Allwrt Ell1~L~111
Arnold SIoJ,wL;::m.'!Jo r

JllJ...!.l..!.!Q. _·' _ _ ..J!OMP
__
51S 47? 3r,~~
~15 17,' 8~[j:l
~I!J 471. 83JI)
515 <172 99!EI

Fr{.'d SdlW<lfL;::
Fr(lrhlr.k Halld('\<;MlI1Tl

::itS '172 Gl1ll
~15 47? GIJU

:il') 'l7? :J'IY:-'
SI~ 47,. 8!J~E:I

!
I
I
I

100LX Screen Reversed in PHONE

You can change screen contrast on either the HP
100LX or 95LX by pressing ION I-B or ,ON I-I].
Pressing ~-I!I or 10t!i-iZl on the 100LX
changes grey scales, important in running some
DOS (CGA) applications.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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"""QUICK TIPS"""
II Lotus

environment file prior to
launching System Manager.
For example:

1mI!311100LX I
WHERE TO PLACE
LOTUS 1-2-3 MACROS?
The macro range should start
below and to the right of your
data area. If you do this, you
can insert rows and columns
in your data area without
affecting the macro. Of
course, the macro gets
pushed down or to the right
each time you insert a new
row or column, but that doesn't matter as long as the
macro starts below your data
area.

del c:\_dat\apptbk . env

Thomas Rundel
CompuServe ID: [100023,2477]

~Appt
1100LX I

EDITING TO-DO ITEMS
IN APPT MAKES THEM
UNCOMPLETED
To check off a To-do item
from the main Appointment
screen, press ~ to get
into the ToDo List. Cursor to
the desired item and press
(] (the minus key on the
keypad). Pressing (] again
clears the check off.
If you further edit a completed ToDo item, it automatically becomes an uncompleted ToDo item again. So
make your ed its before
checking off the item.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
. CompuServe ID: [76701,272]

mlEI
SPEED UP
APPOINTMENT BOOK
When you load Appointment
Book, the HP 95lX System
Manager scans your APPT
.ABK file for alarms. If you
have a lot of alarms, loading
can be slow.
If you have Stacker running on your 95lX, the process can be even slower.
The easiest work around is
to put a command in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file to delete the Appointment Book

If you use an AUTO EXEC
.BAT file on the 95lX, you
have to include the $sysmgr
command as the last line in
the file. Be sure and press
ICTRq-1 ALT I-I DELI to reboot
after you've created or modified the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
This modification speeds
up everything, but APPT will
no longer remember which
.ABK file it is working with.
You'll have to press IMENUI
File Open to select the correct Appointment Book. A
quicker way is to create a
User Key to open the desired
Appointment Book file.
Ronald Vieceli
CompuServe 10: [73310,3663]
[If you use this AUTOEXEC.BAT file on your 95LX,
you must also have a CONFIG.SYS file with the following line in it (which must
have a blank space before
/p):

shell=command

/p

For more on AUTOEXEC
and CONFIG files, see page
35, this issue - Robert.]

~ Batteries
mIDll 100LX I
REPLACEMENTS FOR
BATTERY COVERS, TRAYS
If you break, or lose the main
battery cover, the cover to
the IR port, or the little tray
that the backup battery fits
in, contact EduCAlC. They'll
send out replacements - free
of charge! Contact: EduCALC; Phone: 800-677-7001
or 714-582-2637; Fax: 714582- 1445.

Rich Hal/
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
1miE111100LX I
GRAPHICS INTENSIVE
PROGRAMS EAT UP
BATTERY LIFE!
Graphics intensive programs
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like TETRIS Ii use batteries
at a rate of more than four
times the built-in applications.
This is because they bypass
the Light sleep mode. You
should also never leave a
graphics-intensive program
like TETRIS running when
you turn your HP Palmtop off
for a period of time.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuServe 10: [76711,732]
1100LX I

PUTTING BATTERIES
IN BACKWARDS
IS DANGEROUS
Improper installation of rechargeable batteries on the
HP 95lX can cause the batteries to short circuit and
heat up. At the very least,
this will discharge your batteries. At the most, the batteries could damage your
Palmtop PC.
The 95lX contains circuitry that protects the computer
against improper insertion of
alkaline batteries (which are
the only kind HP approves
for use in the 95lX). Eveready designed its Lithium
batteries to shut down if
short-circuited.
The HP 100lX also has
circuitry to protect it against
improperly installed Alkaline
and NiCds. NiCds can be
recharged inside the 100lX.
Nickel-Metal-Hydride batteries can be used, but not
recharged in the 100lX!
The best solution is to be
very careful to put the batteries in correctly.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuServe 10: [76701,272]
1im1100LX I

POWER DRAIN
FROM CARD MODEMS
The announced PCMCIA
card modems all use the
Palmtop's battery for power.
The result is that there is
about a 150ma drain on the

internal batteries, on top of
the normal drain on your
Palmtop PC. This may cut
battery life by more than half,
if you use the modem a lot.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuServe 10: [76711,732]

CCases
1100LX I

NINTENDO CASES
FOR PALMTOP PC's
I was in the toy store today
and discovered that the Nintendo Gameboy belt carrying
case holds a 95LX perfectly.
There is a little pouch in front
for batteries, cables, etc.
Actually any case made for
the Gameboy would probably
work with the 95LX or the
100lX since they are about
the same size. I just have to
figure out a way to remove
the Nintendo & Gameboy
logos.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe ID: [71031,2162]

aComm
1mBl1100LX I

WHAT WORKS FROM THE
95LX CONNECTIVITY KIT
The FilER and the DC95/
DCS95 programs from the
HP 95lX Connectivity Pack
work with the 1OOLX, the
other applications do not.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuServe ID: [76701,272]
1100LX I

CONNECTIVITY WITH
MS-DOS 6.0
DOS version 6.0 is out and it
supports a new feature for
connecting to, and transferring files between laptops
(and the HP Palmtops as it
turns out). DOS 6.0 must be
installed on your desktop PC.
Make sure that INTERlNK
.EXE is in the C:\DOS direc-

tory of your PC and add the
following line to your PC's
CONFIG.SYS file:
device=c: \ dos \ interlnk . exe

Next load a 38K file named
INTERSVR.EXE onto your
Palmtop. Then connect your
HP Palmtop to your PC via
the serial cable, run INTERSVR.EXE for your HP Palmtop and INTERLNK.EXE from
your PC. That's all you need
to do to make the HP Palmtop's drives accessible to
your PC.
Bruce A. Kessel
CompuSeNeI0: [7274~2310J

[Note: -On the HP 100LX,
when you highlight INTERSVR.EXE in FILER and
press ,ENTER, to run it, you
may get the following message:
Not readY reading drive E
Abort , Retry Fail?

Press (F)ai/ and you should
get the MS Interlink Server
main screen . Then run
INTERLNK.EXE from your
desktop PC and you should
connect - Rich.]

aDOS
1.iE!J1100lX I

HOW TO GET A
FILE LISTING FROM
THE DOS PROMPT
If you're at the DOS prompt
on either Palmtop and want a
list of the files in the current
directory without having to go
back into System Manager
and Filer, type dir and press
,ENTER,. An unsorted list of
files will scroll by on the
screen. If you have a lot of
files and they scroll by too
fast, type dir Ip ,ENTER, and
the list will scroll by one
screen at a time and pause
for you to look at it. Press
any key to continue the
scroll.
The DIR command from
DOS 5.0 on the HP 100LX
lets you sort a list. Type dir
10 and press ,ENTER, and the
list will scroll by in alphabeti-

cal order. Type dir 10 Ip and
it will scroll by in alphabetical
order, one page at a time.
Below is a complete list of
the sort options:
dir lo:n - alphabetical order
dir lo:-n - reverse alphabetical order
dir lo:e - alphabet order by extension
dir 10:08 - reverse alphabetical order
by extension

dir lo:d - by date/time, earliest first
dir lo:-d - by dateltime, latest first
dir 10:5 - by size, smallest first
dir lo:-s - by size, largest first
dir Id:g - with directories grouped
before files

dir Id:-g - with directories grouped
after files

DOS version 3.22 on the
HP 95LX does not support
the sort options. However, a
utility named UD.95 Iii gives
the 95LX most of the capabilities found in DOS 5.0's Directory command.
For more on the DOS
Directory command, and it's
Sort options, look up DlR in a
MS-DOS User's Guide.
Rich Hal/
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
1100lX I

DOS 5.0 COMMAND HELP
The DOS 5.0 commands on
the 100LX provide their own
built-in help. For example, at
the DOS prompt, type dir I?
and see what you get. Even
debug I? gives you help
getting started, and once DEBUG is running, you can type
? and press ,ENTER, to get
more help. The same is true
for most of the DOS 5.0
commands.
Ed Keefe
CompuSeNe 10: [753oo,3667J

III Macintosh
m:g1100lX I
HP PALMTOP
BACKUPS TO MAC
The Hypercard stack, MACBAK.SIT Iii (M/J 93) by R.
David Mitchell, was written
for the HP 95LX, but also
works with the HP 100LX (or

95LX). It seems to be the
most economical and sim;
plest Mac backup and file
transfer method for the HP
Palmtops and the Mac available at this time. A related
program, called DIRLST.EXE
Iii, is first run on the palmtop
to create a text file listing all
files on your HP and RAM
card. Transfer this text file to
the Mac, and then the Hypercard stack uses that file to
copy the listed files.
To transfer files, simply
connect the Mac and the
Palmtop with the HP's Mac
Connectivity Cable (HP
10 16A for the 1OOLX or 95LX
or HP 82223A for the 95LX
only) while both computers
are off. Then press ,cTRLI
Icc:MAlq on the 100LX or
, COMM , on the 95LX to
launch the DataComm application. Press' MENU' Connect
Settings on the 100LX or
'MENU' Settings on the 95LX
and enter the following parameters: Baud: 19200, Interface: Com1, Parity: none,
Data Bits: 8, Stop Bits: 1.
Press 'ENTER' on the 1OOLX
or ,ESq Quit on the 95LX to
return to the Datacomm
screen.
Next, launch the Hypercard stack from the Mac.
Then go back to your Palmtop. On the HP 100LX, press
,MENU, Connect Kermit, select Put HP100LX in server
mode and press IENTER' . On
the 95LX, press ,MENU, Transfer Kermit K-Server. Follow
the Hypercard stack's instructions for file transfer and
backup.
I recently discovered that
this Hypercard stack has
problems transferring certain
file types back to the 95LX or
100LX. You may need to use
Kermit Iii (the freeware Mac
desktop version) on your
Mac, another terminal emulation program, or MacLinkPlus
to send all file types back to
the Palmtops. MacBak still
remains the easiest, automated backup solution for

Apple Macintosh owners.
Craig de Fassel/e
AOL ID: POA Craig
CompuSeNe ID: [76500, 1440J
1100lX I

MACLlNKPLUS/95 & 100LX
MacLinkPlus/95 will work on
the 1OOLX for straight file
transfer, but I'm finding it to
be slow on the 100LX. It requires the exact same settings as given for the Hypercard stack tip above.
You have to press
,~<~S~hift
~>-" and click the mouse
to select files for transfer,
and have to do each directory separately. MacLinkPlus
also includes translators for
the phone and appointment
books for the HP 95LX only.
The text translators will work
with the 100LX.
I've spoken to DataViz
about this, and believe they
are working on a 100LX
version of MacLinkPlus.
Craig de Fassel/e
AOL 10: POA Craig
CompuSeNe ID: [76500, 1440J

C Memory Cards
1100lX I

REBOOTING CAN
CORRUPT SRAM CARDS
ON THE 100LX
Although the PCMCIA standard allows for plugging and
unplugging cards while the
"machine" is powered up,
HP's recommendation is that
the 95LX and 100LX ALWAYS be tumed off during
card changes. At least one
scenario has been identified
that will cause corruption of
your SRAM card when used
on the 1OOLX.
When you insert a card
OR tum the 100LX on - DO
NOT reboot the 100LX for at least
3 seconds. There is a built-in
routine that tests the card,
doing test writes every 16K.
Obviously the bigger the
card, the longer this test
takes, but the whole process
should not take more than
two seconds for a physical
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2MB RAM card. This problem will corrupt data because
the routine will not have restored the data it was
checking when the reboot
occurred. Therefore, ALL HP
100LX owners need to adhere to this workaround.
This problem will not occur
on Flash ROM cards.
A utility called FIXCARD
ii can restore the readability
of a card that has been corrupted by this process, but
integrity of the card will be in
doubt so all files need to be
checked if this problem occurs.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuSeNe 10: [76711,732]

IEDL1QQ!Ox I
WARNING FOR
INSERTING RAM CARDS
Warning: If you feel resistance when you insert the
RAM card, don't force it. I
slipped my RAM card out
less than 1/2-inch, but when
I put it back in there was
resistance. I used a penlight
to peer inside the door and
spotted a small piece of plastic that had become lodged in
the connector. If I had
pushed hard, I probably
would have bent some pins.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuSeNe 10: [76701,272]

mMisc
1ED[ 100LX I
WEARING OUT
KEY CONTACTS
Some games require continued, rapid use of a few keys.
For instance, in Tetris ii you
are using a "right" key and a
"left" key to move the falling
blocks into position. It's possible to wear out the contact
membrane beneath the keys
through over use.
Fortunately, most games
allow you to select which
keys you want to use. For
instance, in Tetris, you can
choose the (!) to be the left
key and the @) to be the
right. It's probably a good
idea to periodically change
the keys you use.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

1 100L~1
LETTERS WEAR BETTER
ON 100LX KEY CAPS
Some 95LX users have mentioned that labels wear off
the more commonly pressed
keys (Enter, Esc, etc.). The
100LX keys are specially
coated to reduce the wear
factor.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuSeNe 10: [76701,272]

100!-~ I
ACT!/95 WORKS ON
THE HP 100LX
Yes ACT!/95 does work on
the 100LX. When you get to
the DOS prompt, issue the
command: mode mono. This
will set the screen to work
with ACT! in 40 column
mode. You can create a twoline .BAT file to set the
MODE and launch ACT!.
David Shier
CompuSeNe 10: [75030,3374]

lED
STICK IS UNFRIENDLY
WITH 95BUDDY
You should not use
STICK.COM ii and
95BUDDY ii together as
they are trying to do the
same things and will probably
cause problems. Eliminate
STICK.COM if you use 95BUDDY.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuSeNe 10: [76711,732]

II Phone
1100LX I
100LX PHONE DATABASE
CAN BE MODIFIED
The PHONE database can
be modified. I created a
phone book named TEST
using PHONE (press I MENU 1
File New, enter test and press
I ENTER I). Then I opened
DATABASE and loaded that
file into DATABASE (press
I MENU 1 File Open, type in
test.pdb and press I ENTER I).
Then press IMENU 1File Modify to enter the Modify screen.
Use the techniques described on pages 17-3
through 17-10 of the HP
100LX User's Guide to add,
delete, move, and adjust the
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size of database fields. I
deleted Address2; moved
City, State, and Zip up one
line; added a new date field
called Last Contact; narrowed the Notes display area;
and added a group box with
four radio buttons. Not only
can I view this modified file in
Database, it still works with
PHONE!
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuSeNe 10: [76701,272]

1imEIL1QQ!X1
TRANSLATING 95LX
PHONE BOOK FILES T{)
THE 100LX
The 100LX automatically
translates a 95LX Phone
Book (or Appointment Book)
file to the 100LX format.
Copy the 95LX file over to
the 100LX, open the Phone
Book application on the 100LX, press I MENU 1 File Open,
type in the exact file name
and extension (i.e.
MAIN.PBK) and press ~
or IENTERI.
The 100LX takes a little
time to copy and translate
the file. It places the 95LX's
Name field in the 100LX
Name field, Number in Business (Phone) field, and Address in the Notes field.
CompuServe System Operator Ted Dickens wrote a
utility called PBK2PDB ii,
which further aids translating
95LX PHONE files to the
100LX. If you were consistant in how you structured
your address field, PBK2PDB
helps you place address field
lines into the appropriate
100LX fields, instead of the
Notes field.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
1100LX I
CREATING A MACRO TO
ADJUST A TRANSLATED
95LX PHONE BOOK FILE
As you may have discovered,
when you translate your
95LX phone list to the 100LX, the Number field from
the 95LX is copied to the
Business phone field of the
100LX and the Address field
is copied to the 1OOLX Note
field. You can create 100LX
User Key macros to assist in
transferring the information to
the correct field in the 100LX

Phone Book. The following
macro transfers the number
from the Phone Business
field to the Home field.
To create the macro, go to
the main "All Phone Book
Items" screen of PHONE and
highlight the desired entry.
Then press IE] Macros and
select the F-key you want to
activate the macro (F1 for
this example). Press I!!)
I ENTER 1to Record the macro.
(If one exists for that F-key,
you are asked whether you
want to overwrite it or not.)
You are returned to the
main Phone Book screen.
Enter the keystrokes you
wish the macro to executed.
For this example, they are as
follows:
{Enter} {Tab} {Cut} {Tab}
{Paste} {FlO}

Press I <Shift > I-~ f!!) when
you are finished entering the
macro.
When you want to run this
macro, go to the main Phone
Book screen and position the
cursor on the entry whose
phone numbers you want to
transfer. Then press ~
and watch as the phone
number is moved.
You can create macros to
move specific information
from the Note field to the
other fields of the Phone
Item.
Dave Goodman
CompuSeNe 10: [72330,130]

I!!l

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned
On the HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK
·CIS"SHR
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS"SHR
"CIS

95BUDDY - J/A 93
DlRLlS.EXE - M1J 93
FIXCARD - J/A 93
KERMIT - J/A 93
MACBAK.SIT - M1J 93
STICK.COM - SubDisk 92
IT95 - J/A 93
UD95 - J/A 93
PBK2PDB - J/A 93

'CI5 - Also available in the HP Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software
distributed free of charge for evaluation purposes only.
AOL -many of these files may be
found on American Online in the
Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

Runs Even BetteI' On The New HP 100LH!

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRANSLATION:
It's What Your Palmtop Was Made For!
You can throwaway your electronic dictionary or hard copy phrase book. The Globalink IC
Translation Card converts your HP 95LX or 100LX into a full-sentence, idiomatically accurate,
foreign language translator. It simplifies business or personal travel, quick phrase
or sentence look-ups and even language learning for you or your family.
With the same dictionary and translation algorithms as Globalink's
POWER TRANSLATOR (the leading machine translation software for the PC) you can be confident that the
Globalink IC Translation Card is the right
one for your palmtop!

• Complete sentence translation
• Translates idiomatic expressions
• Translates in grammatical structure of
target language
• Identifies multiple translations of a single
word in a sentence based on the part of speech
(e.g. noun, verb, adjective)
• Comprehensive 60,000 term dictionary
• Input of foreign accents on English keyboard
• On-screen editing with HP memo text editor

Just enter a sentence
from the keyboard (foreign accents
are accessible on your English
keyboard) and obtain an idiomatic
translation almost instantly. You can also
load a text file from your PC and receive a
grammatically correct translation in minutes,
ready for your review. Ideal for business or personal
travel, academic studies, production or home use. There
are dozens of ways that instant translation capability can
make your business dealings more profitable and your
personal endeavors more satisfying.

Order Any 2 Languages, Get a 3rd Language Free!

1-800-255-5660
ItIirt'Mlobalink®
ToGol
9302 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031
Phone: 703-273-5600
Fax: 703-273-3866

HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get
in touch with The HP Palmlop Paper
staff. You can write; mail us a dISk
with your comments' send CompuServe mail; fax; or cab. Our mailing
address and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
The HP Palmfoj) Paper
PO Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Fax #:515-472-1879
Phone: 515-472-6330
or 800-373-6114
CompuServe 10:
Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]

To advertise in The HP Palmtop paper, contact Brian Teitzman or Mar-'
garet Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or
clear up any probfem with your
subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon
Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORTis offered to all Palmtop users and
is available by callinJL503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORTis offered 24 hours a day by calling
800-443-1254.
• REOUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.

Products Advertised in The HP Palmtop Paper
Company

I;)

• AMERICA ONLINE Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-!393-6288 for membership information.

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtop
Pa12er comes from the contributions
of Palmtop PC users. We and your
fellow users welcome your suomissions. (We do not offer paY}llent for
articles; your reward IS knowing
that_YOU've helped others.)
II you have a ,good idea and
want to "go for it,' send it in via
CompuServe E-Mail [75300,24431 or
send disk or hard copy to Hal
Goldstein or Rich Hall al: lhe above
address. Alternatively you can send
an outline of your idea. We will try
to g¢de you as to when ana
whelher we would use the article
and contact you if we need clarification or have any suggestions. We
may want to use an afficle but for a
vanety of reasons you may not see
it for many montlis. Please understand that we cannot _promise to
run any particular articre.
If you can, especially if you
write a Palmtop Profile, send us a
black and white photo of yourself.
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QA Systems
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Septimia
Steele Creek

i~:~~~us Computing
Widget

On-Line Support- offered by these
bulletin board services.
• COMPUSERVE GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership
state #231.

Page number
BATTman Battery Monitoring Software) . .. . .... . ......... • . ............ 44
Classic Lunar Lander) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 34
DoubleCard RAM Memory Cards) ........ . .. •. .. .• . . . . . . ...... outside back

ACE

QA Palm custom database builder) ..... . .... . . . .. • .... • .... • ......... 49

HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK) . ... . .... . .... . .... • .... • ........ inside back
Paralink 3 Serial/Parallel Adapter) ........... . ............. . .... . ...... 7

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (July/August 1993)
EXCALC.ZIP
GRIDCALC.ZIP
CHEKBOOK.WKI
TLG10.ZIP
TI95.ZIP
95BUDDY.ZIP
ASERCTL.ZIP
FIXCARD
IRPRNT.ZIP
KERMIT
PBK2PDB.zIP
PROCORN.ZIP

UD95.ZIP
UNZIPR.EXE
HPALL.ZIP
ADVERT.zIP
PTP10.ZJP
README.ZIP

Application: Extended scientnic calculator and expression processor
1·2-3: calculates distance coordinates & magnetic azimuth between
1·2-3: Bank accounts manager
1·2-3: Examples of making list·type databases
Game: Upgrade to Tetris·type game with new features
Utility: Version 3.1 with new features
Utility: allows control over the serial port for the l00LX
Utility: Can restore readability to a corrupted RAM card
Utility: l00LX users print text files and
clipboard to HP IR printers
Utility: Mac terminal emulation program
Utility: aids translation of 95LX phone files to l00LX format
Misc: Files from this Programmers Comer. help overcome
limnations of System Macros. Includes: STUFKEY.ZIP,
TEST. BAT, RTN.CO, RTN2C.COM, SNDOFF.COM, RTNF3.COM,
RTNF5.COM, YESNO.BAT, YES. BAT, NO.BAT, FORLOOP.BAT,
MACLOOP.BAT, MACYESNO.BAT.
Utility: fives the 95LX capabilnies of DOS.5.0's Directory command
Utility: Latest version of utility to decompress .ZIP files
Text: Descriptions of files in all HP forums of CompuServe
Text: in-depth descriptions, products advertised this issue
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper, July/August 1993
Text: cover letter for HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK

~
Shareware
Free
Free
Free
Free
Shareware
Shareware
Free
Shareware

f2
9
11
27
38-41
13,52,54
12,54
30
54
5,9

Free
Free
Free

53
54
42-48

CIS, Shareware
Free
na
na
na
na

53
na
na
na
na
na

Software mentioned and included in other issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk or the 1992 Subscribers Disk_
95SMT.ZIP
DIRLlST.EXE
FREYJA
IRPRT.COM
MACBAK.SIT
MENU95.ZIP
PROHELP
STICK.COM
VDEI62.ZIP
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(M/J 93) Shows quircks of programming on the 95LX
(M/J 93) Utility: creates a text file listing all files on
Palmtop and RAM Card
(Mar/Apr 93) Text ednor MUMUTIL & THOR included
(May/Jun 93) Print 95LX output to an HP infrared printer
(M/J 93) Utility: Mac Hypercard stack for Palmtop-Mac backups
(92 SubsDisk and J/F 92 On Disk) Allows access to DOS prompt,
launching DOS programs, on 95LX.
(92 SubsDisk) Displays codes for any key on HP Palmtops
(92 SubsDisk) Makes ALT and CTRL keys 'sticky'
(FaIl9!) Word processor for HP Palmtops

Shareware
Free

53

Free
Free
Shareware
Free

5
5
53
34

Free
Free
Shareware

48
36,54
46

48
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The knowledge.

The tools.
AS YOU'RE LOOKING THROUGH this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper, notice how many of the Programs, Games, and
Utilities we cover are included on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
Nearly all of them.
Hundreds per year. PLUS all the text from The HP Palmtop Paper.
PLUS dozens of text flles. PLUS expanded advertiser information.
All for less than nine bucks a month with a two year subscription.
It's not often that so few dollars make so much sense.

A supplement, not a substitute, for the printed edition.

SEE ORDER CARD THIS ISSUE

Your Complete Solid State Storage Solution

DoubleCard
and DoubleFlash

SWITCHablel

™

SWITCH!
C OMPAnBLE

M

Now store up to 40MB on
your HP Palmtop!
Nominated for "Product of the Year" by
Palmtop Paper, the same DoubleCard
data compression is now available as
DoubleFlash - high capacity Flash
Memory Card.
"The real beauty of using DoubleCard is that it is
truly ''plug-n-play''.
- Palmtop Paper

IntroduCing DoubleFlash

Doub/eF/ash combines the successful Doub/eCard data compression
software with the latest in Flash
Memory Technology. Doub/eF/ash is
the result of joint development
between ACE Technologies, SunDisk
and Stac Electronics.

Lifetime Warranty

Demonstrating our confidence in this
new technology, we are extending
Doub/eCard's Lifetime Warranty policy
to all Doub/eF/ash products. As with all
ACE memory cards, your memory
investment is protected for life.

your Palmtop. Doub/eRAM uses the
same data compression driver as
Doub/eCard and therefore requires no
additional memory.
Additional software includes Password,
CardCopy, Unmount and a collection
of HP Palmtop shareware programs.

How do I use DoubleFlash?
What IS Flash Memory?

Flash Memory is a non-volatile solid
state storage technology that does
not require batteries to retain its
contents. Doub/eF/ash functions
much like your PC's hard disk drive
except there are no moving parts.

DoubleFlash and DoubleCard

The same "plug-n-play' capability of
Doub/eCard has been brought to
Doub/eF/ash. A ROM card" is provided
to allow you to install the Doub/eF/ash
software in a matter of seconds.
BA TTman bUilt-In

Doubleeard
Doubleeard
Doubleeard
Doubleeard

1M
2M
4M
8M

DoubleFlash 3M
DoubleFlash 10M
DaubleFlash 20M
DoubleFlash 40M

(up to 1MB) ..
(up to 2MB) ..
(up to 4MB) ..
(up to 8MB) ..

All ACE's Doub/eCards are built with
ultra-low power SRAM technology.
Compared to Flash technology,
Doub/eCards have much faster write
cycles and requiring less power from
your HP Palmtops.

Doub/eF/ash comes with built-in
BATTman battery management
software, optimized for use with Flash
technology. Now you can use all
battery technologies with Doub/eF/ash.
Additional Features

Doub/eF/ash and Doub/eCard include
the Doub/eRAM utility. Doub/eRAM
compresses your internal RAM disk in

..................... A2008

(up to 3MB) ...
.. .... A3003
(up to 10MB) ...
.. .. A3010
(up to 20MB) ..
.. .... A3020
(up to 40MB) 100L)( only ............. A3040

(Double Cord & DoubleFlash are HP

Why stIli offer DoubleCard?

.. .... A2001
................... A2002
.. .... A2004

O M NI Boo ~

compatib le )

For more information Call:

1-800-825-9977

A. 1ft I'ii

/1\\~l!! ®
ACE Technologies, Inc.

ACE Technologies, Inc. 2880Zanker Road, #103 San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A. Tel: (408) 428-9722 Fax: (408) 428-9721
' Prlces subject to change without notice. ' ROM card Is required tor HP 95LX only. OoubieFlosh. DoubleCord and DoubleRAM are trademarks of ACE Technologies. Inc.

